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ABSTRACT
In 978 Congress directed the National Science

Foundation to conduct a national needs assessment of science
education in two-year colleges. Volume I of the final report
describes the. design of the study, the findings, and the
recOmmemdations. A separate volume, Volume II (SE 033.604), contains
appendices which'provide supporting materials,*e...t, well as 1r- J

_supplepentary tabulations of data. Part of--,the-,:viIiiition plan
involved the-selection cf colleges,-students, and faculty.
Invitations to participate in'the study were extended to 240 colleges
and usable replies were received from 168 of them. Questionnaires
were developed to Solip-1- information. frail. 'three .sources -
institutional data (supplied by college officials), data from a
sample of-facultf, and data from a sample of'students... This
information-is present din separate chapters, and a final'
chapter-sumparized aajo f ings and recommendations. Results of tree
study revealed that faculty members generally were satisfied with
their environment despite heavy teaching loads. Students-generally
were satisfied with their courses, but often lacked adequate\
language,. study, and math skills. There was evidence of a need for
improvement in' most fields, particularly a_ need for better equipment,
facilities, and faculty development. (Author)
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background of 'the Study

41,

Two-year collegeshave become major sources of science
education in country. .Approximmte-ly 1,300 of these. colleges
currently enroll more than four million-students -- one-third of,
the 'total undergraduate -population, and approximately two-thirds
of the freshmen in all institutions of higher education.' Many
two"-year -college students are enrolled in.traditional transfer
programs leading ultimately. to- baccalaureate degrees. 'Most. of

these students take degree-.ci-edit science courses, and many
dtren.6ually may earn science-related B.S. or B.A. -degrees.

An increasingly large proportion of two-year college
students is enrolled in occUpatiOnal and technical programs.
According to dapta from the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleg-gs (AACJC), 50 percerit of all two-year college
students.weire enrolled in such, programs in 1976, -cOmpared to only
13 percent in 1965.2. A fairly large °number of these students are
in science- and engineering-related programs. Traditional science
courses, as well as science-related community service 'programs- and

interdisciplinary studieS, also have attracted noncredit students,.
whose numbers have expandd rapidly in recent 'years .3

=Andrew Hills. Science Education in Two-Year Colleges: Psychology
(Los Angeles: Center for the b.tudy. of -Community .Colleges/. and
ERIC "Clearinghouse for" junior.. Colleges, 1980) p.
American Associatxon of Community and ..Juraor -Colleges, ract
Sheets' on Two:-Year- Colleges (Viashi.hgton, AACSC-, 1976)

.,-Plorenee ::rriedlander,'Science,and Social
.:Science _(LOs ,Angeles: , Center for the
Study-of .:Community Colleges, d. ERIC ClearinghouSe-for Junior
colleges, 1979)', pp. 1-2.



Despite the impqrtant role of two-year-colleges in

science education, little is known about the adequacy and needs

- of science programs inathese colleges. Currently available

national statistics on these institutions are too
.

general to draw

.specific conclusions about science' programs. Most estimates of

the proportions of students enrolled in science,programs or classes-

saxe out-of-date, and more importantly; such estimates tell nothing
.

about the characteristics of qcienoe students (their ages, educa-
.

tiondl godls, Perceptiond of theffeciiveriess of --ucation)

in the wide variety of science and techno .--Imograms offered by

two-year colleges. One of the tudies-that has !examlfted.some

of these issues was conducted, by the Conference board of'thec

'mathematical Sciences. This organization conducted three surveys,

in 1965, 1970, and 1975, which Collected data on enrollments in

undergraduate mathematics courses."

Similar7.y, little information exists about science

faculty and about the resources'avallable for science education ia.

two-year colleges. When the two-year college movement began its

eapidtgrowth in the 1950s and 1960s, faculty members were recruited

fromthe:ranks of high school. teachers. 'A widespread impression

exists that the'senigor faculty meprs are these Rimer tigla school

teachers. Faculty positions later were filled from another group 01

people, freqUentlY young men and women with newly obtained

degrees, although quite a number had Ph.D.'s. 'It is fair to.ask 'ho s.

well prepared;mahy.faculty:members are to teach academic dcience in
0

their fields, especially since-their teaching and advising responsi-

bilities significantly, differ from those of four-year college
. . .

faculty members. A large proportion of two-year college students it

"James T. Fey, Donald J. Albers,'and John Jewett,- Conference Board
of the Mathematical Sciences. Report of the Survey Committee,

. Volume V. Undergraduate Mathematical Sciences in Universities,
FourYear Colleges, and Two-Year Colleges, 19.75-76 (Washington,-
D.C..1: Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences, 1976).



science classes are not oriented toward baccalaureates, aiming
ei,ther for career programs or for continuing education to improve
their job prospects. Are faculty members fully qualified to
handle these diverse course emphases? Are they in need of in-

.

service education, and,,, if so, how readily available is it?

The National Science Foundation explored sons- of these
issues in a 1967 survey of the experience and employment charac-
teristics of junior college science, engineering, and technology
faculty'. s A more recent Study, funded by NSF,,the U.S. Offile.
of Education, and the National'Inetitutes of-Health, examined
hiring patterns of new full-time.faculty.6 The .Studies,coilducted

by the Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences collected
some data on mathematics faculty." However, none of these studies

offers particularly current or-comprehensive.information about
faculty needs or about faculty members"perceptions of two-year
colleges and students.

The institutional strength. 'of two-year colleges varies
tremendously. Some possess respurces'that-havepermitted the
..laudAding and staffing of impressive facilities, while others have
commenced operation .in borrowed facilities and constructed their
plants piecemeal. With the recent fiscal problems plaguing

higher education, clans for rebuildinij at times have been
curtailed or postponed. In addition to adequacy of facilities,,

adequacy of staffing also requireS investigation.. Staging
adequacy involves not only backup instructional

the heavy teaching loads of faculty in two -year

12- and 15-credit-hour teaching load is Common,

.

staff, but also

colleges. 'The

whereas four -year
college faculty members tend to have lighter loads.- It is

'7

5Nationa2 Science Foundatidn, Junior College Teachers of,Science,
Engineering, and Technology, 2467. Experience and Employment Char-
acteristics (Washington, D.C.: National Science. Foundation, 1968).

.S Frank J. Atelsek and .Irene L.-GOmberg, New FullTime Faculty 1976-
77: Hiring Patterns by. Field and Educational Attainment (Washington,
D.C.: American Council on Education, 1978).



important to determine whether this difference in teaching loads

affectA the quality ofeotication. More' specifically,.we need to

ascertain how faculty members contribute to science program struc-

tures and course design.

The paucity of existing information sources-about science

eddcation in two -year colleges has been a matter of concern to

policyMakersr Congress directed the National Science FodndatiOn,

in the Foundation's Authorization Act for FY 1978, to conduct a

national needs assessment of science education ip two-year colt

leges.7 In explanation of this requirement, it was stated that

"The comprehensive assessment of science 'education
in two-year colleges will provide the basis for en'under-
itanding of the unique role of those colleges-in science
education and the problems they-face. The results are. to
be used to assess the effectiveness of current science
education programs-and to make those programt more relevant "

to the needs of two-year colleges. With the assistance
of an ad hoc advisory committee of representatives Oc two-
year colleges and science ed tors, It is expected that
NSF will conduct a lo eds sessment and a, national
needs assessment, ereby givfng both in-depth and nation-
-al scope to'the s udy.

"In the n
should be Awarde
selected topics
needs of two-ye
que-ptions'may i
of programs, ne s and c
of programs effectiveness

0,0

tional needs assessment one or more grants
for capprehendive national surveys on-

esigned to yield an understanding of the
eges in science education. Relevant

s and needs of students; types
aracter of faculty, and measures
"5

7National science Foundation Authorization Act, FY 1978, Public
Law 95-99.. .

s Conference Report 95-504, 95th-Congress, First Session, July 20,
1977, pp. 15-16.



1.2 Objectives of the Study

This study was co :3ucted to collect the informftion

needed.by policymakers and educators. Its primary purpose
was to identify the role of two-year colleges in. science

education and the extent to 'which they fill that role. The

results of-the steady will provide a basis for understanding the

functilonS, programs, and teaching methods of science education in
these colleges.

A number of questions were addressed in the study;. as

indicated in the list presented below, they generally4z11 into

three, categories (institutions, faculty, and students):

4 a. Questions pertaining to INSTITUTIONAL support
of science education in two-year colleges.

What resources are available in two-year
colleges for science education?

What are the characteristics of the Instruc-
tional environment in terms of teaching loads,
working conditions, availability of laboratory
and clerical assistance, and dive'reity of
responsibility of faculty?

How does the-instructional environment affe
the quality of science.educatioh?

What are the curriculum 'development and equip-
ment modernization requirements of two-year
colleges if they are to meet the needs of -

their clientele.fcr science education?

What is the role of the laboratory in two-year
college-science education, and what are the
trends in lab use?

What changes or improvements are needed in
science laboratory facilities and equipment?



14.

Who are' the key agents in .the creation and
design of science courses and science-related
curricula in two-year colleges?

How effective are present mechanisms for
creating and designing science courses and
curricula in terms o, student needs and
interests, as well as institutional' capability
to implement programs?

Questions pertaining to -s al selence,-natural
science, mathematics, engin erilig, and technology
FACULTY in two-year cOlIeg

What are the characteristics of faculty---1,n
terms of subject matter preparation and its
currency, formal '"-training in science and
pedagogy', age, years of experience, and
interests?

How closely are these characteristics matched
to the interests-, objectives, and abilities
of' students? What special needs remain to be
met?

What are science faculty perceptions con-
cerning areas of greatest need?

How different-are characteristics of faculty
who are teaching science service 'courses for
students in occupational programs?

What'in -service education programs are avail-
. able?

t-

Do in-service education programs meet existi
needs, and are they accessible?

c. Questions pertaining t.o social science, natural
science mathematics engineering and technology
STUDENTS in two-year colleges.

What are the, characteristics of students
enrolling in science courses dr,, programs in
two-year 'colleges in terms of age, maturity,
racial or ethnic background, and prior levels
oe achievethent in mathematict and science?

What is, the range of interests and objectives
of two-year college science students?- How do
these differ among important subgroups of the

24



tWo-year college student population (e.g.,
age, sex, field of study).and among types of
institutions? What percent of the science
students plan to transfer-to four -year insti-
tutions?

How closely do the existing science education
programs match the interests and objectives
of two-year college science students?

How do students evaluate science education?
Are they satisfied with the cOurses they are
taking?

1.3 An Overview of This Report

These and other issues Are examined, based on data col-
lected from samples of two-year college administrators, faculty
members, and studentg in science education.., The study procedures
and findings are presented in the following dhapters. Chapter 2

.,describes the study sample, instrument's, data collection proce-
dures, and-strategies used in analyzing the data. Chapter 3
describes the characteristics of participants in science educa-
tion programs, and Chapters 4, 5, and 6 present the findings of

. -

the needs assessment of science education in two-year. colleges.

Each;of these chapters,124 organized adcording to, three categories:

college administrators, faculty, and students.. Chapter 7 summa-
rizes the findings-and presents recommendations. Supporting
materials, such as data sources for sample selection and survey
instruments, as Well as supplementary tabulations of data, are
included in Volume 2 (Appendices),



2.1 -"Overview

METHOD dr:TEIE STUDY

. 'Toassess the needs.of two -year-colleget inItclence
education, a survey of colleges was Conducted to obtain info rm,
tioU from'three_sOurces:

A sample of two -year colleges, with institutional
data supplied by an official appointed by each
college;

A sample of faculty members selected from the
college sample; and

A sample of students, selected from a designated
class section of each instructor in the faculty
sample.

Data were collected. during the spring session of 1979,
__between April 15 and May 31. Invitations to participate were
extended to 240 colleges, and 183 agreed to dog so.. of..-

these colleges sent its course cttalogue,,schedule of Spring .

classes, and.the-name of a collegeofficial who wo

1
.d coordinate

60the survey on the campusand also answer questions the '.

institution: Complete sets of questionnaires fOr'iiistitutionsi"

.faculty, and'students were sent to survey coordfnators at these
. ,
183 colleges. Usable replies were received from '168 colleges, a
rwsixnise rate of 90.8percent.. (The response rattbased:on the
initial.sample of 240 colleges was 70.0 percent.)--.70f the'974.
faculty members to Whoni questionnaires were sent; replies. were
received from 831 (85:.3_percent).- Student, questionnaireswere!

distributed to 3,896.studen*S.with 3,238 03.1 petcen0 returning
usable-data. - .. ,



,In.addition to dataon the status and needs of science

education, as perceived by college administrators, faculty members,

and students, data on faculty members.' and 'students' background

characteristics also were collected.. The returned questionnaires

were processed,, and three separate data files were created for

analysis.

The analffses are primarily descriptive, consisting of

tabulations of percentages, means, and ranges. Wherever deemed

meaningful, statistics are presented for various subgroups.de-

fined, for example, by educational fields, types of colleges,

and individuals' sex and racial or ethnic groups.. All statistics

are weighted to provNd unbiased estimates of.population values.

The following subsectioni summarize the methods used in

the study and include descriptions of the samples, survey instru-

mentation, survey procedures, and analysis strategies. More

detailed information is presented in Volume-2 (Appendices).

2:2 Sample Design

The sample design for this study has taken into account

the fact th4t there are multiple sources of information (colleges,
faculty, students). The analysis needed to account.for all the

study variables, while providing for tLeir comprehensible cross

classilications. TburA, a,,nested_sample design was chosen as the

most appropriate approach.

A detailed technical description of the sample design

can be found: Xn Volume 2,.Appendix A. A brief discussion of the

sample selection is presented below.

2?
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Sample of Colleges

The sample of colleges was selected from all public and

nonproprietary private two-year colleges stratified by the\follow-
ing characteristics:

4.1 'Type of control (public vs. private);

Geographic location;

Type of-institution (comprehensive vs. technical);
and

Size of population (number of full- and
part-time,students enrolled in credit courses).

The unit for the college sample was the individual

, college campus -- a single, educationally self-sufficient campus

with its own buildings, administration, and faculty. 'The ques-

tions asked in this survey about facilities and program. offerings

could have been answered only with respect to a specific campus

.and not to_a college system as a whole.

The source used to select the sample was the 1979,

edition of the Directory of Community,'Junioi and Technical

Cclleges, published by the American Association of Community and

Junior Colleges (AACJC). The 1979 edition contained information

on-1,245 colleges, including student ,enrollment current as of

the fall semester; 1978.1

In selecting the sample for the 'study, size of college

(number of and :part-time students enrolled for credit) was

one prominent factor. Of the colleges listed in the AACJC

directory, 44 percent have fewer than 1,500 students, while 13

1See Volume 2, Appendix B for discussion of lists of two-year .

colleges and potentes---fe-r--drawing a sample.



percent have more than 7,500 students. However, almost half of

all students attend the relatively few colleges with large'enroll-
, ments. In order to obtain a balanced picture of the facilities

and programs offered to the entire student population, without

obscuring, conditions at small institutions, it was decided to

oversample the larger colleges. The resulting distribution of

the initial sample of colleges, classified according to enrollthent

size, program type and source of control, is shown in Table 2-1.

- .

A sample of 200 colleges was desired for:the study, and

so the initial selection of the sample contained an overage of

20 percent, or 240 colleges: Each of these 240 schools was

invited to participate in the survey. By the cutoff date,-185

had agreed -to do so. During t.e final data collection; 'usable
-

replies were received from 168 colleges. Distribution of 'the

responding colleges also is shown. in. Table 2-1.

There are some differences in-response rate for certain

categories of colleges between the initial sample of 240 colleges

and the responding sample. Private colleges, constituting only

-12 percent of-the sample for both technical and nontechnical

types, responded at a rate of 59 percent, whereas the rate for .

_public colleges was 72 percent. The very small,colleges (enroll-
.

ment under 500) responded at a rate of 47 percent, with the public

colleges in this'group responding less frequently than the private

ones.

Due to incomplete data in the Directory of Community,

Junior, and Technical Colleges, corrections of classification for

some of:the responding colleges were necessary. Because a number

of multicampus systems were not listed as such when the directory

was printed, and because in other instances student dnrollments

'were not given for individual campused of a system but only for

the whole system, corrected figures on campus size were supplied

.
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College size

Public

comprehensive
Public

technical
Private^

comprehensive

Respond-

ing
Initial

sample
Respond-

ing
Initial

sample

Respond-

ing
Initial

sample

Respc

in

001-499

500-1,499

1,500-2,499

1 3 0

16 25 5

24

:2:500-4,999 , 30 38 7

4

N 5,000-7,499 19 29. 2 2

Lye

7,500- 14,999. 31 41 1 1

15,000 and
over 15 -23- 1

Total

Number 131 183 20

Percent* 71.6 71.4

6 10 0

7 10 0

2 4 0

-3 0

0 0 0

0

0 0
41M=11=141414110=11144411=1.4m

*Pircent responding (e.g., 131: 183 x 100

**Percer... responding; by,size (e.g., 7 15o

(-1

Jul

28 17 27' 0

AM, 63.0 0.0

= 71.6).

x.100.= 46.7).



by the colleges. In addition,. a few colleges listed as comprehen-

% sive in the directory were reclassified as technical institutes,

based on the colleges' descriptions of their programs. As a result,

the Corrected classifications reported in Table 2-2 differ from

those used, originally for the responding sample. All analyses.of

'.data used the corrected classifications of colleges.2

2.2.2 Sample of Faculty

Various approaches were considered for. drawing samplesi

of facultymembers,and studenta. Faculty members could have been

chosen randomly from lists of faculty members provided by the col-
/

leges (ensuring, of course; that only those teaching in the spring

quarter or semester were selected), with further random selection

of students_an a class section taught by each faculty member

sampled,. This method, however/ would have given' part-time and

off-campus faculty a chance of selection equal to full-time staff

members, even though;full-time faculty teach on the average two to

four times as many courses as the part-time teachers and usually
4

do so on-campus. This approach also might have oversampled students

from class sections taught by'part-time faculty. In addition, it is

quite postible that some colleges might have omitted from their

lists the names of some part -time or off-campus faculty', which then

-would- have 'eliminated whole blocks of students from the survey.

Therefore, it was decided to. draw a sample of class

sections offered in the targeted fields on- and off-campus, in

day and evening sections, and at unconventional !times (e.g.,

weekends) The teachers of the selected classsections became

the facultysample (arrangements were made to avoid selecting the

-2Procedures used.to correct size an type classifications of col-
leges are given in Volume 2, Appendix C.



Table 2-2

College size

Corrected classification of
*responding sample: .numbers
y size, source of control,

168) t

two-year colleges in
and percents of colleges,
and _type of progrm

Public
ccepre-
hensive

Public- .

technical

Private
compre-
hensive

500-1,499

1,500-2,499

2,500-4;999

5,000 -7,499

7,500-14,999

15,006 and over

.1

16 5

17

29

20

28

14

7

4

4

'1

Private.
technical

Correated
total

Number I Percent

0

0

1

1 0

0

0 ,

Corrected total.

Number

Percent

125

. 74.4

27 15 1

16.1 8.9
.1

0.6

7
. .

4.2

29 17.3.

24 14.3

36. 21:4

25 14.9-

32 19.0

15 8.9

168

100.0



same instructor twice), and students in those cl sections

formed the basis for the student sample.

Thar-class sections were selected separately in five

broad curriculum areas:

Life sciences (including all subfields Of
academic biology, health sciences, and
agriCulture);

Physical sciences;

Engineering and technology (excluding technical
trades);

.e Mathematics and computer sciences; and

social sciences.

The numbers of course sections and, consequently, the

number of teachers selected in-each field, and the numbers 9f

responses. are given in Table: 2-3. Particularly' noteworthlris

the response rate of-94 percent for teachers in'the 168 colleges

who are known to have received the questionnaires.

The class sections were selected by first listing all

course sections within a curriculum field for all' colleges and

then selecting randomly the appropriate number:of course sections

in that field. This method provided a sampling of faculty and

'students across colleges for each of the broad curriculum areas.

Adjustments were made so that each college had no fewer thantwo

class sections in the sample and no more than:ten across all five

curriculum fields.

Since selection of faculty has been tied inextricably

to discipline and curriculum areas, an explanation of course

selection problems and their resolution is in order at this

34



Table 2-3. Numbers of faculty questionnaires distributed and received, and
response 'rates; for five curriculum areas

Curriculum area

Number 1,

original sample

of colleges

{,183 colleges)

Wither in

responding sample

of colleges

(168 colleges)

Number,

returning

question-

naires

Percent

(based
on 168

colleges)

Percent.

(based

on.183

collegoiri

die sciences 214 199 189 95.0 88.3

bysical sciences

igizeering and

195 - 177 167 94.4 85.6

'technology 199 179 169 , 94.4 84.9

*emetics and

'compater sciences 197 . 176 165 93.8 83.8

ocial sciences 169 152 141 92.8 83.4

Total 974 883 831 . 94.1 85.3.



point. In genera1,4only courses that were applicable to two-
year college degrees were eligible for inclus14. (This condition

did not really eliminate courses in one-year certificate programs,

since certificate courses also are required in degree programs,

and students in such courses may be.enrofled in either type of
program.) In addition, only thOse class sections that met for

the entire spring quarter or semester during which data here col-
lected 'could be included. Some standardization of questionnaire

administration was necessary, for the student questionnaire con-

tained items that could only be answered sensibly after a few

weeks in class, and experience eihas shown that questionnaires

received during the final two weeks of a session are likely 'to

be unanswered in the'excitement of final exams. Thus, courses

that met for acportion of the quarter or semester, such as one-

or two-credit "mini- courses" and refresher courses offered in

some career .fieldEr* were eliminated.

Deciding which courses to include posed different

problems for each of the broad curriculuth areas, in many cases

resolvable only by a college-by-college analysis. The decision

rules followed for each of the five broad fields are summarized

in Exhibit 2-1, included at the end of this section (p. 2-18).

Treatment of laboratory sections in the life sciences,

physical sciences, and engineering and technology fields depended

on the format of the class schedules supplied by the individual

colleges. In many colleges, laboratories were listed separately

from lecture/discussion sections, and in these cases each section

(laboratory and lecture /discussion) was counted as a separate

class section. In other colleges, labs and lectures/discussions

were combined in the course schedule, and for this survey they
'VP

were treated as single units.

u
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In dealing with career programs in the health fields,

agriculture, And engineering and technology, it was decided to
eliminate frOin the study all curricula (and the courses unique

to then!) that commonly are classified as being directly related

to-vocational trades, but to include those that are accepted as
technologies for which coo-year degrees are conferred. The line
between trades-and technologies at times depends.on the observer's
viewpoint; agreement among experts is limited. Decisions in
this study relied largely on the individual college's treatment

of the curriculum. If the institution awarded two -year degrees

in the curriculum, it was accepted, and the courses credited

toward that degree-therefore were included. In some career fields
(e.g., in the mechanical and construction fields), award of a
degree is not consistent among colleges with apibAkently similar

programs. Basing the decision of which courses to include on
the colleges' own practices incorporates this' inconsistency into

the survey, bUt arbitfary decisions based only on college cata-
logue descriptions of courses and programs may introdude some

unknown biases.

Another problem arose in dealing with classes held off-
campus and at unconventional times. Weekend courses were accepted
if they extended over the entire spring session. However, to

accommodate community needs, sohie two-year colleges offer courses

'in compressed, intensive sessions. Two to'four entire weekends
may be devoted to a semester's work in one or two courses, or the

same content may be packed-into one or two Weeks of ail-day schoOl-
- In these cases the number-of instructional hours may be the

same as for-those classes stretched out over the entire quarter
or semester. However, because the questionnaires were; administered

at one time for'each institution, courses not adhering, to the

regular spring calendar could not be"included.



7

Courses offered at off-campus locations iisaally were

included. The exceptions were courses in some health and tech-
nology,fields, where credit was. allowed for practical or.clinical

experience conducted on a one-to-one basis in hospitals or at

industrial locations. These courses were excluded, since student

-sampling obviously was not possible with a single student in a

section. Another exception was low-level, nondegree Math and
technology (or trade) courses.

2.2.3 .Sample of Studen-s

Selection of students was confined to the class sections:

chosen within each of the five broad curriculum areas from which

the ficulty sample also was drawn. Each faculty. member i'n the

sample was asked to give student questionnaires to four students

in the selected class. These students' were chosen randomly from

within the clais according to a set of instructions given to the

teacher (see Volume 2, Appendix E). To compensate for varying
N-

class sizes, a:.table was provided presenting the method of student-
.

,selection based` on the number of students in the class. A total
4

of 3,532-students were given questionnaires.

Response rates .for the students were fairly uniform

_among the fields. .TaBle 2-4 Shows the numbers of students in the

168 responding colleges to whom questionnaires were distributed

and the numbers who; returned them, by curriculum area. The

response rate, based on the initial number of students.in theie

168 schools, was about 92 percent. The loss of student responses

is attributable in about equal proportions to 1) the failure of

instructors to respond (in which case all four student responses

were lost); and 2r the failure-of usually one of the four /students

to complete and return the, questionnaire.



Table2-4. Student sample: numbers of students selected and
nuMbers responding, by broad curriculum area

Curriculum area Selected* Responding Percent,

Life sciences

'Physical sciences

Engineering and
.technology

Mathematics and
computer sciences

Social sciences

Total

796 729 91.6

708 ,642 90.7

716 671 93.7

704 644
.
-91.5

608 545 90.3

3,532 3,235 . 91.6

*Selected from the 168 colleges that participated in the study.

t



2.3 Instrumentation

Data were colledted by three questionnairei.. The

institutional questionnaire was designed to be completed by a

reproientative of the college who had an overview of its educa-

tional program in the science and technology areas. This clues-

tionnaire primarily tapped information on educati

need improvement and on the types of Impro
faculty questionnaire was general enough to

a]. fields that

required. The
meaningful t?

faculty in all the scientific disciplines, mathematics, technolo-

gies, and social sciences, focusing, on those elements that are

of particular importance to the Sciences and on areas in-need ,of-

improvement. The student questionnaire was intended

dent enrolled in any course within the defined areas

and technology. The questionnaire included items on

background characteristics, as well as on needs for

in science education, as perceived .by students. This

used for the study are included in Appendix B.

for any stu-

of science
student

imprOveient

questionnaires

Questionnaire content was developed by a process of

logical an4yalis and incorporated appropriate topics from a

variety of sources. . After the first draft of each questionnaire

had been framed, it was submi tted. to the Project Advisory' Panel

for review. The comments from the Advisory Panel.and-SISP grogram

staff were incorporated-into the revisions of the 'questionnaires,

which were tried out in a few local colleges (nine or fewer trial

respondents for each questionnaire). The final versigni of the "-

questionnaires then were submitted to OMB for approval.

41'

2.4 Survey Procedures

After the questionnaires were approved by NSF andAWB,

they were printed and mailed to 183 participating institutions,

40'
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together with appropriate instructions.. The complete mail survey

ackage con;Nted of: -

C

One institutional questionnaire;

A faculty questionnaire for - the instructor -of
each class section selected in that college
(up to ten- per.college);

Four student questionnaires for each faculty
member selected ;,

Appropriate letters for each questionnaire
explaining the purpose of the spidy, requesting
cooperation, and providing brief instructions;

A set of instructions for each-faculty member on
how to select four students, from his or her class,
together with a table of numbers to use in the
selection;

Envelopes for respondents to enclose the ques-
tionnaires and to ensure privacy; and

Instructions and mailing materials fOr use by
the institution's survey coordinator to return
the completed-questionnaires.

The full scale mailout of the package began on April 15,

1979. The mailout was-followed first by reminder cards and then

.by_phone calls to the institutions t failed to respond 'after a

few weeks. Byllay 31, 1979, 16's %.....legres had returned usable

questionnaires. This number included 164 institutional question

mires 831 faculty questionnaires, and 3,238 student question-

nairet. These questionnaires were coded manually, edited, and

keyed into computer files. These files, separately prepared for

institution; faculty, and student questionnaire data, were edited

further.by computer programs to verify the proper codings, ranges,

and lOglc of responses. Problems or errors were resolved by

chedking the responses given in the questionnaires and by imputa-

tion based on 'available information. The final clean> data files

_were used for analyses.:



2.5 Analysis and Presentation of Results

Chapter

colleges

courses .

needs of

tutional

students

findings

ations..

The study results are presented in four chapters.

3 is a, description of important characteristics of

, science faculty, and students enrolled ip science

Chapters 4.5, and 6 analyze the general-and specific

two-year colleges in the sciences, as perCeived by insti-

administrators (Chapter 4), faculty (Chapter 5), and
(Chapter 6). Chapter 7 integrates the major study.

and presents recommendations for future program consider-

4

li'or ease in presentation, colleges have been grouped

into five categories reflectixig a combination of institution type

and size. These categories are:

Technical institutes;

-Private colleges (nontechnical);

Public comprehensive, small ;up to 1,499
students);

o Public comprehensive, medium (1,500 - 7,499
students); and

Pubfic comprehensive, large (over 7,500
students) .

Since the numberi of both private colleges (nontechnical)

and technical institutes are small in the sample,, as well as in

the population of two-year colleges, they have been grouped into

single categories 'disregarding college size. In fact, all but

two of the 15 private colleges have fewer than 1;500 students; a

,proportion that corresponds exactly to that found for,all private

colleges in the AACJC- directory. The public and private technical

colleges, whose programs and students are highly similar, have

been-combined into a sihgle class of technical institutes.
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All statistics presented in the following sections are
properly weighted to provide unbiased estimates of population
values. For example, each college in_ the sample has been weighted

by a factor determined bythe category of college it was intended
to represent. The numbers of colleges by type, therefore, totals
1,232.. A description of the weighting procedures is contained in
Volume 2, Appendix F.

Analyses involving faculty and student questionnaires

are shown both by type of college and by educational field. The
original five fields described in Section 2.2.2 were further
refined to allow for a finer breakout of the life'sciences,imathe-

matics, and computer sciences. Eight fields of study are reported
separately, as 'follows:

Introductoiy biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences (advanced biology and
agriculture)

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

o Computer sciences

Social sciences



Exhibit 2-1. Rules for inclusion of courses, by broad curricul
fields

Field I:. Life Sciences

Include all coursei. offered in academic disciplines in
arts and sciences curricula (e.g., biology, biological sciences,

botany, physiology, zoology,miCrobiology); service courses in
these disciplines credited toward degrees in occupational programs;
'a..11 degree courses in the health sciences; all degree courses in
agricultural sciences. dealing with plant or animal life; and

interdisciplinary courses including those in environmantal sci-
ences having major life science components.

14'

Field II: Physical Sciences

Include all courses offered in academic disciplines in

arts and sciences curricula (e.g., astronomy, chemistry, earth

science, geology, physics, meteorology); services courses in
these disciplines credited toward degrees in occupational programs;
interdisciplinary courses (including environmental sciences) cover-
ing .physical sciences only, or physical sciences plus social
sciences' or humanities, but excluding life sciences.

Field III: Engineering and Technology

Include all courses,leading to engineering degrees,

except those that clearly are identical to, or that overlap with,

courses offered by mathematics departments; all degree-credit

Courses in technologies thSt are not commonly considered voca-
tional trades; courses that lead to aegrees in all fields of
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engineering and engineering support; all degree courses,in techni-
cal curricula not necessarily called engineering, such as fire
science.

Field IV: Mathematics and Computer Sciences

Include mathematics courses in.the traditional sequence
subsequent to arithmetic,-to first-year algebra, and to the first
course in,geometry (i.e., intermediate or'second-year algebra,

solid and coordinate geometry, and more adyanced courses).

Exclude all arithmetic and remedial courses, first-
year algebra, the first course in geometry, and other courses that
are not consistently'credited toward degrees courses shop
arithmetic and technical courses limited to content from first.--

_ year algebra or the first course in geomet-ky; all courses offered
exclusively in vocational trade curricula.

Include math for nonscience students, math for liberal
arts, and math understanding courses tailored to special audiences.

Include probability and statistics; business math that
clearly is more advanced than arithmetic and first-year algebra;
computer theory and practide courses that are offered in computer
science or engineering departments, including. adVanced programming

:-or-icientific programming and excluding programming designed
=strictly for business applications.

,/4
.Exclude keypunch and elementary programing, and com-

puter programmingtaught in schools of business unless designed
for applications-other than business.



Field V% SOCial Sciences

InClude anthropology, economics (includingeconomics

offered in business schools if generally equivalent to arts and

sciences courses), geography, government, political sciences,

police science, sociology, and psychology (except for clinical ,

-practide in special education or education methods courses).

4)

4



BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDY 'POPULATIONS

Overview

A,s discussed,in Section 2.1, this study involved three
populations: institutions, faculty, and students. Their back-

ground characteristics are described in this chapter. The size
of institutions, their sources of control And the types of -

science programs offered in two-year colleges were covered in
Section 2.1. This section focuses ion institutional -affiliation

`1\;and regional differences. Science faculty are analyzed not only
by types of colleges but also by the educational fields in which
they teach. Maracteristics of faculty discussed in this chapter
include sex, age,employmeirt status, educational qualifications,

and work load. The alscussion of students involves such issues
as who enrolls in two-year college science programs and fora what

reasons and covers sex,- age, race or ethnic -lbacicground, and

attendance status (full- or part-time) . Students also are
analyzed both by _the types of colleges they attend and the educa-

tional fields in 'which they are taking classes.'

3.2 Institutions. That Offer Science Education

The two-year colleges included in this study may be

characterized in several ways: according to size of enrollment,

type of educational programs, offered, control (public or private) ,

geo4raphic region, and affiliation with, other college campuses
as parts of systems. In Section 2.2 (Sample. Design) we described

the distribution of coilege sizes and the relative proportions

of private &lieges, technical institutes, and:public comprehen-

sive colleges. In this section we .examine regional character -'

istids and affiliation in more detail.



3.2.1 Regional Distribution

Geographically, the country may be divided into four

large regions, with the following distribution'of two-year

colleges:

East 17 percent
South 32 percent
Midwest 31 percent
West 20 percent

California has more two-year colleges than any other

stater:with More'than nine percent of all colleges in the AACJC

listing. Texas'is next, with nearly six percent, followed by

North.Carolina (5 percent). The distribution of two-year colleges

across the country is by no means even, nor'it is necessarily

proportionate to-the population of the states. Development of

two-year colleges has been highly variable.

A number of InstitUtional characteristics are strongly

related to geographical location as a result of the variety of

ways in which two-year college systems have developed in differ-

ent states and regions. California, for example,,chas a pre-

ponderance of large colleges.-- In our sample, 38 percent of the

rlarge comprehensive colleges.were in California, although that

state has only 9 percent of all two-year colleges. More private

colleges are to be found in eastern states than would be expected

if the distribution was homogeneous. Private colleges are almost

invariably quite small.. Technical'institutes are concentrated

very disproportionately in the southern states. About 50'percent

of .all technical institutes appearing on a list of such colleges

supplied by AACJC were in the south; only 8 percent were in the

west. It is clear that institutional .characteristics vary among

regions, making it difficult to draw comprehensive and meaningful

conclusions on the basis of geography alone. For this reason, no

further analysis is presented by geographic region.

48
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Another general characteristic of two-year colleges is

how they are organized as components or campuses of college

systems. Four categories of affiliation for campuses of public

institutions can be identified, with a fifth category &account

for private colleges. In. Table 3-1 the five types of c.r,7,11eges

are cross classified by type of affiliation. Data were supplied

by college administrator0 on the institutional_questionnaire-
-

More than half of all public two-year colleges'are

components of state systems with varying degrees of autonomy

within these systeMs, depending on the states. Ihmal or regional

multicampus systems constitute 19 percent of the public college

campuses; these systems have their own central administration'

units that coordinate activities, with each campus having some

degree of autonomy. Considerable variation exists among campuses

in size,' facilities, and even academic emphases. :These multi-

campus systems themselves, however, are sometimes part of state

systems. They have not been grouped with state systems in Table

3-1 because of their uniqueness, but in terms of state control

the percent of campuses under state systems.actually exceeds the

56 percent shown-in the table. As has been noted, our survey'

used the individual campus of multicampus systems as the unit

for determining the college sample.

university systems with two-year college components

are another form of central state control, although in a few

cases private universities have two -year college components. This

kind of structure is a result of historical trends in individual
4

states. One by-produCt is the inclusion of a large percentage

of technical institutes as parts of state university systems,

since in those states with a large network of technically oriented

institutions, either the state university or a technical college

ti



Table 3-1. Percent listribution of two-year colleges affil
of affiliation and type of college

Affiliation

Type of college*

Private
colleges

Technical I

Small

institutes compre-
hensive

cc

he

State system of
two-year colleges

'University system

Local or regional
multicampus
system

Unaffiliated campus
(public)

Private independent

51

37

8

94. 2

41

20

25.

14

*College types are defined in Section 2.5.

Note: Column sum may not total 100 because of rounding.
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systeuthalobeep given jurisdiction. In at least one state both
systems coexist..

Given the diversity of state .patterns, no analyses

have been presented by type of affiliation, since they would
reflect political organization more than-distinctive two -year

college characteristics. As with geographic region, more meat-
; ingful differences appear among two-year colleges when they are
Classified according to the five types of college already
described.

3.3 Two-Year College Faculty in Science Education

Who teaches science in two-year colleges? Are there
,wore men than women faculty members? What are their qualifica-

tibns? What proportion of the faculty members is full-time?

These questions are of interest because the quality of science
education that students receive in twr-year colleges obviously
depends in part on the qualifications of the instructors. This

section presents data that help to answer these questions. The
data also provide'a basis for assessing manpower resources in
science education in two-year colleges.

3.3.1 'Number of Faculty Members

It is estimated that more than 64,000 individuals were
teaching science courses in two-year colleges in Spring 1979.

About one-quarter of them were in the social sciences. There\
were about equal numbers of faculty in the health sciences, other

life ici.enCes, physical sciences, and engineering and technology.

Each of these fields has more than 9,000 faculty members (see

Table 3-2).
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Take 3-2. Percent distribution of faculty, by educational fieldand full /part-time
status

Status Intro-

ductory'

biology

Health

sciences

Other.

ciences

Pull-time 77 83. 91

Part-time 23 ' ,17 9

(.4

Total

Number. 2,311 9,756 9,517-

Percents 4 15 '15

Educational field

Physical

sciences

Engineering

aid t

tedniagy

67 . 51

33 . 49

9,937 9,438

15 15

Total
Mathe-

matics

Computer

sciences

Social

sciences

$ 67 77 70 69

33 23 30 31

61,311 703' 16,309 64,282

10 1 25 100

1Percentages across edtcational fields.



The number of faculty in mathematics may be undere ti-

mated because the sample may have excluded many Df those faculty

members teaching math courses not credited toward associate degrees

(e.g., high sc400lalgebra, remedial arithmetic) or teaching

courses tailorei to vocationairade programs. The study sample

on'y drew courses that are credited toward the associate degree.

In addition, faculty members in computer- oriented courses are

analyzed separately from the math, faculty. Comput,er faculty are

,drawn from both math and technology departments, as well as,

from departments-of computer science where they exist. However,

the faculty members, surveyed are by no means repre-

sentative of all those who teach.courses in computer applications,

since-courses offered by business departments were excluded, along

with ,courses focusing on computer applications to business. Key-

planching was not included,either.

_

The majority of the science fabulty Members is teaching

in comprehenSive colleges. As shownin Table 3-3, about 80per;-

cent of the total faculty are in comprehensive-baIieges-.-T H-Th-i-s-----

,high percentage is predibtable, since about 75 percent of the two-

year.J.collegas are comprehensive schools and are generally large

in size.

Of these science faculty members, about 72.percent are

men and 28 percent women; 69 percent teach full-time and 31 percent

part-time. As expected, these breakdowns vary by type of school

and field. Further details are presented in the following sub-

iections.

3.3.2 Full-Time/Pait-time Status

The distributions of7 iull-time and part-time faculty

members by fields 'of science and by types of schools are presented



Table 3-3. Percent distribution of faculty, by type of college
and full-/part-:time status

.Status

Type of college

Technical
institutes

Private
colleges

Small
, ,

compre-
hensive

Medium
compre-
hensive

Full -time

Part-time

74 79, 66

26 '33 21 34

Total

'Number

Percent*

9,864 3,252 ,771 22,877

.15 5 9 36

*Peicentages across types of institutions.

Large Total
compre-
hensive

68 69

32 31

22,51,8 64;782

35. 100



in Tables 3-2 and 3-3. Table 3-2 shows that there ,are proportion-

ately more full-time faculty teaching courses in the health

sciences and other life sciences than in other fields. Almost

half of the engineering and technology sections are taught by

part-time teachers. Part-time faculty meAers teach about one-

third of the mathematics, physical sciences, and social sciences

courses.

proportionately more full-time faculty teach in small

comprehensive colleges and technical institutes than in other

types of colleges, as Table 3-3 indicates.

:3.3.3 Distribution of Faculty by Sex and Age

As mentionethabove, there are more men than women faculty

members in all sciences except the health ,sciences; As shown in
Table 3-4, 70 percent of fulltime .faculty are men. The percentage

I

is even higher in the physical, sciences, engineeringand technology,

and computer sciences. The percentages for these fields are 92, 98,

ar96, respectively. The high proportion of male faculty in,

science disciplines is not unexpected because these fields tradi-

tionally have been male dominated. In the health fields, there are

more women faculty than men (87 and 13 percent, respectively).

Part-time faculty in general follows the same proportions of more

men than women except in mathematics and introductory biology,

where the reverse is true (see Table 3-4).
, I

The proportions of men and women faculty do. not vary

significantly among types of institutions. Except fotechnical
institutes, the ratio of min o women is about 7 to 3' for full-

.

time faculty. The part - :ime f culty, however, shows a somewhat

different pattern- There are almost as many part-time women

faculty members as men in private colleges and small comprehensive

schools (see Table 3-5) -



Table 3-4. Percent distribution of faculty, by sex, educational field, and full-/part-
time status

Status

and sex

Educational field

TotalIntro-

ductory

biology

Health

sciences

Other

life

sciences

Physical:

sciences

Engineering

and

technology

Mathe-

matics

Computer

sciences

Social

sciences

Men ,. 67 13 78 92 98 79. 96 79 70

Women 3 . 87 22 8 2' 21 4 21 30

?art-time

. .

Men 27 17 86, 84 97 49 64 79 75
Women 73 83 14 16 3 51 36 21 25

'otal
.

,

.

. ,

Men 58 14' 78 89 97 69 88 79 72

Women 42 86 22- 11 3 31 12 - 21. 28

L.;

/.;



Table 3-5. Pere4nt distribution of faculty,- by- sexr-type.
college, and full-/part-time status

A00

Status
and sex.

Type of college

Technical
institutes

Private
colleges

Small
compre-

- hensive

Medium
compre-
hensive

Full-time

Men 74 74 74
Women 41 26

.
26 . 26

Part-time

Men
Women

87. ,

13
55
45

52
48

85
15

Total

Men ,68° 70 78
Women 34 32* 30 22

Large
compre-
hensive

71
29.

65
3S

69
31

r



Age distribution shows that a majority of faculty (both

full- and part-time) are 30 to 49 years old (see Table 3-6).

is important to note that there are more women than me/i under age

30, both full-time and part-time.. This.finding could reflect

eitilr the trend that more women have entered science'fields in

recent years, or that affirmative action 'has increased the hiring

of women faculty. Part-time faculty members are younger than

full-time faculty. As shown in Table 3-6, the percentage of part-

time faculty under age 30 is 25, as.compared to 10 percent of full-

time faculty. ..-%
-

I
Faculty age distribution by type of:school and by educa-

tional field also was examined. ,Results show that there are pro-

portionately more young full-time faculty (under 30) in technical

institutes and private colleges. than in other types of schools,

and that there are more young part -time faculty in small compre-

7 hensive schools than ,in other types (see Table 3-7).. By educa-

tional fields, there is a considerably higher percentage-of full-

time faculty under 30 teaching introductory biology (28 percent)

than teaching in other fields (see Table 3-8). About 40 percent

of part-time faculty in the health sciences is under the age of

30. In contrast, a substantial percentage of part-time faculty

teaching other life sciences courses is 60 years or older (28

percent): Reasons for these differences are nc:-. clear.

. 3.3.4
41. Faculty Academic Qualifications and Years of Teaching

Experience

Table 3-9 shows that about 80 percent of full-time

faculty and 70 percent of part-time faculty in the sciences

have graduate degrees masters or doctorates. The physical

sciences have tilt highest proportion of faculty members with

doctorate degrees among the eight science fields; 38 percent of



Table 3-6. Percent distribution of faculty, by age, full-Apart-
time status, and sex

Age
Full-time

< 25

26-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

> 60

Note:

1 3

6 16

37 31

33 36

20 11

-4 3

Part-time Total

Men Women Men Women 'tii 1-time Part-time

7 6,3 4 1 7

17 22 10 18 9 18

34 39 36 33 36 36

21 26 29 33 34 22

15 7 18 10 17. 13

6 0 4 2 3 5

column sum may not total 100 because of rounding.
0

I



Table 3-7. Percent distribution of faculty, by age, full-/part-time status, and type .

of college ,

Age

Type of college and status

Part-time

Technical

institutes

Private

colleges

Small

compre-

hensive

Medium

compre-

hensive

Large

compre-

hensive

Technical

institutes

Small
Private

compre-
colleges

hensive

Medium

compre-

he ssive

Large

compre-

hensive

..11/

<25 1 11 0 2 1 11 0 21 4 7

26-29 19 / i6 11 6 21 0 24 17 21

30-39 36 23 48 38 36 46 0 41 34

L.) 40-49 30 24 18 37 39 21 20 55 22 16

it
50-59 14 20 15 15 21' 13 23 0 14 12

>60 2 6 8 3 3 0 12 0 2 9

Note: Column sum may not total 100 because of rounding.

I



Table 3-8. Percent distribution of faculty, by age, full-/part7time status, and educational field

Age

Educational field and status

Intro-

ductory

biology

Health

sciences

Other

life

'sciences

FLtl-

time

Part-

time

Full-

, time

Part-

time

Full -

time

Part-

time

Physical

sciences

Engineering

and

technology

Mathe-

matics

Computer

sciences

Social

sciences

Full- Part- Pull- Part- Full - Part- Full - Part- Full - Part-

time time time time time time time time time time

( 25

26-29

30-39

Y 40-49

1.J

50 -59

>60

ld 0 2 10 0 0

f'14 18 13 30 17 31

30 27 29 33 37 15

26 0 41 26 31 13

16 55 , 15 0 12 13

0' 0 0 0 2 28

Nmml111IMMEN411111=011011IIMP

1

3

35

44

14

3

9

17

24

33

11

6

1

3

27

29

31

8

13

12

26

23

23

3,

2

9

47

28

12

2

5 0

1 ,.. 13

likt 34

25 49

10 4

0 0

0

0

64

37

0

0

1

1'

5

40

30

19

6

3

24

46

15

7

5

Note: Column sum may not total 100 because of rounding.

0



Table' 3 -9. Percent distribution of faculty, by highest degree, educational field, and

full-/part-time status

Degree and

status

, Educational field Total

Intro-

ductory

biology

Health

sciences

Other

life

sciences

Physical

sciences

Engineering

And

technology

Mathe -

matils

Computer

sciences

Social

sciences
Number Percent

No degree

Associate

Bachelors

Masters

Doctorate

Total number

0

0 3

0 39

77 50

23 3

1,806 8,092

1 1

1 1

14 2

61 58

24 38'

8,621 6,614

7 3 0 6

4
4

0 6 0

32 4 24 4

47 '83 70 69

10 ' 10 0 21

4,833 4,207 541 9,897

1,530 3

663 1'

6,718 .15

27,479 62

8,221 18

44,612* 100

Part-tine

No degree 0 0 0 0 17 0 37 2 956' 5

Asiociate 0 0 42 4 13 0 0 0 , 1,088 6

Bachelors 0 25 __,4,'...te----18 , 43 11 0 14 4,058 21

Mastus 100 60. -11 52 28 87 64', 57 10,310 51

Dociarate 0 15 27 26 0 2 0 28 3,173 . 16

Total number 515 1,664 896 3,323 4,579 2,044 162 6,412 19,585* 100

*Total numbers do not add to 64,232 because of nonresponse.



the full-time faculty and 26 percent of the part-time faculty hold
doctorate degrees. In the health sciences, engineering and tech-
nology, and computer sciences, there are substantial percentages
of- faculty with bachelors decirees.

These graduate degrees are subject matter degrees. Only
14 percent of t,ae masters degrees and 18 percent (f the doctorates
are in education. Table 3-10 shows the percent of masters and
doctoratedegrees in education, by field. It should be noted that
graduate degrees in- education also may be subject matter oriented,
as is the case with the masters degree in science education and
doctarate'degree in math education.

BV types of institutions, large comprehensive colleges
have a greater percentage of faculty with doctorate degrees than
do other types of schools. The majority of faculty among all

types, of'institutions; as among all educational fields, hold

masters degrees (see Table 3-11).

A majority of the faculty members in the - sciences has
extensive teaching experience. For full-time faculty, the average
number of years of teaching is 14 for men and 10 fr..r. women. The
average number of years of teaching experience for part -time

.faculty -is eight for both men and women (see Table 3-12). As one
would expect, most faculty members' experience was gained in two-
year colleges. iowever, in some fields a significant number of

teachert had precolles teaching experience before becoming two-
year college faculty. Immbers. Many of these teachers are in

mathematics and introductory biology, where the full-time faculty _

'averages 3.2.and 4.3 years of high school teaching, respectively.

Part-time faculty members in mathematics, introductory bi6logy,
and physi.car Iciences also have had fairly extensive high school
teaching experience particularly those in mathematics, who average
nearly seven years of high school instruction (see Table 3-13).



Tahle 3-10. Percei.t distribution of faculty with graduate
in education rather than in subject

matter fields, by educational field and type
of degree

Educational field

Graduete degrees
in education

Masters Doctorate'

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences .

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

All faculty

30

10

11

22

17

13

10

14

12

50

12

14

14

28

0

20

18

41.

/f]

3.718
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Table 3-11. Percent distribution of faculty, by highest degree,
type of college, and full-/part-time status

Type of college Total

Degree and
status

Full-time

No degree
Associate
Bachelors
Masters
_Doctorate

Total number

Part-time

No degree
Associate
Bachelors
Masters
Do _

Tota number

Technical
institutes

Private
colleges

Small
compre-
hensive

Medium
compre-
hensive

Large
_compre-
hensive

NuMber Percent ' --:-

4
6

23

_
56
al

0'

0
16
71
14

,... 3
1
7

72

17

3.

1
16
65
16

4

1

13
57
26

1,530
663

6,718
27,479
8,221

1
15
62
18

7,264 2,181 4,582 15,174 15,410 ;44,612* 100

13 0 -b /4 5 956 5
2 0 0 5 9' 1,088 6

43 4 36 1 16 4,058 21
39 74 64 56. 50 10,310 53
.3 22 0 19 20 . 3,173 16

2,600 1,070 1,163 7;645 7,108 19,585* 100

*Total. numbers do not to 64,282 because of nonresponse.

3-19
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Table 3-12.. Faculty members' average years of teaching, by sex
and full-/part-time status

Status
Years

Men 1 Women

Full-time

Part -time

14 10

8 8

Table 3-13. Faculty members' average years of full -time
high school teaching experience, by educa-
tional field and full-/part-time status

Educational field
Status and years

Full-time Part-tire

Introductory biology 4.3 gar 3.3

Health sciences 1.3 0.0

Other life sciences 2.2 0.0.

Physical sciences 1.8 2.8.

Engiheering and technology 1.8 0.4

Mathematics 3.2 6.7

Computer sciences 0.5 0.8

Social sciences 1.3 0.3

All faculty 1.9



40

One question to be co sidered is (whether faculty members

teach courses in the fields in hich they Iold. degrees. lAs shown

in Tables 3-14 to 3-16, faculty me i.e 'n,two-year colleges are

committed to teaching in their own fields. For example, all indi-
.

viduals with_doctorate-degrees in math a:.. teaching math courses,

and all individuals with doctorate degrees in social sciences are

teaching courses in that field. However, some faculty members

teach classes i related fields. For example, a large number of

individuals with training in technology teach life sciences

courses that probably. relate, to technology in life sciences. It

should be noted, however, that although faculty members may teach

in their minor fields, the data do not allow for the distinction

between major and minor fields.

Teaching and Other Professional Activities

Faculty members in two-year colleges, have rather heavy

work loads. Based 'on faculty respondents' estimates, full-time.

'faculty members work an average of. 46 hourper week, while

'part-time faculty average 20 hours per week (see Table 3-17). As

expected, most of their time is &Voted to ciissroom teaching,

Which includes laboratories and class Preparation.- Both full-

-time and' part-time faculty engage very infrequently in research

and development. The allocation of faculty time is rather con-

sistent across different types of institutions (see. Table 3-1-8).
A

About 20 percent of full-time faculty members teach

courses as overload. Overload 'credits average 0.7 for full-time

faculty. The average overload is about 8 to 9 hours per week.

This overload represents about six percent of all credit hours

taught. As showy in Table-3-19, full-tithe "faculty carry a regular

teaching load of 10.7 credit hours, on the average. The range is

from 8.9 credit hours for the health sciences to 14.6 hours for

3-21

7 0



Table 3-14. Percent distribution of faculty members with doctorate degrees, by-major field

and educational field in which they teach

Major

Educational field

Intro-
4 Health

441/cw/Y
biology

sciences

Other

life

sciences

thysical

sciences

Engineering

and

technology

Mathe-

matics

Computer

sciences

Social

sciences

/General sciences

Health sciences

Other 'ife

sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and

technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences'

Social sciences

Education

Sonscience field

0 0 0 0

51 49 0

0 77 14

0 3 89

28 0 34 23 .

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

3 13 13' 24

o b '5 o

52 48 0

0 0 0 0

3 3 0

15 0 0 0

0 100 0

0 0 0 0

0

(

0 0 100

3 7 0 38

4 0 0 91

Note: Row sum may not total 100 because of rounding.

0



Table 3-15. Percent distribution of faculty members with masters degrees,, by major field

and educational field in which they teach

Major Intro-

dUctory

biology

General sciences

Health sciences

Other life

sciences

ti hysical sciences

Engineering and

technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Education

,Nonscienbe field

0

22

0

0

0

4

Educational field

Health

sciences

Cther

lift

sciences

Physical

sciences

Engineering

and

technology

Mathe-

matics

Computer

sciences

Social

sciences

66 14 0

90 0 2 2

1 68 7 0 0

0 5 85 0 2

7 18 47 15 2

0 0 6 3 85 5 2

0 0 0 0 100 0

1 0 1 1 1 0 97

24. 11 14 13 14 1 . 19

0 1 2 7 2 3 85

Note: Row sum may. not total 100 because or rounding.

7i
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Table 3 -16. Percent distribution of faculty members with bachelor degrees, by major field

and educational field in which they teach

Educational field
I .

Major Ittro-

dLctory

biolov

Health

sciences

Other

life

sciences

Physical

sciences

Engineering

and

technology

Mathe-

matics

General sciences 5 12 19 18 18 7

Health sciences o 88 11 1 0 0

Other life

sciences 16 9 63 7 4 2

Physical sciences -- 0 0 6 81 7 5

Engineering and

technology 4 5 10 7 61 8

Mathematics 0 0 0 21 4 71

Computer sciences 0 0 0 0 0 0

Social sciences 0 5 0 6 1 1

Education 10 11 4 27 ' 13

hbnscience field 0 0 7 3 12 6

Computer Social

sciences sciences

0 23

0 2

0 1

0 1

3

2

100 0

1 87

1 25

5 69.

Note: Row sum may not total 100 because of rounding.



Table 3-17. Faculty professional activities related to college
position, by type of activity, educational field and
full-/part-time status (average hours spent per week)

Educational
field and
status

Full-time

Introductory
biology

Health sciences
Other life
sciences
Physical sciences
Engineering and

technology
'Mathematics
Computer sciences
Social sciences

All faculty

Part-time

Incroductory
biology

Health sciences
Other life

sciences
Physical sciences
Engineering and

technology
Mathematics
Computer sciences
Social sciences

All faculty

Activity

Classroom
teaching

AdminiE-
trative
duties

R&D
Profes-
sional
reading

Other
activ-
ities

Total
average
hours-

33 2 1 3 2 41
28 ",

2 3 2 42

30 7 2 4 3 46
32 4 2 4 3 45

33 6 2 4 3 48
34 5 1 2 2 44
36 5 2 4 3 50
32 5 1 . 6 3 -47

31 6 2 4 3. 46

20 1 0 3 2 26
17 2 1 2 1 23

13 2 0 3 1 19
12' 3 0 2 1 t 18

13 1 2 2 0 19
12 o. 0 . 0 1 0.
18 2 0 2 5 27
13 3 1 2 3 22

13 2 2 2 20

3 -25
(..73 t.)
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Table 3-18. Faculty professional activities related to college
position, by type of activity, type of college, and
full-/part-time status (average hours spent per week)

Type of college
and status.

Activity
Total
average
hoursClassroomlAdmInis-

teaching j

trative
duties

RED
Profes-
sional
reading

Other
activ-
ities'

Full-time

Technical, in-
stitutes 32 5 2 3 4 46

Private col-
leges 31 4 2 4 . 2 43

Small compre-
hensive 30 3 -1 4 2 40

Medium compre- .

hensive 33 5 1 4 2 45

Large compre-
hensive ---It 7' 2 5 3 47

All faculty 31 6 2 4- 3 46

Part- time

Technical in-.
'statutes 15 2 4 1 4 26

Private col-
leges 16 13 1 4 5 39

Small compre-
hensive 16' 0 ..' 0 4 1 21

Medium compre-
hensive 14 2 0 2 3. 19

Large compre-
hensive kl 0 ' .0 2 1 14

Al] faculty 13 2 ) 1 2 2 20

81

3-26
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Table 3-19 Faculty teaching load: average number of
credit hours taught, by type'of college,
educational field, and full-/part-time status

Average credit
hours and,status

Full-time Part-time
.

Type of college

Technical institutes
Private colleges

. Small comprehensive
Medium comprehensive
..Large comprehensive

All faculty

10.8
8.3

11.0
12.2
9.4

10.7

4.
5.4
6.2
4.9
4.4

4.8

Educational field

Introductory biology 9.7 6.5
Health sciences .9 5.2
Other life sciences 4.3
Physical sciences' 10.1_ 4.7
Engineering and technology 11:8 4.9
Mathematics 12.9 5.1
Computer sciences 14.6 6.4
Social sciences 11.8 4.5

All faculty 10.7

;.



computer sciences.. By type of college, medium comprehensive

schools have the highest average credit hour 11;ad with 12.2, and

private colleges have the lowest with 8.3. AVerage credit hours

for part-time faculty are 4.8.

Many faculty members engage in professional activities

that are not a function of their positions at their colleges.

The average hours per week spent on these.actiyities ,are'presented

in Tables 3-20 and 3-21 by educational field and college type.

AS would be expected: these extracurricular activities are differ-

ent for full- and p rt-time faculty. The activities to which

part-time faculty me ers devote the most time include.paid employ-

nient or consultation in other places, self-employment, and working

toward advanced 'degrees. he full-time faculty spend their extra

curricular time mostly onfself-employment activities.

3.3.6 Other College Positions Held by Faculty

Twenty-two percent of the meiA and-11 percent of the

women teaching full-time in the sciences are also department

chairpersons, as Table 3-22 Lndicates. While only 1 percent are

deans, 13 percent are other types of administratois. While these

persons are designated full-time faculty, they are assigned coin--

pensatory time that frees them from a full teaching load.

Part-time faculty sometimes are drawn from the full-
_

,time college administrative staff. Five percent of these part-

time teachers are men serving as department chairpersons, and six

percent are women serving as deans or associate/assistant deans,

A total-,of eight perc6nt of all part-time faculty hold admini-

strative posts. As Table 3-18 shows, part-tiMe faculty in pri7,'

vete colleges spend one -third of their full work week on

administrative duties, a finding which indicates that much of the



Table 3-20. Faculty extracurricular professional activities, by type of activity, educational field,

and full = /part -time status (average hours "spent per week)

Activity

Educational field

and status

Adjunct

teaching

(this

college)

Full-time

Introductory

biology 0

Health sciences .0

Other life

aciences
t..1

1 Physical sciences

ts)
Engineering, and

to

technology

1

1

1

Mathematics 1

Computer scient. 2

Social sciences 1

All faculty 1

Part -ime

Introductory

biology 0

Health sciences 0

sciences 0

Physical sciences

Engineering and

technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences 2

. Social sciences C

All faculty 1

Teachinr

anoth

institt

2

year

4-

-year

High

school

Working

toward

advanced

degree

Research

other

than for

advanced

degree

Paid

employment

or con-

sultation

Self-

employ-

ment

Activities

in profes-

sional

associ-

ations

Other Total

profes average

sional hours

activ-

ities

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C

3

0

0

1

0 . .0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1'1

3 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 5

C 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 7

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5

0 0
t

1 0 1 4' 1 1 9

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3

0 0 1. 0 2 3 1 0 9

0 .0 2 0 1 2 1 1 8

0 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 7

0 0 2 1 0 ' 4 0 0 5

0 0 , 2 C 14 5 1 0 26

2 0 0 0 12 C 1 0 16

5 4 12 0 7 3 0 0 31'

0 1, 2 0 22 6 1 1 35

1 12 . 0 0 5 2 0 0 28

0 0 1 0 18 1 1 C 24

2 0 4 1 9 4 1. 2 25

2 2 4 0 :2 4 1 1 28
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Table 3-21. Faculty extracurricular professional,activities, by type of activity, type of college,

and full-/part-time status .(average hours spent per week)

i

Type of college

and status

Activity

Adjunct

teaching

(this

college)

Teaching at

another

institution

2

year

4-

year

High

school

Working

toward

advanced

degree

Research

°tiler

than for

advanced

degree

Paid

employment

or con-

sultation

Self

employs

ment

Activities

in pr es-

sio al

associ-

ations

Other

profes-

sional

activ-

ities

Total

average

hours

Technical insti-

tutes

Private colleges

Small compre-

hensive

Medium cdmpre-

hensive

Large compre-

hensive

All faculty

Part-time

Technical insti-

tutes

Private colleges

Small compre-

hensive

Medium compre-

,.. hensive

Large compre-

hensive

All faculty

1 0 0 0

1 0
1

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1

1 0 0 0 2

0 1

0 0 2 4 6

2 4 1 1 0

0 3

1 0 2 2 6

0 2 3

1 1 2 2

0

0

0

0

o.

0

0

1

0 2 1 1 6

0 1 0

1 1 3

1 1 6

1 1 1

2 1 1 7

2 1 1 28

2 2 13

0 17.

13 1 0 30

15 6 2 34,

(.)

12 4 1 1 28



Table 3-22. Percent distribution of teaching faculty holding
administiative positions, by type of position, sex,
and full- /part -tine status

Full-time

Department or div sion chairperson 22 11 18
Dean or associate /assistant -dean 1 0 1
Other type of administrator. ,. 12 16 13
Counselor 6 11 7
No other position held 58 56 57
Other. 8 17 10

Part -time

Department or division chairperson 5 0 3
Dean or associate/assistant dean 0 6 1
Other -type of administrator 5 1 4
Counselor . 5 0 4
No other position held 85 93 87.
Other 6 1 5

ti

. .

Note: Percents add to. more than 100 because of multiple positions
held by some faculty members.



part-time teaching in private colleges is performed by chairpersons

and others in adininistrative pcsitions.

,g

3.4 Two-Year College Students in Science Education

This section presentg an overview of student character-

istics, such as sex, age,,race, educational bacAground, and

educational plans, as well as enrIllment st.....tus (e.g., full- or

part-time). This background information should enhance under-

standing of the types of students who choose to enroll in science

classes in two-year colleges and should assist policymakers in

developing programs to meet the educational needs of students in

these colleges.

Readers are reminded that the students described in

this section are representative only_of those taking science

courses in, the two-year colleges surveyed in this study. They

do not necessarily represent the two-year college student popu-

lation as a whole. No previous studies using designs compatible

with this one were available; thus, the data presented-in this

section are rather unique. It may be assumed that students in

science programs differ somewhat fibm students in nonscience pro-
.

grams. To verify this assumption, comparisons of the character-

istics of students in'science classes and the student population

as a whole have been made whenever reliable data were available.

Students usually take-science courses either because
.. \

\,h

they intend to major in science or because there aro general

education requirements for courses mathematics, social science,

or the natural sciences. Most natural scier-e classes are intro-

ductory cr "service" courses. The characteristics of students in

these courses are of particular interest to this study. In the

--life sciences, it was possible to isolate a sufficiently large .



number of cla 3es to permit separate .:Analysis of those taking

introductory biology. Howevar, course offerings in other fields

Also consist largely of introductory classes. Thus, a major ,

portion of two-year college students in many of the educational

fields are enrolled in introductory courses.

3.4.1 Distribution of Students by Full-/Part-Time Status and

by Sex

On the basis of the data gathered in this study, it is

estimated that about 1.3 million students are taking one or more

science courses in two-year colleges. About 85.percent of those

students are enrolled in comprehensive schools, 9 percent in

technical institutes, and 6 percent in private_colleges. By

educational field, about 65 percent of those students are taking

one or more courses in social sciences. About an equal number of

students are enrolled in physical science and engineering and

technology courses (i.e., each about a quarter million). Detailed

numbers and percents are shown in Table 3-e23, by college type and

educational field.

The number of students in mathematics reported in this

study may not correspond with estimates from-other studies. Only

students taking courses that normally are credited toward two-

year college degrees were included in this sample. This proce--

dure eliminated students enrolled in remedial arithmetic and basic

high school courses. In addition, students taking classes in

computer operations were separated from mathematics students'for

purposes nf_analysis_ _The_onlycomionter_science_studentudea____

were those taking courses given by departments of mathematics,

technologies, eng;.neering, or computer sciences. Excluded were

business-oriented courses.



able 3-=23. Percent distribution and number of science students, by type of college

educational field, sex, and full - /prt -time status

I

College type and

educational field

Number of

students in

sample

Weighted

number of

students

Sex

(percent)

Status

(percent)

Women
Full-

time

Part-

time

ype of college

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Total

lucational field

Introductory biology

Hearth sciences,

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Total

506

155

263

1,195

1,119

3,238.

87

248

398

641

671

562

82

549

3,238

117,981 57 43

86,167 29 71

117,526 44 56

491,26 7 44 56

488,143 53 47

1,301,1:0 47.5 52.5 68 32

82 18

92 8

65 35

72 28

56 44

32,884 42 58

108,292 14 86

153,001 26 74

254,539 62 38

248,202 .82 18

157,730 59 41

20,550 56 44

852;169 44 56

80

79

78

80

72

76

72

69

20

21

22

20

28

24

28

31

1,301,160*, 47.5 52.5 68 32

Dotal is not the sum of individual column entries because some students take course

in more than one field. The correct total is the same as that for college types,

which represents no overlap.

9i
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Of all students taking science courses, there a more

women than men. However, the percentages vary by field and type

of school. As shown in Table 3-23, substantially more women than
4

men arc enrolled in introductory biology, health sciences, other

life sciences, and social sciences. However, more men than women

take courses in the physical sciences, engineering and technology,

mathematics, an computer sciences. The most striking differeace

is between health sciences and engineering and technology. The

health science classes include 86 PerCent women, while courses

in)engineering and technologies enroll 82 percent men.

student

percent

science

portion

women.

The influence of social science students on combined

statistics should be kept in mind here. Forty-seven

of all students in all science fields are in social

classes. Without the socia' sciences, the overall pro-

of men in science classes would be greater than that of

By types of colleges, the data show that most (71 per-

cent)-of the private college students are women, and a majority

of the students in technical institutes (57 percent) is men.

whereas both small and medium comprehensive schools have 56 per-

cent women students, the large comprehensive colleges have 53

percent men students.

Students taking science courses represent about 31 per-

cent all two-year college students (see Table 3-24). The

proportions of men and women taking science courses in two-year

colleges are nearly equal, but slightly favor women. However,

--the4arcerLtzpa of-full-time_students_enrolled in science clases

is far greater than that of part-time students -- 55 percent

compared to. 17 percent.



Table 3-24. Percent distribution and numbers of all two-ygar college students and science students

by sex and fu11-/part-time status

Students

.1.11MmERIM
Male Female Total

=1111.11i1M

Full-

time

Part-

time

Full-

time

Part-

time

Status

male Female
Full-

time

Part-

time

Ittal,

all

groups

All two-year college

rcudants*

Number

Percent

'w
1

ON
Science students**

J

Number

Percent

Percent of all col-

lege students

enrolled in science

courses

806,833 1,197,260 801,266 1,337,153 2,004,093 2,138,419 1,608,J99 2,534,413 4,142,512

19.5 28.9 19.3 32.3 , 48.4 51.6 3p.8 61.2.

.

428,082 189,969 452,804 230,305 618,051 683,109 880,885 420,275 1,301,160

32.9 14.6 34.8 17.7 47.5 52.5 67.7 31.3

53.r 15.9 56.5 17.2 30.8 31.9 54.8 16.6 31.4

*From 1979 Community; Junior College, and Technical College Directory, American Association of Community and Junior '-

Colleges, p. 2. (Response: 4,142,512 out of 4,304,058,students.)

**Data from this study, all students combined.

94



This last finding accentuates a major difference

between the population of all two-year college students and those

who take science. Whereas 61 percent of all students attend

part-time, only 32 percent of those taking science courses attend

part-time. Data for both men and women show this sharp difference.

As shown in Table 3-23, the pertentages of part-time

students range from 31 percent in the social sciences to 20 per-

cent in the physical sciences and introductory biology. By type

of college, the percentages of part-time students vary from 8

percent in private colleges to 44 percent in range comprehensive

.schools.

3.4.2 Distribution of Students by ,ilat

Table'3-25 presents the age distribution of students

taking scienc..! courses, cross classified by sex and enrollment

status. Students younger than 18 constitute about two percent

of all science students; they are likely to be high school stu-

dents taking college level courses. part-time. At the other end

of the age distribution, about .3 percent of the students are

age 60 or over; most are studying part-tine. Overall, the median

age is about 22.

There is a substantial difference in median age between

full- and part-time students,-in science courses (21 and 28,

respectively). This difference is even greater among women

students, as indicated by a median age of 21 for full-time women

students and 31 for part-time women students. It is interesting

to note that.about 43,percent of part-time women students are

30 to 44 years old.
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Table 3-25, Percent distribution cf science students, by age, sex, and full/part-

time status

Age

Male.

Full- Part-

time time

< 18

1k9

20-21

22-25

16)1

26-29,

co

30-44

45-49

>6d

96

1.1 4.3

36.0 7.6

26.8 7.5

20.4 24.7

6.3 20.6

J
6.8 28.8

1.5 6.6

0.0 0.9

Median age 20.5 26.6

Female Total

Total,

all

groups
lull-

time

Part-

time

Sex Status

Male Female 'l Part-time

0.9 2.8 2.1 1.6 1.0 3.5 1.8

35.8 8.3 27.3 26.5 35.9 7.9 26.9

22,3 8.4 20.9 17.6 24.5 8.0 19.2

. 0

17.1 15.9 21.7 16.7 18.7 19.9 19.1

8.9 11.4 0.7 9.7 7.6 15.6 10.2

I

13.1 42.7 13.6 23.1 10:1 36.4 18.6

1.7 9.9 3.4 4.4 2.0 7.9 3.9

0.2 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.7 0.3

20.7 30.6 21.5 22.5 20.6 28.2 21.9

Note: Column sus may not total 100 because of rolnding.
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The age distribution of students also varies by educa-

tiOnal fields and types of colleges. As shown in Table 3-26,

students in introductcry biology classes are on the average the

youngest, while students in health sciences-are the oldest. By

college types, the median age of students is lowest in technical

institutes and highest, in large comprehensive schools (see Table

3 -27). Further examination of the data reveals that students

over 60 almost exclusively are enrolled in medium and, large

comprehensive colleges (the percentages 4.6 and 50, respec-

tively). They are more likely to study phys,_cal science (50 per-
.

cent) and 'social science i27 percent).

3.4.3. ,Distribution of Students by Race

.The majority of science student n two-year colleges

is white (83 percent). The next latgest group is black (8 per-

cent). Asiaas or Pacific Islanders and Hispanics constitute

about four and three percent, respectively. American Indians or

Alaskin Natives make uponly about two percent of the science

students (see Table-3-28). This composition is the same for

_full- and part-time students.

The proportion of women students varies among racial

groups. As shown in Table 3-28, there are proportionately more

black women than black men students, while the opposite is true

for Asians and Native Americans. Whites and Hispanics are repre-

sented by about equainumbers of men and women. .Further exami-) .

nation of the data, reveals that the majority of bleck women are

studying full-time.

The racial distribution of science students differs

from ",rit of all students. in two-year colleges. According to

t1 1978 annual survey by the AACJC, the percentages of two-year

-39

.
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Table 3-26. Percent distribution of science students, by age and educational field

Educational field

Intro-

ductory

biology

Health

sciences

Other

life

sciences

Physical

sciences

Engineering

'and

t nology

Mathe- Computer Social

matics sciences sciences

< 18

18-19

20-21

22-25

26-29

30-44

45-59

> 60

6 0 1

51 15 23

18 16 22

7 32 26

6 13 13

12 22 15

1 2 r 2

0 0. 0

1 2 2 4 2

.32 28 34 17 30

22 20 25 22 18

18 16 19 13 18

11 15 9 23 8

14 14 9 15 19

2 5 2 5 5

0 0 0 0 0

Median age 19.2 23.9 22.1 21.0 21.5 ,20.6 23.7 21.5

A

SiLt

t ; .

A



cable 3-27. ,Percent distribution of science students, by age and type of

college

Age

1
Type -of college

Technical
institutes

Pri4ate
colleges

Small
compre-
hensive

Medium
compre-
hensive

Large
compre-
hensive

Total,
all

colleges

c 18

L8-19
as -21

22725
26-2c
)0-44

t5-59
610

1 2 2 1 3 2

31 37 34 .27 22 27

28. 8 14 21 19 19

16 17 13 21 20 19

9. 17 10 7 12 10

14 16 .27 17 20 18

1 3 1 5 5 4

0 0 0 0 0 0.3

Median age

r

20.8 22.2

10i

21.5 21.6 22.8



Tab/b 3-28. Percent distribution of science students, by racial/ethnic group, sex, and full-/

'part-time status

Racial/ethnic

group

Male Female Total

Fuil-

time

Part-

time

Full-

time

Part-

time

Sex

Male [Female

Status

Full-time Part-time

Total

all

groups

American Indian

or Alaskan

Native

Asian br Pacific

Islander

w Black (except

Hispanic)
+oh

White (except

Hispanic)

Hispanic

3.4 2.2 0.7 3.5 3.1 1.6 2.0 2.9 2.3

5.3 4.5 2.3 2.6 5.0 2.4 3.7 3.4 3.6

5.8 5.5 11.7 4.3 5.7 9.2 8.8 4.8 7.5

81.9 85.2 81.7 87.5 82.9 83.7 81.8 86.5 83.3

3.6 2.7 3.6 2.1 3.3 3.1 3.6 2.3 3.2

Note: Column sums may not total 100 because of rounding.

1tr:4 1 ,)



college students,'by racial /ethnic group, are as follows: 1 per-

cent American Indians or Alaskan Natives, 3 percent Asians, 11

percent blacks, 78 percent whites, and 7 percent Hispanics. When

these percentages are compared with the racial distribution of

science, students presented in Table 3-28, it can be seen that

whites, American Indians or Alaskan Natives, apd Asians or Pacific
_.

Islander are more likely to be enrolled in science courses than

are blacks and Hispanics; this distinction is particularly evident

among men students. Reasons for the differences are not clear.

Faotors such as career aspirations, high school preparation, and

cultural 'expectations may contribute. Further studies of these

differences may be warranted.

The distribution of students by educational field and

type of college varies among racial /ethnic groups. As shown in

Table 3-29, about 75 percent of American Indians/Alaskan Natives,

as compared to 39 percent o Hispanics, are taking social science

courses. Asians are more likely than others to take courses in

physical science, mathematics, and computer science. In contrast

to other groups, there is a high percentage of blacks in the

health sciences -(16 percent, compared to 5 percent .of whites).

and a high percentage of Hispanics in engineering and technology

(18 percent, compared to 10 percent of blacks and 14 percent of

whites). The data 'clearly =shcw that students of varying racial

backgrounds differ in their choices of fields of study.-

a

Table 3-2t1 also shows that blacks who take science

courses are more likely to-be enrolled in private colleges than

are other groups-(20 percent, compared to 6 percent for whites

and less than 1 percent for Hispanics). However, it should be

remembered that the majority of all students are enrolled in

medium aad large. comprehensive schools.

iO4



,ble 3-29. Percent distribution of students, by racial/ethnic groups, eddcational

field, and type of college

iLeld and.

college type ,

4

Racial/ethnic group
wrprmrs.ftwilionmtramomow

American

Indian/

Alaskan

native

lucational field

Introductory biology

'Health sciences

Other life sciences
Physical sciences

Engineering and
technollbgy

Mathematics
computer sciences

Social sciences

pp of college.

Technical institutes
Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

large comprehensive

2

C:i

9

8

4

1

75

2

0

' 2

48

48

Asian/

Pcif is
Wander

2

5

12

26

54

Black

8

20

10

3?

31

2 , 3

1 2 16

4 '2

17 10

12 10

11 9

3 1

48 49

White Hispanic

Total,

all

groups

2 1 2

5 8 6

9 7 8

14 16 14

14 18 14

9 9 9

...'"' 1 2 1

46 3% 46

10

6

9

39 .

36

rte: Column sums may not total 100 because of rounding.

9

0 7

5 * 9

23 38

66 38



3.4.4 Previous Education

As expected, the majority (18 percent) of the students

has high school diplomas. Only about ')ne ?ercent of the students

taking science courses are still high sLaool students, and about

one percent haire left high school without diplomas. The high

school students most frequently take courses in computer-science

and mathrsiatics (see Table 3-30).

Data show that about eight percent of the science stu-

dents enrolled in two-year colleges already have associate degrees

and/or other college degrees. Data also show that another 28

percent previously attended colleges without obtaining degrees.

About 68 percent of all students previously attending college

indicited that they currently are pursuing courses of study

different from those they dad followed before.

Previoub college attendance and change of field are

most evident among students presently enrolled in health sciences,

engineering and technolc4y, mathematics, and computer sciences.
de"-

For example, 22 percent of the students in computer sciences

alkeady hold college degrees, and 79 percent of those degrees

are in fields different than the one currently pursued. In the

health sciences, 12.percent have college degrees, with 77 percent

of these degrees In other fields. These data are probably good

evidence of career changes to fields holding promise of employment.

When displayed by type of college, the data show that,

of the students attending technical institutes, about 40 percent

have previous college experience, and 80 percent of these students

have changed majors. Private colleges enroll only 26 percent

who previously attende4--dlege, but 82 percent of those students

have changed majors.



Table 3-30 Students' previous educational history, by type of college and educational
field' (percent distribution)

0

Type of college

and field

High school

diploma or

6quivalency

Still,

in high

School

Me of college

Technical institutes 100 0

Private colleges 100 0'

Small comprehensive '98 1

Medium compiehensive 98 1

Large comprehensive 96 3

Educational field

Introductbry.biology 99 0

Health sciences 100 0

Other life sciences 99 1

, Physical sciences 95 1

' Engineering,and

technoiogy, ,.99 1

Mathematics' :497 2

Computer sciences 94,, 3

Social sciences 96 '----3

Total .98. . 1

No

diploma,

'not in

high

school

One. o:

more

college

degrees

Attended

college

'previously,

DO degrees

First

college

attended

Educational

program at this

college differs

from that at

previous colleges

1

5

7

33

17

12 .

30

62

74

83

63

80

82

67'

65

1 10 29 61 66

10

1 1 '27 72 62

0 12 , 36 52 77

0 10 31 59 71

1 9 27 64 69

.

0 9 30 61 78

1 10 24 66 59

.3 22 30 48 79

1 , 5 26 69 63

.

8 28 64 68



3.4.5 Relationship of Ed,;cational Field to College Type

The educational fields of students vary by the types of

colleges in which they are enrolled. Table,3-31 shows that 29

percent of the students in technical institutes are in engineering

and technology, while over half (55 percent) ,of the students in

small comprehensive colleges are enrolled in the social sciences.

The distribution of educational fields among the college

"-types provides a somewhat different view. In Table 3-32 it is

seen that 67 percent of computer sciences students ankl. 42 percent

,)f ti.e engineering and technology students are enrolled in large

comprehensive institutions. The majority of students in the health

sciences attend largescomprehensive colleges.

3.4.6 Educational Plans and Carear Goals

The students were asked about their career goals, major

fields of study, purposes in attending college, reasons for

enrolling in the courses covered in the survey, and reasons for

Choosing the colleges they attend. These areas are covered in

the following analysis.

a. Major. Field of Study

One indication of educational ana career goals is the

studeRts' Major.fields of study. Table. 3-33 shows the areas of

science in which students are majoring, as well as selected non-

science majors, and the educational fields in which they are

taking courses.



ble,3-31. Percent distribution of students enrolled in each type of college, by

educational field

Educational field

Type of college

Technical

institutes

Private

colleges

troductory biology

with sciences

her life sciences

ysical sciences

gineering and, technology

thematics

mputer sciences

cial sciences

Total

0

12

11

13

29,

7

1

.26

Small

compre-

hensive

Medium

compre-

hensive
.N111410=.1.11111=1110.M1.1.

8 5

12 3

16 4

9, i5

100

2 ,7

7 10

0 0

46 55

100 100

Large

compre-

hensive

Total

2 1 2.

6 8 7

13 8 10

-14 12 13

8 14 12

9 9 9

1 2

47 46 45

100 100 100

te: Column sup may not total 100 because of rounding.

.11111111.
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Table 1-32. Percent distribution of students enrolled in each educational field, by type.

of college

Type of college

Educational field

TotalIntro-

ductory

biology

Health

sciences

Other

life

sciences

Physical

sciences

Engineering

and

technology

Mathe-

matics

Computer

sciences

Social

sciences

Technical institutes 0 14 10 10 26 8 8 6 10

Private colleges 26 14 11 4 . 1 6 0 8 7

Small mathensive 22 4 4 11 5 12 0 12 10

Medium comprehensive 38 30 48 40 26 37 24 38 37

w.
Large comprehensive 14 38 28 35 42 38 67 36 36

Total 100 . 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Note: Column sums may not total 100 because of rooming.



Table 3-33. Percent distribution of students' ujor fields, by type of major and educational

field of course

tiPe of major

Educational field

Intro-

ductory

biology

Health

sciences

Other

life

sciences

Physical

sciences

Engineering

and

technology

Mathe-

matics

Computer

sciences

All

Social Students

sciences

ma*

logical sciences

sciences

(unspeci-.

sciences

Hoc a1 sciences

- relate

occupations

Technologies:

aechancial

engineering

kicicult4e

Selected =science

major

Education (non-

saltet)

Business, accoOnt-

Jog and othir

sonscience)

Undeclared major

6

0

o

1

0

o.

.10

0

0

0 1 0

o 0 0

6 .47 26

2 1 0

10 1 2

2 36 3a

7 10 ' 8

1 0 6

11 0 4

6

33 10

6

1

3

, 0

r

6

7

3

10

28

1

5

10

19

1 3 2 2 3

2 4 38 2 2

5 2 4 1 2

0 0 0 0 1

0 4 0 0 .1

0 2 0 12 12

Y. 3 .4 0 1

1 4 0 20 11

2, 4 0 7 10

75 27 23 9

1 1 0 2

1 4 0 7

21 14 21 15

6 21 15 15 14

141



Fourteen percent of the students taking science classes

ve not declared majors, 15 percent are following business-
.

oriented programs, including accounting, and another 5 percent are
in education. Thus, a total of 34 percent of the students fn

Science classes either do not consider themselves science majors

or have not yet decided.on their major fields.

The largest number of students who are following what

maybe broadly described as science-oriented programs are in

engineering and mechanical techn6logies (22 percent). Twelve

---percent-of-Altensciencu students have declared nursing as` their

,major, and other health-related occupations have been chosen by

ten, percent of the students. Only seven percent of the students

identify themselves as traditional science majors (biological

sciences,.3 percent; engineering, 2 percent; physical sciences,

1 percent; mathematics, 0.54ercent; and unspecified science,

0.3 percent) .

As shown in Table 3 -33, large proportions of students

taking eourses in introductory biology, mathematics, and social

sciences are nonscience :majors or-have not declared majors. 'These

along with physical sciences, include the introductory

s that are-the core subjects for all college degrees. The

large percentages of .nonscience and undeclared majors in these

olds emphasize their,"service" function in two-year "'llege

ucat34)n--

latively large percentages of business and

in computer-science reflect the importance of

ose majors. In fact, if other computer courses

esS management.departments,for example) had been in-

e survey, a much larger number of students would be

-computer science field, and a majority of these

usiness majors.

_1 6
3-51 1:-



It is noteworthy that very small percentagestof the

students enrolled in biology -- either introductory or advanced

are majoring in biology or other traditional science'fields. ..The

saMe is true for physical sciences and mathematics. The prima--
,

firaCtion of courses in-these fields i ts to serve general education

stidints, technology students, and health sciences and nursing

students.

b. Purpose in Attending College

-Students were asked

What was your most important educational purpose
for attending this college when youftrst enrolled?

and

What do you now consider your most
educational purpope?

Net surprisingly, the responses to these questions

reflect some Changes over time. The length of time is of course

Variable, depending on the year a student first enrolled. Table

3-34shoWs the percentages of students whose purposes have changed

or have remained the-same:

The diagonal indicated in this table represents the

students whose educational purposes have not altered from their

original enrollment to the--date-of the survey. Thus, _64 percent

of ,those who first enrolled with the intent of obtaining associate

degrees and then transferring to four-year colleges stated that

this is still their intention. However, 12 percent decided by the

time_of the survey to transfer before obtaining the associate de-

gree, and another 12 percent decided to take the degree, not

transfer, and go to work instead.

116
3-52



table 3-34. Percent distribution of students, by original arid present purpose for attending

college

Original purpose

Present purpose

Obtain

associate

degree

and then

transfer

Take some Obtain Obtain. Obtain Take one Try

college associate , certifi- training or more college

courses degree and cate to in courses to see

and find upgrade special of special if I

transfer employment skills progm interest like it

Obtain associate degree

and then transfer to

4-year institution

Take some college courses

io and transfer without

N. . obtaining associate

degree

Obtain associate degree

and find enployment

certificate to

de skills

Obtain training in

special program

Take one or more courses

of special interest

Try college to see if I

like it

total percent

E:1 25

30

12

12

4

3

2

62

2

54

3'

1 6

2 2

1 1 0

3 3
i

13 23

2

Total

22 17 34 45 33 42

1 3 16 5 15

8 19 23 30 12 22

..

50 5 0 3 5

16 9 1 0 9

2 2 1 3

0 0 0 1

2 2 1 31

6 9 4 100

Percent of stuOents,.wbo have not changed purpose from enrollment to survey time.



Students whose initial purpose was to earn degrees and

then go to work ,also reported changes. Only 54 percent still

intend to follow their original plan. Another 30 percent intend

to transfer to four-year colleges after receiving their degrees.

fact, that option -- transfer after receiving the associate

agree is the most frequently elected change. The minor

exception is those students who decided to pursue training in

sgecial programs. Or the students trying college to see if they

like it,-Over 60 percent decided to transfdr, most of them after

obtaining the associate degree. Overall, 42 percent of the stu-

dents plan to obtain associate degrees and transfer.

Table 3-35 and 3-36 show students' current intentions

by educational field and college type. Transfer after obtaining

a degree is the most popular choice in all fields, except for

engineering and technology students who wlsh to find employment

after completion. of their degrees. The extent to whichstudents

desire to transfer to. four-year colleges, whether before or after

receiving associate degrees, should be noted. This: intention is

stated by over 70 percepht of those students in introductory biol-

ogy, physidal science,. and mathematics.

'Table 3-36 shows that students in technical institutes

are more concerned with immediate employment (43 percent) than

students in any other type of school, and yet surprisingly only

11 percent seek training. in special programs.

c. Highest Degree Sought

One important indicator or educational goals is the

highest degree Students intend to seek. The study found that

only 12 percent of the students plan to stop with the associate

degree, while 13'percent have not decided how far they will go.

-149- 3-54 .

41.



Table 335. Percent distribution of students' purposes in attending college, by

educational field

Educational field

Intro-

duttory

biology

Health

sciences

Other

life

sciences

Physical

sciences

Engineering

and

technology

Mathe-

matics

Computer

sciences

Social

sciences

-Obtain associate degree

and then transfer to

4-year institution -55 33 34 47 33 48 34 46

Take some college courses

and transfer without

obtaining associate,

degree , 22 16 13 25 9 27 17, 16

Obtain associate degree

and. find employment 5 30 30 14 34 13 21 19

Obtain certificate to

upgrade skills 6 4 4 3 10 3 11 .4

Obtain training in

special program 13 14 6 9 2 12 8

Take one or More courses

of special interest 3 1 2 2 2 4 5 3

Try college to see ii I

like it 0 1 1 1 0 1 0

Other 1 2 4 3 3 2 0 3

121



Le 3-36. Percent distribution of students' purposes in attending college,
by type of college

Purpose

Type of col'age

Technical
institutes

Private
colleges

Small

compre-
hensive

Medium Large

compre- compre-

hensive hensive

iin associate degree
Ni then transfer io
-year institution 29 56 5C 41 43

rime college courses
Id transfer without
twining associate .

Wase 5 15 17 15 18

.

ali associate degree
id find employment .,..i -14 12 25 17

lin certificate to
wade skills :7 2 8 4 6

Lin training in
ecial program 11 6 10 8 9

one or more courses
! special interest 2 1 2 3 4

college to see if 1
Live it

,

1 1 0 1 1

1 3

5 2 2 3
az:

I.

. 1



Only one percent state that they do not intendto earn any degree.

The reminder -- 75 percent state that they intend to obtain at

least bachelor degrees. Moreover, that jroup is divided into 13

percent who desire doctorates in either clinical cr research and

teaching fields and 29 percent wanting masters degrees.

-Table 3-37. Percent distribution of students' intended highest
degree, all students combined

Degree Total

Associate
Bachelor
Masters
Doctorate

ICesearbh and teaching
Clinical practice

None
Uncertain

12
- 32

29

8

5

1
13

By educational field (See Table 3-38), the largest

group of doctoiate seekers is found taking physical science

courses. Of those students enrolled in engineering andtechnology,

37 percent intend to obtain bachelor degrees, and another 3()_per-

cent would like to pursue graduate studies. Similar statistics

hold true for other programs that usually are considered occupa-

tional -- the health fields (including nursing), and computer,.

sciences.

By type of college (see Table 3-39), 21 percent of the

student's in technical institutes plan to stop at the associate

degree level, -38 percent want bachelor degrees, and 22 percent

desire graduate degrees. The private colleges have the largest

3-57 40'



Table 3038. Percent distribution of students' intended highest degree, by educational

field

Degree

Associate

lisearch and teaching

q31mical practice

Educationak field

Intro-

ductory

biology

Health

sciences

Other,

life

sciences

Physical

sciences

Engineering

and

technology

Mathe-

matics

5 14 10 8 15 6

30 35 3 28 , 37 30

-- .i

38 25 23 30 24 35

7 13 5 8

10 10 1 6

1 1 1 2 1

12 17 11 12 16 4

Computer

sciences

Social

sciences

a '13

36 30

30 31,

8 9

1 5

0 1

15 13



10 3-39, Percent distribution,of students' intended highest degree, by type

of college

Degree

Type of ollege

Technical
institutes

Private

colleges

Dciate

6elor

tors

torate

esearch and te4ching
linical practice,

ortain

Small

compre-

hensive

21 3 11

38, . 29 35

16 45 35

3

3

3

Medium

compre-

hensive

Small

compre-

hensive

Total

14 11 12

31 30 32

27 30 29

8 4 9

2 3 5

1 1 1

10 8

6 5

. 1 1

15 12 12 14 14 13



etudents oriented toward graduate studies, with 45

g to masters degrees. The largest proportions

ates are found in the two larger types of compre-

Why Students Enroll in Courses

Student* reasons for enrolling in their courses are

ld in Table 3-40. The most frequently cited

ed for my major." However, there may have been

use students as to the distinction between this

ad as. part of'my general program'of itudies."

ice was intended to reflect distribution require-

Uctary courses in several broad academic areas,

liberal arts or general education. Even career pro-

distribution rdquirements,in such fields as English

al science. It is believe that the numbet of responses

for this second 'option may represent an underestimate

of its true magnitude.

ire

As Table 3-40 indicates, over 75 percent of students

in the health and technology fields report that the courses covered

in this 'study are required for their majors. This table also shows

that 14 percent of all students are taking these courses because

of,personal interest;and not as parts of formal programs. Personal

interest .is most frequently a factor in omputer science (20 per-

cent)'and social science (18 percent). Not surprisingly, these two



3-40. Percent et Amtion of students' reasons for enrolling in courses, t
educatior ld and type of college

Field and

Type of college

Reason

Required

for major

Required

as part of

general

program o, f

studies

Elective

for major

or general

program

Not part

of formal

program;

taking for

personal

interest

Othi

ducational field

Introductory biology

Health sciences'

cltheir life sciences

vied sciences
,Bngineering and technology
Mhthematics

Vomputer sciences
Social sciences

of college

al institutes

Irivatt colZeges
Oman comprehensive
;Sidium comprehensive
*arge comprehensive

Total

41

78

65

61

72

57

56

51

76

65

44

58

54

57

40

7

15

18

5

18

11

4

6

10

10

11

8

8

13

10

9

12
A

8 14 20

15 16 18

4,

6 7 10

17 5- 12

16 24 17

14 13 13

17 11 16

15 12 14

0

3

1

1

4

2

2

0

2

1

0

1

3

1



the surveyed courses because they are required for'their majors.

Sian compishensive colleges, on the other hand, only enroll 44

percent of their students in these courses because they fill

major field requirements. This percentage is considerably lower

than those for other comprehensive colleges. About one-fourth

of the students in small comprehensive chools, far more than in

other typos of colleges, state that the are taking these courses

as electives.

e. Why Students Do Not-Decliare Majors
40--"kk.

. Some additional light is shed on students' reasons for

enrolling in coursesby examining their reasons for not choosing

major fields-of study. Only 14 percent of all students have not

declared majors. Their distribution by educationid field and

college type is given in' Table 3-41. The most frequently chosen

reason is that they have not yet decided.' This choice was made

by large majorities in introductory biology, physical sciences,

mathematics, and other life sciences. On the other hand, for

those in the health fields, "not following a prescribed course

of study" was the most common answer.

These undeclared majors are a small part of the total

student population in this study. Yet they constitute more signi-

ficant proportions of students in certain educational fields.

Table 3-41 also shows-that 29 percent of all students enrolled

. in introductory biology and 18 percent of those in mathematics

give not declared majors.

The great majority of private college students who are

undeclared majors said that they have not yet decided on fields

of study (86 percent) : Students in small comprehensive colleges

generally indicated that they are not following prescribed courses



Ole 3-41. Percent distribution of students' reasons for not declaring majors,

by educational field and type of college

Field and

type of college

J

Reason

Not yet

decided,

on a major

Not following

a prescribed

course of study

Other

Percent

of all

students

Iducational field

Introductory biology.

Health sciences ,

,Other life sciences

4hysical sciences

-Ingineering and technology

Mathematics

4omputer sciences

Social sciences

4ime of college

Technical institutes

'*ivate colleges
Anil comprehensive

ledium comprehensive

Aarge comprehensive

Total

74 17 10 29

0 63 37 3

58 28 14 8

64 22 14 16

38 48 14 6

60 19 21 18

42 41 18 12

43 41 16 13

41 26 34 6

86 10 4 8

41 51 8 16

56 30 15 15

41 41 18 18

48 37 15 15

11/11110111MINOMMINION10.11...=1

130



I

of study and, hence,'have not declared majors. The three compre-

hensive college types enroll.about the same proportions of students

without majors -- 15 to 18 percent.

3.4 7. Students' Employment Status

Sixty-five percent of the students taking science courses

are employed full l-tier . or part-time. The percentage is higher for

men than for-women (72 percent versus 60 percent). Students in the

health sciences have the lowest employment rate (54 percent). By

college types, the lowest student employment rate is found in pri-

vate colleges (50 percent). In the large comprehensive schools,

70 percent of the students are employed (see Table 3-42).

3.4.8 Reasons for Choosing Colleges

Why de-students select a particular college, aside from

their general desire_for an education and for particular ccurses

of study?, Their reasons are summarized in Table 3-43 and 3-44 by

college type, sex, age, And race or ethnic group. Because they

could indicate more than one reason fdr their choice, the per-

centages for each choice total more than 100 pertent.

Students most frequently cited convenient location as

their reason for choosing a particular college (73 percent).

Fifty percent indicated cost as an important factor; reputation

of college received a response of 33 percent, and courses meeting

at convenient times, 25 percent.

When reasons for college choice are analyzed by 'type

of college (see Table 3-43), it is found that, while convenience

of location is important for all college types, it was mentioned



Table 3-42. Percent distribUtion of students employed,
by educational field, type of college, and
sex

Educational field

introductory biclogy
Health sciences
Other life sciences
Physical sciences
Engineering and technology
Mathematics
Computer sciences
Social sciences

Type of college
-

Technical institutes
PriVate colleges
Small comprehensive
Medium comprehensive
.Large comprehensive.

Sex

Men
Women

Total

3-65

Employed Not employed

57 43
54 46
63 37
63 31
65 35
64 36
62 38
64 36

58 42
50 50
67 33

. 65 35
70 30

72 28
60 40

65

. 132
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Table .4-43. Percent distribution of student's' reasons for choosing colleges, by type of

college and racial/ethnic group

Type of college Racial or ethnic group

Technical

institutes

Private

colleges

Small

compre-

hensive

Medium

compre-

hensive

Large

compre-

hensive

American

Indian or

Alaskan

Native

Asian or

Pacific

Islander

Black White Hispanic

Lover ovst than

other colleges'

Convenient location

Courses meet at

. convenient time
. ,

Reputatim of

college

==="/

133

42 4

54 50 90

17 14, Z4

51 51 17

14 25

464 58 86 49 24 52 48

75 75 74 66 58 74 12

23 31 52 25 21 24 37

31 32 28 18 40 33 28

6 7 4 3 " 7 9 8



Table 3-44. Percent distribution of students' reasons for choosing colleges, by sex and age

Reason

Sex Age

Male Female <18 18-19 20-21 22-25 26-29 30-44 45-59 >60

bower cost than

other colleges

Convenient location

Courses meet at

convenient time

Reputation of

college

Other

50

72

26

32

7

51 45 49 66 50 43 44 35 62

74 87 70 70 69 76 80 86 80

24 36 17 26 22 30 33 36 53,

34 42 35 37 32 28 31 23 36

9 5 9 9 10 7 6 8 2



90 percent of the students in small comprehensive schools and

rcent in each of the two larger comprehensive types. Con-

ence of course meeting times is most important for students

74 the large comprehensive colleges (31 percent). Reputation of

college is a significant' factoi for students in technical insti-

i and private colleges.(both 51 percent). As would be

cted, the cost factor is negligible for private colleges,

which charge tuition far abOve the public collre rates. The

our percent who claimed costs were lower at pkivate colleges

might have done so for personal reasons. e 1

There are no significant sex differences in reasons for

selecting colleges. 'Age differences do exist, however. For the

20-21 year" age group, and -for students over 60, 1.4wer-costs are

more important. Convenient location is important for all groups,

but plixticularly so for those under 18 and still in high school

(87 percent) and for all adults 30 and over. Convenience of

course meeting times is quite important for students over 60, and

at leastmoderately so for those under 18 and over 30. College

reputation received responses from 42 percent of the students

under 18 and 23 percent -of the 45-59 year age group.

American Indians and Alaskan Natives ranked all factors

high except for college reputation. Convenient location and

convenient course meeting times were of major concern to Hispanics,

while blacks emphasized college reputation more than did other

groups..



SCIENCE EDUCATION NEEDS IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGES:

ADMINISTRATORS' PERSPECTIVE

4.1 Overview

A major objective of this study is to identify areas

of science-education needing improvement in two-year colleges.

Data have been obtained from administrators, faculty members, and

students enrolled in science courses. This chapter presents an

analysis of data from administratoks; the next two chapters-will

deal with information obtained from faculty and students.

College administrators provided a general view of vari-

ous aspects of science education programs across all educational

fields. Included were judgments on which fields are critically

in need of improvement, the types of improvement required,

faculty needs, students needs, use. of part-time faculty, and

problems Of articulation with four-year colleges.

The presentation of data in this and the next two

chapters is organized accOrding,to the questionnaire items rele-
k

Inum to each section of the-chwater. The questionnaire items can

identified easily from-the 7qestionnaires included in Volume

Appendix E. /

These chapters focus only on data that are considered

significant. Some of the more detailed data have been included

In 'Volume 2, but are not discussed in-depth in the text of this

vq2nme. Readers'may refer to Appendix D of Volume 2 for details

not contained in these chapters.

4-r1
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Educational Fields. That Need Improvement

Question: Indicate which [educational` fields in science
and technology] critically need improvement.
For each field that needs improvement circle
. . . aZZ types of improvement needed. Then
rank order the three educational fields that
have top priority beginning with 1 as the
highest.

Educational Fields

About four percent of the administrators stated that

their schools have no fields in critical nee c-,:f improvement.

However, more than"50 specific fields were mentioned by one or

more of the other respondents. The total numbers of fields

mentioned (by 11"broad curriculum areas) are presented in Table

4-1. As th9Oftable 125.dicates, an average of 5.6 fields for all

colleges are considered, as needing Improvement.

While Table 4-1 displays a general needs assessment of

educational fields, as perceived by administrators, it does not-

Valow the relative degree of need among specific fields. For

example, it is not clear from this table whether computer- sciences

require more improvement than physical sciences. Therefore, the

ten most frequently mentioned fields are presented in Table 4-2.

.In this table it is shown that, for all colleges, the field most

often designated is computer sciences, followed by chemistry,

mathematics, physics, and biological sciences. The frequency with

which each field was mentioned is closely parallel to the priori-

ties assigned by administrators. For example, computer science

also ranks the highest in need of improvement.'

Ranking of fields in need of improvment varies among

the five types of colleges. Technical institutes rank electronic



Table 41.1. Broad curriculum areas that need improvement as indi-
cated by the number of times they were mentioned by
administrators

Broad curriculum area

Agriculture and natural
resources

Biological sciences

Computer and information
sciences

Engineering

General science and interdis-
ciplinary sciences

Mathematics

Nursing

Physical sciences

sciences

Mechanical engineering and
natural science technologies

Health related occupations

Total
number

of times
mentioned

Number
of times
mentioned
per college

181 .1

1,125 .9

559 .5

170 .

184 .1

478 .4

3.7 .3

1,430 1.2

800 .6

1,160 .9

508 .4

6,912 5.6

column' indicates the number of cases from which the per-
centages for each curriculum area were calculated. However, the
size of these numbers is an artifact of the number of individual
educational fields appearing under each broad area. A respondent
had' an opportunity to mention 16 different technologies and six
separate social science disciplines,, but only one opportunity to
mentioximathematics. As shown in Table 4-2, mathematics is
one of the areas most-frequently mentioned, but individual educa-
timal fields under social science-and technologies appear less
frequently. Such individual disciplines as chemistry and physics
are among the most frequently mentioned. Therefore, the numbers
in this column should not be used to compare broad curriculum
areas".
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Table 4-2. Percent distribution of ten educational fields most
frequently mentioned as critically needing improve-

ment: all colleges combined (N=1,232)

Field

Percent of
administrators
mentioning

field

Percent
giving

priorities
1, 2, or 3

Computer and information
sciences 45 30

chemistry 41 23

Mathematics - 39 16

Physics 37, 18

Biological sciences
(undifferentiated) 33 16

Nursing 26 12

Electronics technologies 22 8

Psychology 16 2

General science and inter-

' disciplinary studies 15 6

Microbiology 14

141
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technologies as most in need of improvement and also are concerned

about agriculture and agricultural technologies. The ratings for

these latter two fields are a result of the inclusion of agricul-

turally oriented colleget among the technical institutions.

Private colleges are most concerned with chemistry and physics,

and they show at least a moderate concern for a number of sub -

fields in biology, such as physiology, zoology, and microbiology.

Psychology appears in the first ten only on the lists of private

colleges and small comprehensive schools, but because it is

mentioned infrequently by all other types, it ranks as the eighth

most frequently mentioned field. It is the only social science

to elicit this degree of concern. Nursing also appears on the

lists of three types of colleges and ranks sixth for all colleges

in number of times mentioned. More detailed data on educational

fields mentioned, by each type of college, as well as priority

rankings for those fields, are provided in Appendix D.

/4
4.2.2 Types of Improvement Required for Fields in Critical

Need

Respondents were asked, in the first question of the

institutional questionnaire, to indicate the types of improve-

ments needed for each field mentioned, using these five improve-
,

ment categories:

Facilities

Equipment

Restructuring of course content

Instructional. methodologies

Faculty development

4-5



Analysis of responses to this question requires a con-

solidation of educational fields to discern-the patterns in the

responses because the respondents could choose from a total of

fifty detailed educational fields, and many fields were listed

onlyby one or two respondents. Most of these detailed educa-

.tiOnal fields are related and fall into broad curriculum areas,

as do, responses in the improvement categories. For example, in

the specific disciplines within the broad areas of biological

sciences or technology the relative demand for equipment improve-
_

nent versus teacher development is very similar. It is, there-
,

fore, lossible to cluster the individual educational fields into

broad curriculum areas to illustrate the patterns of needs in the

various areas of two -year college curriculum.

Table 4-3 presents data ,fin the riative importance c-

the five improvement categories in eleven broad curriculum areas

for all colleges combined. The table entries have been calculated

as percentages of the numbers of times a fteld was mentioned within

the broad area. These data show that, for all colleges and across

all fields mentioned by any respondent, the most critically needed

type-of improvement is for equipment (65 percent), followed by

/facilities improvement (54 percent), and faculty development (51

percent). Course content restructuring or educational methodolo-

gies were mentioned only-about one-third of the time, although

there are fields (e.g., social sciences,. general science, and

interdisciplinary studies) for which these categories received

higher ranking. The general conclusion is that hardware is the

most pressing need, with both facilities and faculty improvement

also high on the list..

However, the emphasis given types of improvement varies

among the broad curriculum areas (see Table 4-3).. For example,

of all fields mentioned within the broad area of mechanical

engineering and natural science technologies, 79 percent of the



ble '4- Percent distribution of improvements required for educational fields

most critically needing improvement, by broad curriculum area and

improvement type: all colleges combined

Broad curriculum area

Type of improvement

Facil-

ities

Equip-

ment

Restruc-

turing

of

course

content

Instruc-

tional

method-

ologies

Faculty

develop-

ment

riculture and natural.

resources

:logical sciences

!cuter and information

sciences

4neering

wed science and interdis-

:iplisary sciences

thematics

rsing

rsical sciences

sciences

engineering and

science technologies

Oth related oCcupations

78 65 34 20 5/3

46 6". , 27 24 46

67 87 34 31 62

41 60 24 19 33

42 49 48 40 61

37 38 38 4 45

72 76 19 27 48

53 71 24 30 43

30 28 38 50 56

71 79 44 37 63

69 67 26 32 50

54 65 32 33 51



the same respondents indicated a:need for equipment; 71 per-

of the time, a need for facilities improvement; and 63 percent

a need for faculty development. This pattern (high

pment, nearly as high for facilities, and slightly

r for faculty developimeln9itrepeated for:other career

a*, including nursing, health-related occupations, and com-

ences.

In contrast to the pattern of needs of career fields is

pattern of the nonlaboratory, basic fields of mathematics and

al sciences. These fields show a relatively low need for

lities and equipment, with moderate need for faculty develop-
.

ThelAboratory sciences related to career fields and other

vaned scien4e curricula (bioiogical and' physical sciences and

ineering) are rated high principally on the need for equipment.

The computer sciences show a pattern highly similar to

the technology area; the physical sciences and biological sciences

are somewhat different from these two, although similar to each

other. Mathematics shows a relatively low. and even overall pattern,

with ,a low peak for faculty development (45 percent).

The types of improvements nee-7,1d _vary among the different

types of colleges. As shown in Table y ., private colleges men-

tioned needs in specific educational fields 897 times. Forty-

eight percent registered facilities needs, and only 2 percent

listed need for improvement in instructional methodologies; 50

percent specified teacher development as a critical need. Techni-

cal institutes, on the other hand, differ in their needs for

improvement. Their greatest needs are for facilities and for

equipment (69,percent each), followed by teacher development (66

Percent) and instructional methodologies ang resturcturing of

course content (33 percent each). Large comprehensive colleges

are particularly high.in their perceived _Reed for equipment (72

percent).

145
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Table 4-4. Percent distribution of types of-iMprovment required,
by type of college: all broad curriculum areas combined,

Type of college

Type of improvement

Facil-
ities

Restruc -
Equip - turing
ment of course

tcontent

Instruc-
tional
method-
ologies

Teacher
develop-
ment

Technical institites

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium compiehenaive

Large comprehensive

Total: all col-
leges combined

69 69 33 33 66

48 60 30 2 50

47 64 28 '21 47

53 63 34 39 49

SS 72 34 37 45

54 65 32 33 51

b

4
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4.3 Facilities and Equipment

The first question of the institutional questionnaire

ascertained the educational fields that administrators believe

are most critically in need of improvement, as wel as the general

types of improvement each of these requires. If they mentioned

facilities or equipment in this question they were asked to

elaborate on these needs in the next question. In addition,

three more questions dealt with other aspects of needs for facia-
_ -

ties and equipment---.---These* four questions are treated below in

sequence.

4.3.1 Kinds of Facilities and Equipment Improvements Needed

Question: For those educationrl fields listed in
Question 1 that ne.d equipment and/or
facilities improvement, indicate . .

the kinds of smprol.,-ments needed.

Needs for facilities and equipment can be subdivided

into requirements for lecture-demonstration equu.pment and for .

laboratories.' Laboratories themselves serve different functions.

There are: 1) general purpose laboratories for use in several

courses within a discipline, or even in more than one discipline;

2) specialized laboratories, such as those used in microbiology

or in a number of the technologies; and 3) laboratories specially

designed for self-instructional courses, usually employing audio-

visual materials. Each of these kinds of laboratories may need

facilities and/or equipment. Provision was made for separate

designation of, each of these sub-categories.

The data for the 11 broad curriculum areas for all

colleges combined are presc;nt..d in Tabl 4-5., Overall, the need



Percent' distribution of facilities and equipment improvements needed, by type

of facility or equipment, type of improvement, and broad curriculum area: all

colleges combined

Broad curriculum area

Lecture-

demonstration
Laboratories

Construc-

tion or

renovation

Specialized

hardware for

science and

technology

General purpose Specialized
Self-instructional,

media-assisted

Construc-

tion or

renovation

Major

equip-

ment

Construc-

tion or

renovation

Major

equip-

ment

Construc-

tion or

renovation

Major

equip-

ment

Agriculture and

natural resources 69 28 60 40 47 59 7 25

Biological sciences 36 43 53 25 45 12 36

&
l

Computer and informa-

don sciences 29 52 38 63 25 55 21 42

Engineering 16 46 38 53 9 47 9 27

3erwral sciences and

interdisciplinary

,cietces 50 53 44 62 33 46 32 49

Mathematics 53 29 23 20 4 10 42 46

Nursing 32 43 36 37 41 67 31 49

Physical sciences 28 . 41 37 54 24 44 21 25

Social sciences 38 36 18 17 ,8 24 37

Mechanical, engineer-

lag and natural

science technology 42 49 4E 47 59 74 27 44

Health related occu-

pations 42 47 38 34 64 66 29 36

All colleges* 36 41 40 47 34 5" 23 37

*The percentages in this row were calculated as the total number of times each improvement type was mentioned

the total number of times broad curriculum areas were mentioned x 100. 140
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for equipment has outpaCed the need for construction in all curric-

ulum areas. The proportions of fields in need of equipment range

from a by of 37 percent for sel.f-instructiOnal, media-assisted

laboratories to a high of 52 percent for specialized laboratories.

Differences among the curriculum areas show wide

disparity between-facility and equipment needs and in some cases

run counter to the overall trend. Agriculture, foi example,

shows.a strong need for construction or renovation of lecture-

demonstration facilities and general purpose laboratories, as

opposed to equipment needs. Mathematics shows a st.

high need for construction or renovation of lecture-demonstration

facilities; as do the social sciences for both lecture-demonstra-
.

tion and general purpose facilities.

Table 4-6 looks at the differences among types of

-colleges in their facilities and equipment needs. The second

column-in this table shows the relative demand for facilities

or equipment improvement for each type of college. From the

figUres in this.colUmn it is clear that the greatest need for

facilities and/or equipment improvements' is perceived by techni-

cal institutes and large comprehensive colleges, a finding that

correlates with the results of the first question (see Table 4-4).

The smallest level of need was registered by private colleges,

but such a response does not, negate the fact that there are

equipment and facilities needs in those schools as well. Techni-
.

cal institutes most need special purpose laboratories, while

private colleges need general purpose laboratories. Here again

the large comprehensive colleges parallel the technical institutes

in needing special purpose laboratories most of all, although the

level of need among large colleges is not as sharply defined.

For all types of colleges, however, the need for equipment con-

sistently transcends the need for construction.



liable 4-6. Percent distribution of facilities and equipment improvements needed, by type

of facility or equipment, type of improvement and type of college: all broad

curriculum areas combined

Tyre of college

Leciure-

demonstration

Laboratories.

Construc-

tion or

r ovati
N...technology

Specialized

hardware for

science and

General purpose Specialized
Self-instructional,

media-assisted

Construc-

tion or

renovation

Major

equip-

ment

Construc-

tion or

renovation

Major

equip-

ment

Construc-

tion or

renovation

Major

equip-

ment-.1.-
Technical institutes 52 42 41 38 52 60 37 50

Privite colleges 31 48 50 66 31 42 3 18

t Small comprehensive 27 43 34 48 24 50 14 28

Medium comprehensive 34& 36 44 46 30 50 28 39

Large comprehensive 28 45 33 47') 43 55 19 37

All colleges* 36 41 40 47 36 52 23 37

*The percentages in this row were calcuated ag the total number of times each improvement type was mentioned

the total number of times broad curriculum areas were mentioned x 100.
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4.3.2 Adequacy of Present Facilities /

Question: What percent of the facilities avaiZ7ble for
science and technology are in need of improve-
ment?

Respondents were asked to reply to this question by

selecting One of four rather broad categories, ranging from less

than 25 percent of their facilities needing improvement to over

75 percent needing improvement. Figvre 4-1 shows that 53 percent

of all colleges consider that improvement is necessary for more

than 25 percent of their facilities; this figure varies from 64

percent of the private colleges to 45 percent of the large com-

prehensive institutions.

Figure 4-1 also shows the median percentage of facili-

ties-needing improvement. For all colleges combined the median

is-27 percent- The medians for individual type's of colleges

range from 36 percent for technical institutes and private col-

leges to 23 percent for medium and large comprehensive institu-

tions.
116

4.3.3 Addi7lonal Construction or_Bar`dware

Question: If this college needs major construction
or hardware . . . not already'included in
Questions 1 through 3, please Zist them
below.

Still another perspective on facility needs is obtained

from the free -answer replies to this question.

Table 4-7 indicates that once again the need for com-

puter equipment or installation is predominant. Forty-three

percent of the institutions replied to this 'question; computer



Figure 4 -1. Percent distribution of administrators indicating that
more than 25 percent of their colleges' facilities need
improvement, by type of college

OX 10%

Type of college

30%

I.

40% 50% 60%

I I I

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Smell comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

.Large comprehensive

TOTAL

(5iM)

(46%)

(45%)

(56S)

(64%)

--- Median percentage

of facilities

needing improvement

(53%)



ble 4-7. Percent distribution of major construction or hardware needs not reported
elsewhere, by type of need and type of college

Type of need

Type of college

Technical
institutes

Private
colleges

Small
compre-
hensive

Medium Large
compre- compre- Total
hensive hensive

mputer equipMent or
installation

w buildings or class-
rooms

boratories

boratory equipment

chinery

ray or cardiology
equipment

inics

75 75 87 64 72 74

25 37 22 38 38 33

15 33. 34 30 35 31

10 4 .20 4 0 7

0 0 15 11 33 11

6

2 0

0 13 0 4

0 0 17 2

te: Percentage in each category is based on the number of institutions replying
to this question.



equipment or installation was mentioned by almost three-fourths

of these respo;Adents as being a primary need, with new buildings

or classroom ank. lthoratories bein;- mentioned by approximately

one-third.

4.3.4 Library and Instructional Media Materials

Question; How adequate are the .instructional media
available to this campus in facilitating
science instruction?

The analysis of responses 'to this question shows that
.

there are marked,differences among the types of colleges Over -

all,.however, private colleges are least satisfied with their'

libraries and media materials, and medium comprehensive institu-

tions are most satisfied.

From Figure 4-2 it can be seen that the three classes

of public comprehensive colleges seem to have more adequate book

collections, while technical institutes and private colleges are'

relatively less satisfied with theirs. With regard to discipline-

orienteajournals, however, technical institutes are more satis-

fied than the other schools.

In general, institutions are least satisfied'with the

adequacy of their audiovisual materials. The comprehensive col-

leges, however, are more satisfied with their facilities for audio-

visual instruction than are the other types of institutions.

These patterns probably reflect the better funding

available to public institutions. The comprehensive public col-

leges require adequate library and instructional media materials

in many educational fields for the wide variety of, students they

attract. The technical institutes, while almost entirely publicly



Figure 4-2. Administrators' assessment of the adequacy of their colleges
instructional media: mean ratings, by type of media and typo

of college

Seek collection

Type of college

. TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Smell comprehensive

fikdovcomprshens4ve,

Large comprehensite

Totally -

inedequmite

Partially

adequate

3 4

Completely

adequate

5

(3.4)

(3.3)

(3.0)

(3.2)

(3.6)

(3.4)

Discipline oriented Journals 1 2 3

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Privat! colleges

Seen cceMprehensive

Medium. comprehensive

Large comprehensive

1 5;

4

(3.2)

(3.6)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(3.5)

(3.2)



*gure 4-2. Administrators' assessment of the adequacy of their colleges'
instructional media: mean ratings, by type of media and type
of college (continued)

Canfield interest periodicals

Type of college
Totally

inadequate
1 2

Partially

adequate

3

TOTAL

Tecinicel institutes

Private colleges

Smell comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Reference volumes

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Smell comprehensive

Medium coaorehensive

Large comprehensive

1 2

Completely

adequate
4 5

4 5

(3.6)

(3.5)

(3.1)

(3.4)

(3.9)

(3.8)

(3.3)

(3.1)

(3.3)

(3.1)

(3.6)

(3.4)



Administrators' assessment of the adequacy of their colleges'
ihStriKtional media: mean ratings, by type of media and type
of college (continued)

P450404104.14

'Type of collage Totally Partially
and audiovieumi inadequate adequate

admipaint 2 3

Completely
aL:-quate

4

VOTAL

Facilities

Software.

Hardwvre

arhmical institutes

Facilities

Wow"
Hardware

Private colleges

Facilities

Software.

Hardware

Small coasreheneive

Facilities

Software

Hardware

Sodium comprehensive

Facilities

Software

Hardware

Large comprehensive

Fzcilities

Software

Hardware

9

(3.2)

(3.0)

(3.1)

(2.9)

(3.0)

(2.9)

(2.9)

(3.2)

(2.9)

(3.4)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(3.4)

(3.2)4r

(3.4)

(3.4)

(3.0)

(3.2)



11.gure 4-2. Administrators' assessment of the adequacy of their colleges'
instructional media:. mean ratings, by type of media and typE
of college (continued)

Efficiency in acquiring media

mitterials as requested

Type of college

r'

Totally

inadequate

1 2

Partially . Completely

adequate adequate

3 4 5

TOTM,

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Smell comprehensive

Medium Comprehensive

Large comprehensive



supportad, specialize in technically oriented literature, to the

possible excluSion of'more general books and journals.

4.4 Faculty Development

Quest :on: What percent of the science faculty has r;

critical need for improvement in each of the
following aspects of teaching?

Knowledge of content in teaching fiel_
Teaching methods (including instructio

media)
Practical work experience related to

field of teaching 41'
Attitudes toward teacj:ing

For, each of the four aspects, respondents circled one

of'five percentage categories, from "less than 20 percent" to

"more than 80 percent" of the science teachers on their campuses.

The majority of institutions indicated that less than 20 percent

of their faculty members need improvement in these aspects. To

provide an overall picture of faculty needs, median percents' for

each type of college are shown in Figure 4-i.

-Teaching methods and practical work experience were

identified as the aspects of teaching most in need c:f improvement.

Knowledge of subject area content evidently is not of great con-

. ce;:n, according to administrators, nor are attitudes toward

-teaching. Even for the two aspects specified as being most in

need of improvem_,nt, however, only about 29 percent of all faculty

members were ideLitified as being deficient in. teaching methods

and 26 per6ent as:needing practical work experience. These
c.

1PA median pe'rent of 20, for example, means that half or more of

all institution indicated that 20 percent or more of their
faol.altv need Improvement.



riiu.:7e 4-3. Percent distribution of administrators indicating that
sciece faculty members need improvement in teaching:
median estimates, by aspect of teacning and type of
college

Aspect of-teaching
needing improvement

0% 10% 20% 30%.

Knowledge of content

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small camprehensiioe

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Teaching methods

TOTAL .

Technical institutes

.Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Practical work experience

TOTAL

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Attitudes toward teaching

TOTAL

Technical institutes

-Private colleges

.Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive .

Large comprehensive

(16%)
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figures do not indicate serious concern on the part of administra-

tors regarding the quality of their faculty.

There are, nevertheless, important differences among

the various institutions. As a group, administrators in the

small comprehensive colleges estimate their faculty needs as less

than any-of the others. Technical institutes rate themselves as

having the largest percentage-of teachers in need of improvement,

followed closely by large comprehensive colleges. Both technical

and large.comprehensive institutions apparently are concerned'

about lack of pra tical experience, with 40 percent of their

faculty reported in eed of such experience.

Question: Which of the following options would be
most effective 'in meeting the need for
faculty improvement in science instruction
for each of the teaching aspects [listed
in the preceding question]:

Following the question on the extent of faculty needs

was this question, which sought to identify preferences of admini-

strators for different appoaches to strengthen teaching. A

number of well established methods for supplementary training of

teachers ,ere presented, and respondents were asked to circle

.those they thought would be most effective. Most of these methods

have been used in prior National Science Foundation teacher educa-

tion'prOgrams. They are:

In-service programs, with the teacher attending
part-time during the school year;

Academic year programs, with the teacher on leave
from the school or college and attending a univer-
sity full-time.

Academic year programs of short but intensive dura-
tion, such as NSF's Chautauqua Program, where
faculty attend for two or more long weekends and
have follow--through assignments;



Summer programs
as the familiar
which no longer

Summer programs
weeks);

Self-study materials;

Attendance at professional meetings;

Access to profes'sional literature.

lasting most of the summer, such
and very popular Summer Institute,
exists;

of short duration (two to three

and

Administrative responses to this question are presented

in Figure 4-4, which shows the preferences of the various colleges

for helping teachers to improve their classroom performance.

Responses to this question do not reflect directly the respondents'

estimates:of teachers' needs, but rather'indicate their judOents

. as to how effective each approach would be in their particular

situations. The figure shows the percent of cpllege administrators

who indicated any approach at all as like'.y to be effective. All

eight of the approaches find support in at least some areas by

one or more types of colleges. -The most positive responses come

from the technical institutes and large comprehensive colleges.

These two types of institutions rate practically every option

as being effective in meeting their needs for faculty improvement.

Conversely, private colleges do not rank these options as being

particularly effective for their needs.

When -acra.inistrators were asked to comment on the most

effective ways to improve faculty members' knowledge of content,

summer institutes and academic year institutes wJe-highly
recommended. Even greater approval was given to attending pro-

fessional meetings and having access to professional literature

to improve knowledge of content.

Part-time in-service sessions C,Iring the year received

very high approval as a means of improving teaching methods.
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pure 4-4. Percent distribution of administrators' preferences for faculty
improyement, by improvement' option and aspect of teaching
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Figure 4- Percent distribution of administrators' preferences foz faculty

improvement, by improvement option and aspect of teaching (continued)
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In-service programs are the,:m6St preferred method (74 percent)

for every aspect of teachin .rated in this question. In-service

programs also amf seen as St useful it improving attitudes

toward teaching, *pec ly. by technical institutes and large

comprehensive colleges. Small comprehensive institutions, how-

ever, do not share in this opinion. Administrators in technical

institutes and large comprehensive colleges believe that the best

way to improve practical work experience for their faculty members

is through full-time summer programs and part-time academic year

programs.

Of all the optionssuggested in response to this ques-

tion, self-study seems the least useful to these respondents.

Short, intensive study programs during the academic year, such as

the National Science Foundation's Chautauqua Program, do not evoke

much enthusiasm among these administrators, even for increasing

knowledge of content -- the purpose for which the Chautauqua

Program was formulated.

Question: During the Zast five years, what percent
of the science faculty has taken advantage
of opportunities for self - improvement such
as those listed- in Question 7?

This question indirectly provides an estimate of admini-

strators' perceptions of then percent of faculty in nead of improve-

ment. Figure 4-5 shows that 75 percent of the technical institu-

tes estimate that more thanit0 percent of*their science faculty

members participated in some sort of self-improvement activity in

the last five years. This response is somewhat contrary to the

response to the earlier question in which technical institute

administrators indicated a greater need fog faculty self-improve-
.

ment than did the other types of colleges. Small comprehensive

colleges estimate the lowest proportion of faculty recently in-

volved in self-improvement, and they earlier indicated the least
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Figure 4-5. Percent distribution of administrators estimating that more
than 60 percent of their colleges' faculty members engaged
in self-improvement activities in the last five years, by
type of college

Type of -college
1

20% 40% 60% or

Technical institutes
. '':AKF717,322DOIMIELOW,7M' (75%)

Private colleges

' Small comprehensive MEM= (19%)

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

TOTAL

(22%)

(38%)

(35%)

(38%)



need for such activities. The responses of large comprehensive

institutions are more consistent with their earlier responses,

which showed a relatively great need for faculty self-Improvement;

in only 22 percent of these colleges had 60 percent or more of

the faculty recently participated in any self-improvement activ-

ities.

4.5 Use of Part-Time Faculty

Question: Please check the single most important
reason for using part-time faculty for
teaching in the science fields at this
co llege.

Question: /What percent of the faculty members (i.e.,
head count) teaching in scientific fields

/ at this college campus are part-time?
/

Question: What percent of the course sections in
scientific fields is taught by part-time
instructors?

The number of part-time faculty hired to supplement the

full-time staff can be an index of the sapply of qualified

time teachers available. There are other reasons for using part-

time faculty. however. These are listed in Table 4-8.

The most frequently cited reason for employing part-

time faculty is an excess of course sections not great enough

to justify hiring addit!onal full-time faculty members (54 per-

cent), followed by the necessity for saving on instructional

costs (22 percent). However, small comprehensive colleges indi-

cated that the reason for a sizably proportion of tleir part-

time hirings is to acquire the specialized background required

for teaching certain courses, which is not available among the

full-time faculty. Technical institutes were decidedly differ-
,.

ent in their responses. They less frequently reported excess



e 4-8. Percent distribution of colleges' most i4portant reasons for using part-

time faculty, by reason and type of college

Reason

Type of college

Technical

institutes

Private

colleges

Small Medium

compre- compre-

hensive hensive

Large

compre-

hensive

Total

ss of course sec-

ons, insufficient to

stify another full-

Ile instructor

time instructor not

ailable

se requiring special-

ed background not

ailable among full-

me faculty

ssary to save on

sts of instruction

40 64 47 62 61 55

8 7 3 4 6

4 6 19 9 7 9

24 22 19 22 25 22

24 0 7 3 3 7

: Column sums may not total 100 because of rounding.



course sections as a reason (39 percent) than did the other types

of colleges, and more frequently reported "Other" reasons. These

*Other" reasons are 1) that regular faculty members are reluctant

to teach evening courses, which are common in two-year colleges,

and 2) that part-time faculty members come from industry and

hence are more familiar with the latest developments in their

fields.

..The number of part-time faculty members was reported

as the percent of all faculty members teaching in scientific-

fields. Table 4-9 shows this per-;ent as a median for the five

types of colleges. Although the med'an percent for all colleges

is 20 percent, they lang,?. from l percent for the small compre-

hensive schools to 29 percent for large comprehensive institu-

tions.

The percentage of -class sections taught by part-time

faculty, however, is not large, according to the administrators.

Table 4-9 reports these percentages also as medians for the five

types of colleges. For all colleges, the median percentage of

class sections taught by part-time faculty is 11 percent, with

large comprehensive schools reporting 16 percent and small compre-

hensive schools reporting 8 percent.

4.6 Stud:mt Needs

4.6.1 Basic Skills and Other Needs

Question: [Five basic skills and 10 other needs] have
frequently been identified as needs of stu-
dents in two-yeo: colleges. Identify.those
stadent needs that are of particular concern
on this campus. (Rank . . . items according
to their priority,,,beginning with : as
highest.)
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Table 4-9. Median percent of faculty that is part-time, and
median percent of class sections taught by part-time
faculty, by type of college

Percent of
Type of college part-time

faculty*

Percent of
class

sections**

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Total

27 9

18 9

14 8

21 13

29 16

20 11

*Each figure indicates the percent of part-time
faculty employed by half or more of each type
of college.

**Each figure indicates the percent of class
sections taught by part-time faculty in half
or more of each type of college.



As the question inAicates, the needs of students were

classified as two types -- b6dc skills and an assortment ref

other needs frequently requiring improvements. Most of the needs

listed were mentioned by at least some of the administrators.

Language and mathematics skills seem to cause nearly unanimous

concern. Figure 4-6 shows the percent of college administrators

indicating first priority for each need, for all colleges com-

bined. Priorities were assigned separately to basic skills and

to the other needs. Langauge skills received 56 percent of the

administrators' first priority ratings among the basi'c skills,

followed by mathematics skills (24 percent) and study skills.(14

percent). The two most important of the other needs are oppor-

tunities for practical experience (27percent) and counseling

for careers (25 percent). Only 'small percents of the respondents

assigned first priority to any of the other items.

Figure 4'-.7offers a comparison, for all colleges com-

bined, of priority rankings for the basic skills and for the

other needs. In. this figure, priority 1, 2, and 3 rankings are

shown. Clearly apparent is the ..:Lm.nant position given to

language skills as a first pri_ity However, the sum of the

three priority levels shows that language, mathematics, and

study skills all elicit major concern, refeiving one of the

top three 'priority rankings from 80 percent to 93 percent of

the adininistzators.

Among the other needs, the sum of the top three rank-

ings-shows the importance given practical experience and career

.counseling; about 50 percent of the college administrE ors ranked

both in the top three. Almost no support was indicated for

advanced courses or for honors courses as priority items. Addi-

tional data on student needs, shown by type of colleges are

located in Appendix v.
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Figure 4-6- Percent distribution of administrators indicating h
student needs, by type of need
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gore 4-7. Percent ,distribution of administrators indicating first, second, and third priority

student needs, by type of need
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4.6.2 Encouraging Women, Minorities, and the Handicapped

Question: What methods does this college use to
encourage the enrollment-of the following
student groups [women, minorities, handi-
capped] in science and technology? (Circle
[any of seven alt-rnatives, including
?Nothing'special'l that apply.)

Responses to this question were provided by utilizing

a checklist of recommended practices for dealing with the special

needs of these groups. The extent,to which the colleges encourage

the groups through application of these techniques is reported in

Table 4-10.

Somewhat less than half of all colleges (46 to 47 per-

cent) reported that attention is paid to recruiting women and

minorities in the sciences ane technology, while only 28 percent

reported efforts for recruiti: the handicapped. When specific

measures were reported; about half of all colleges stated that

they have both insti;:utional policies and faculty sensitive to

the needs of the three groups. However, special c&_-_-ses tailored

to the needs of the groups and auxiliary personnel 'trained to

assist them were less frequently mentioned.

Large differences occur among college types in this

area. Consistently, for all three groups and for all items, the

large comprehensive colleges lead the others, frequently by wide

margins. With equal consistency, the small comprehensive schools

are the lowest, sometimas by very wide margins, a:. though on a

few items the private colleges are almost as low.
_ .

One option that was checked about one- fourth of the

time is 'Nothing special.' This response represents the opposite

of,posiive measures, and its reported proportions are inversely



Table 4 -10. Percent distribution of colleges reporting positive
measures to en.::ourage enrollments of three student
groups in science and technology, by method of en-
couraging enrollment, student group, and type -of college

WOMEN

Method 1.
Technical
institutes

Recruitment

specialicourses

Faculty sensitive
to needs

insItxtutional
policies

Auxiliary personnel

Nothing special

Recruitment

Special courses

Faculty sensit-ve
to needs

Institutional
policies

Auxiliary personnel

Nothing special

Recruitnent

Special coursLs

Faculty s sitive
to needs

Institutional
policies

Auxiliary personnel

Nothing special

Private
colleges

Small
compre-
hensive

Medium
compre-
hens ive

Large
compre-
hensive

Total

54 38 43 46 53 47

28 12 2 45 48 29

73 42" 23 50 74 50

50 28 26 56 83 48

33 12 6 32 49 26

10 41 33 20 10 23

MINOPITIL7

37 57 36 47 62 46

24 10 0 29 42 21

47 51 33 47 69 48

62 44 34 57 85 55

28 16 1 ?6 36 55 30

19 34 34 20 6 23

HANDICAPPED

44 16 19 22 48 28

23

it

0 7 19 29 16

57 32 16 41 65 43

57 18 26 55 82 48

45 0 9 33 59 29

23 51 40 20 4 27



Alk
related to the proporti-ons of the positive measures for each of

the college types. The exception is 'private colleges, which happe.

to have a high proportion of both women and black students in

science courses, but which reported no unusual measures to recruit

them.

Question: Has th. college provided for physical access
of handicapped students to science and tech-
noZogy c,:asses?

The replies to this question are shown in Table 4-11.

About two-thirds of the colleges have provided partial physical

access for the handicap?ed and another one-fourth, complete

access. Private colleges are least in compliance, with about

one-third reporting no provisions at all for access for handi-

capped students to physical facilities.

4.7 Unmet Needs: Programs Needed but Not Offered

Question: List the programs or curricula in science
and technoZgy not now offered on this
campus for which a need has been identified
in your community. Alsc indicate status of
plans for introducing the program.

The responses to this question may be viewed as indica,-

tors of the unmet program needs of two-year colleges, as distin-

guished from assessment of inadequacies in pr ent programs. The

fiends that were listed most frequently are presented in Table

4-12. Once again,. computer sciences had the list, with unspeci-

fied industrial and engineering technologies_ following. Programs

in healt-related occupations and in nursing are close behind.

Specific technologies are led by chemical technology, electronics

technology, and agricultural t :hnologies.



e 4-11. Percent distribution of colleges providing physical access for

handicapped students, by degree of access provided and type of

college

te of

cese

Technical

institutes

Private

colleges

Small

compre-

hensive

Medium

compre-

hensive

Large

compre-

hensive

Total

lete

ial

at all

21 12 39

63 54 61

16 34 0 i

28 36

70 64

1 0

28

64

8

1.



Table 4 -12. Programs or curricula identified as needed but not
now offered, by 10 educational fields most frequently
mentioned: all colleges combined

Field Number of times
mentioned

Computer sciences 165

Industrial technologies, gen ,1 104

Enginee_ring"-teanologies, gene. 95

Helth related occupations, gene:-al 94

Nursing 82

Chemical technology 73

Premed program 59

Electronics technology 55

Agricultural technology 54

Dental hygiene 52

All other fields combined 1,056

Total, all fields 1,899

4
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For the broad zairriculum areas, the technolc;iez (both

industrial and engineer'.ng) were mentioned 42 percent of the time

by all schools combined, as shown in Table 4 -13. Health-related

occupations are a distant second, with 22 percent of the schools

indicatiL_ a need for programs in this field. Unmet needs were

not registe-,!d in the basic sciences, perhaps because they have

been an integral part of college curricula since the beginning

of the two-year college movement.

Table 4-13 also highlights similarities and differences

among college types. The heavy emphasis on health- and tf7hnology-

related occupations is especially evident among the small and

medium comprehensive colleges Large comprehensive institutions

and technical institutes also indicated a sizeable need-for

technology programs.

Because of the large number of individual technologies

that potentially couJ have been listed, the sum of these re-

sponses obscures the fact thal.: the single most neeled program is

computer sciences (which was not included among the technologies).

It.leads the list for medium comprehensive and private colleges

and is high in the rankings of other types of institutions.

The colleges also were asked to indicate the state:-, of

their -plans for introducing new programs by checking one of the

following:

Definite plans e: .._6-t;

Plans are anti; pated or under development, or

No plans anticipated.

As shown in Table 4-14, the status of he col" -ages

p:-ns varies from little anticipated action amons comrre-

hensive and private colleges, Lo more advanced pl Ling among

I ;.."
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le 4-13. Programs or curricula identified as needed but not now offered; by broad

curriculum area and type of college

Broad curriculum area

Type of college (percent of tires mentioned)* Total, all schools

Technical

institutes

Private

colleges

Small

compre-

hensive

Medium

compre-

hensive

Large

compre-

hensive

Number

of times

mentioned

Percent

iculture and natural

esour=

logical sciences

puter and information

ciences

ineering

18 0 11 4 6 150 8

1 16 2 9 1 11'

5 28 5 9 165 9

0 16 0 0 2 42 2

eral science and llterdis-

iplinary sciences 0 0 1 1 16 1

aematics 0 0 0 1 1 10 1

sing 1 14 5 4 3, 82 4

sical sciences 0 8 5 3 6 72 4

ial sciences 4 0 5 1 1 47 2

lanical, engineering,

itural science, and in-

istrial technologies 54 8 59 35 46 794 42

lth related occupations 17 10, 5 34 27 411 22

6.1111.1.MINIMEMMINMmw.111. 000

11 number of needed

rograms

:age number per college

430 214 311 673 271 1,800

1.9 1.3 1.2 1.6 1.7 1.5

Lumn sums may not total 100 because of rounding.



Table 4-14, Percent distribution of colleges indicating status of plans to develop

eeded programs or curricula, and number of programs needed, by type c)-:

ege

Status

Type of c liege (percent)*

Technical

institutes

Private

colleges

Small

compre-

hensive

Medium

compre-

hensive

.barge

compre-

hensive

Total

Definite plans exist 39 2 12 3E 27 27

Plans are anticipated

or under development 52 60 65 53 52 55,,

No plans anticipated 9 38 24 11 21 17

IINNOIN11.111111101.-

Number of programs

needed 430 214 311 673 271 1,899

*Column sums may not total 100 because of rounding.



A

technical. institutes and medium comprehensive schools. Private

colleges aye behind particularly in attempting to meet the needs

that they identified; 38 percent indicated no plans at all for

new programs.

4.8 Planning Process for New Courses or Programs

Question:

Question:

a

Hoy many months does it usual Z.-: take a
proposaZ for a new course or program to gain
approval through the college level (includin
board of trustees)?

Once approval for a new course or program is
gained at the college level, how man;, , months
does it take for any other approvals to be
obtained?

Question: After gaining necessary approvals, how many
months does it usual,:y take before students
are enrolled in the ;first class?

How long it takes to obtain approval for a new course,

and then how much longer until the material is actually presented

to,students in a classroom, is a topic of- much interest in two-

year colleges. Of even greater interest is the amoant of time

required to_institute a new curricular program, which sometimes

necessitates far-reaching changes in the structure of not only

one department, but in other departments that must cffer support

services and courses, and in the college as a whole.

The approval process varies areatly among colleges.

Internal administration procedures frequently are tied to faculty

qqvernance,practices, with administration actions occurring both

concurrently and consecutively with faculty procedures. With the

large number of colleges dependent on state funds and state

coordinating mechanisms, approval for new curric-ula is usually

necessary at the state level as weal. Funding for new courses

or programs may be a separate issue from program approval; a
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propbsal may be approved substantively, but not until fiscal

plans are enacted can a college hire an instructor (or add to

a faculty member's load), use classroom space, and so forth. In

additior., there is the inevitable time lag between program ap-

prOval and funding, and the enrollment of students in clast.

Perhaps of greatest interest is the total length of

time for the process. Table 4-15 presents estimates of the

average number' of months for each component of the process,.then

adds them to show the time lapse between the formal proposal and

the start of actual instruction. For all colleges combined, the

total time estimated f')r a new course from proposal to classtoom

is 9 months, and for a new curricular program, 18 months. Pr_i-

vate colleges show the same length time for new course develop-
.

ment as the other school types but estimate about only one year

for development of a new curriculum. Small comprehensive schools

anticipate about a year for a new course and two years for a new

curriculum. Administrators in technical institutes also estimate

about two years for a new curriculum, although-they allot less

time for a new course.

Approvals at the local college level take more tinge

than any of the other components -- as much as a year for new

-curricula in technical institutes and small comprehensive colleges.

--7"--Approvals beyond the local level also take more time fcr techni-

cal institote and small comprehensive schools than for other

college types.

One important point must.be noted: The process de-
.

scribed above is -merely the last stage in the development of a new

course or curriculum. Before a proposal is submitted to begin

the formal review prociss, a great:deal of work usually has been

.done by faculty and often by administrative staff. A needs

survey usually is taken at.an early stage, 'once the basic idea--



Table 4-15. Averse number of months needed to gain approval for new courses and

curl ula, by type of college

Approval process

Type of ,college

Technical

institutes

Private

colleges

-Small

compre-

hensive

Medium

compre-

hensive

Urge

compre-

hensive

Total,

all

schools

Approval through the

college level

New course

New curriculum

Approval beyond the

local.Welege level

A
14

New course

New curriculum

Time after approval

until students are

enrolled

New' course

New curriculum
41'

4tt.
Total time between ini-

tial proposal' and en-

rollment of studerts

in class (sumofabove)

New course

New curriculum

f

3.6 4.2 5.1 3.4 5.1 4.1

11.7 6.9 11.0 7.4 10.0 9.2

1.6 2.0 4.3 1.5 1.4 2,1

8.1 2.2 8.4 5.9 5.7 6.3

.4

2.7 2.7 2.2 3.1 3.4 2.8

6.0 3.8 '4.6 6.0 5.1 5.1

4

7.9 8.9 11.6 8.0 9.9 9.0

25.8 12.9 23.4 19.3 20.8 17.9

189



gains infoima1 acceptance. Faculty members york to develop

dc,ntent and to determine feasibility, facilities, equipment,

staff, and probable enrollment. Internal reviews usually are

interposed at crucial check'points. This development effort

actually may take longer than the formal approval process. The

real elapsed time between first discernment of a need (especiallle

for a new curriculum) anp its implementation in the classroom

may well ze double the time estimated in the responses to these

questions.

4:9 Articulation with Four-Year Colleges

Question: Does this co7lege campus have formal arrange-
ments with four-year colleges and/or universi-
ties for the transfer of credits?

allystion: Rank the fotZowing (fourl potential articula-
tion problems for students transferring to
four -year_ institutions from this coZZege
campus. (Begin with 1 as most important;

.if an item is not a prob"3m, enter zero for
the item.)

tQuestion*: Are .courses. in technology causing articula-
tion problems different from those for
science? If yes, please specify reasonR.

Two-year colleges have had problems, at least in the

past, with the transfer of student credits to four-year colleges.

As larger numbers of two-year colleges have been absorbed into

state systems and into state coordination networks in higher edu-

cation, these articulation pioblems appear to be diminishing.
-.

This series of quew4Ons was intended to examine-the status of

student credits transfer ability.

As Table 4-16 indicates, 80 percent of all colleges

reported that, they have-formal arrangements with four-year instil-

.tutions for the transfer of, credits. The responses range from



Table 4-16. Percent distribution Of colleges having formal credit transfer arrangements

.
and experiencing articulation problems with four-year institutions, by

articulation issue and type of college

Articulation issue

Formal arrangements to

transfer credits (per-

cent answering 'yes')

Potential articulation

problems: .

Courses not accepted

(percent answering

'important')

Courses not credited

toward major re-

quirements (percent

answering 'impor-

tant')

Courses considered

upper-division (per-

cent answering

'important')

Courses considered re-

medial (percent an-

swering 'important')

Technology- courses cause

problems (percent.

..answering 'yes')

Type of college

Technical

institutes

Private

colleges

Medium

compre-

hensive

Large

compre-

hensive

Total

50 82 90' 83 92 80

4k

67 2 27 21 21 28

50 24 63 44 46 48

10 . 22 14 15 6 14

15 18 23 15 13 17

7 16' 41 47 62 36
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92 percent of the large-comprehensive schools to 82 percent of

the private colleges. The exception is technical institutes,

with only 50 percent reporting formal arrangements. This last

response is not surprising, since much Of the curriculum in

technical institutes is not intended for transfer to baccalaureate

programs.

The most frequently reported problem is that receiving

institutions accept science courses but will not credit them

toward major requirements. Forty-eight percent of the schools

view this problem as important, with 32 percent of them consider-

ing it their number one problem, and another 16 percent ranking

it., Second. Technical institutes, however, reported that their

greatest problem is that receiving institutions may not accept

their courses at'all.

As to whether problems arise over transfer of technology

courses, the responses show that 62 percer of the large compre-

hensive schools,. and .fell over 40 percent of both small and medium

comprehensive colleges, experience such difficulties. The most

prevalent reason is that courses in the technologies arl,not

comparable to university courses and do not correspond with the

core subjects for even the specialties) that commonly apply to

baccalaureate degrees. A physical science or math course given

in the context of a specific technology simply is not transfer-

able. Even four-year colleges specializing in technology impose

difficulties in the transfer of two-year college courses because

of the specificity of course content-. One group in particular

suffers from the-lack of transerability -- the technology stu-

dents who want to enter four-laar programs in engineering, or

less frequently,. to enter one of the liberal arts or sciences.

There is no comparability of courses for transfer of technology

credits in such cases.



5. SCIENCE EDUCATION NEEDS IN TWO-YEAR
COLLEGES: FACULTY PERSPECTIVE

5.1 Overview

Faculty members provided information on: 1) their

personal experience and needs, and 2) needs in the educational-
.

fields in which 'they teach. They were requested to describe

their past involvement in professional development activities
.

and their present perceptions of their development needs; They

identified student needs in two-year colleges. in addition,

they evaluateirthe adequacy of thitir colleges' science education

programs in their own fields and apecified priorities for improv

ing the programs at thelr institutions.

Data obtained from faculty members are presehted in

ttis chapter. The presentation is divided into sections, each

beginning with the relevant question or questions from the

faculty questionnaire, which is reproduced in Volume 2, Appendix

E. Some of the more detailed data are located in Appendix D of

Volume 2.

5.2 Past Involvement in Professional Development

5.2.1 NSF- Programs

Question: Have you been a participant in one or more
NatirnaZ Science Foundation institutes or
other programs sponsored by NSF?

If you.
please
dicatin
prior to

-iered yes [to the above ques-ion],
,:ete the table below, . . [in-
7sose in which you participated
-0 and since 1970.

5-1
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From the late 1950s to the middle 1970s, the National

Science Foundation supported a major education program for teachers

of mathematics and the sciences. .While this program was directei

primarily to second, school teachers, a considerable number of

two-year college teachers also participated. Moreover, a rather

large, ercentage Of two-year college science teachers .)riginally

were high school teaChers. Followup studieg of NSF institute

participants revealed that many who received graduate degrees in

the sciences through.NSF institutes became two-year college faculty

members. Altogether, by the early 1970s, it is-estimated that about

half of all high-school science and mathematics teachers had partic-

ipated in at least one NSF institute during their teaching careers.

Tim importance of NSF institutes and fellowships lies

in the emphasis.placed On the subject matter of the disciplines

they covered. The increased qualifications of institute graduates

made them prime candic.ates fcr two-year college science departments,

which during,the early 1960s were recruiting at a ,frantic pare to

f).11 staff positions in newly built community colleges. Two-year

colleges thus were able to maintain high faculty academic-standards

.'and at the same time build up staffs of experienced teachers.

Faculty responses to the above questions are shown in

Table 5-1-for full-time and part-time faculty by college type and

educational field. Overall, about 30 percent of full-tine faculty

and 16 percent of part-time faculty participated in one or more

NSF programs. The largest percentages of full-tine faculty indi-

cating participation in these programs are in mathematics (58

percent), physical sciences (57 percent), and introductory biology

(50 percent). Also of interest is the high participation rate of

part-time faculty in the same educational fields: 51 percent for

mathematics, 55 for introductbry biology; and 31 percent for physi-

cal sciences. The fields showing lower full-time faculty partici-

pation rates'Nare: the social sciences (20 percent), engineering

1 961
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Table 51. Percent distribution of faculty who have participated
in one or mere National Science Foundation institutes
or other programs, by type of colleges.educatioRal.
field,, and full- /part -time status

6
Status ,

Type of college

Technical institutes

Privetecolleges
Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Total

Educational field

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Total

Full-time I Part-time,

20 14

39 -1 17

44 7

33 23

28 9

30.- 16

50 55

3 0

39 13

57 31,

19 0

58 51

10 27

20

-30 16



and technology (19 percent), computer sciences (10 percent), and

health sciences' (3 percent). By college type, the largest propor-

tions of full-time faculty with NSF program backgrounds are from

smallfcomprehensive schools (44 percent) and rrivate colleges (39

percent).

The specific types of programs in which these faculty

members participated are listed in Table 5-2 separitely forfull-

and part time faculty, by educational field. The proportions of

particir. ;s before 1970 and since that year indicate how recent

faculty involvement in these sources of self-improvement has been.

Of the full-time faculty, a substantial proportion now

teaching introductory biology, physical sciences, and mathematics
.

in two-year colleges has participated in summer institutes. Those

in the same fields also have participated frequently in academic

yeak institutes. Science facr,ty fellowships were reported by

those now teaching introductory biology and physical sciences.

Participation in Chautauqua conferences has been distributed

fairly evenly among those teaching in the traditional four-year

college disciplines Untroductary biology, other life sciences,

physical sciences, mathematics, and social sciences). Except fOr

the Chautauqua conferences and in-service institutes, involvement

in improvement activities since 1970 is lower than before that

year.

The participation patterns of part-time faculty roughly

parallel those of full-time faculty for summer institutes in four

fields: introductory biology, mathematics, physical sciences,

and other life sciences.



Table 5-2. Percent distribution of facility participating in NSF programs, by type of program,

1
educltional field, and full-/part-time stags

Educational field Total

Intro-

sOuctory

biology

Health

sciences

0ther

life

sciences

Physical

sciences

Engineering

and

technology

Mathe-

matics

Computer

sciences

Social

sciences

Beford

1970

1970

and

later

Summer institutes

Part-tfwe
nd

Academio-year.

institutes

Pull-time

Part-time

'1a-service

institutes

Pull-time

Part-tisr

Science faculty

fellowships

Fyll-time

Part-timid

Chautauqua

conferences

Full-tine

Partltime

Other.

Full-time

Part;time

43

55

33

0

0

2

b

.11S

18 0

25

13

55 0 0

13

.0

0

12

0

42 11

20 0

15. 2

6

15 5.

6 0

12

0

14 4

0 0

0 0

50 0 10 12

49 0 0 7 3

13 0 1 5

11 0 0 0 2

15 0 2 4 4

6 0 0 1 1

,1

0 0

6 0 1

3 0. . '7

1 1



5.2.2 Programs

Question:

Not Supported by NSF

Since 1.97(1, have you participated inprofes-
sional development/programs or activities
not supported i=lhe National Science Founda-
tion?

If you answered YES . . please fi'.ndicate
tie types of programs].

Nearly two-thirds of all full-time faculty in the study

and nearly one-half of the part-time faculty reported pa.:ticipa-

tiLg since 1970 in programs riot supported by NSF. Table 5-3 shows
P

the extent of this kind of participation by college type and edu-
,

cational field. For all subgroups the participation rate is high.

OnlY the ftill-tibe faculty in small comprehensive schools falls

,-below -50 percent; part-time faculty in these colleges, however,

participated at a rate of 72 percent. The participation rates

among-fiill-time faculty do not vary greatly by educational)TielC.

'hey only range from 69 percent of the faculty in engineering and

tethnolOgy to 51 percent of the faculty in 'introductory biology.

For part-time faculty the variation is greater. Other life

sciences' show a high of 86 percent participation, and mathematics

.faculty are the lowest with #1 percent.

The. types of programs attended by faculty members are

summarized. in Table 5-4. Attendance rates for institutes or-
.

emtended. conferences sponsored:by scholarly-groups (39 percent

er2u11-time faculty) exceed by a considerable margin the

inds of programs sponsored by-Federal agencies or private

ustryc Neit most often mentioned (37 percent) is-formal course

colleges-or universities at the f individual's own expense,

rtant opticin for, all educ tional fields. Twenty-:two per-

nt.of- full-time faculty, led by those in engineering and tech-

=logy. and computer sciences, reported practical work-experience

in relevant fields. The rograms attended-by part-time faculty

5-6



Table 5-3.- Percent distribution of faculty'participatirg
since 1970 in professional development programs
not supported by NSF, by type of college, educa-
tional field, and full-/part-time status

Type of college and
educational field

Status

Full-time Part-time

Type of college

-Technical institutes. 58 51

Private colleges 55 36

Small comprehensive. 44 72

Me4ium comprehensive 68 51

Large comprehensive 66 42

Total 63 48

Educational field

IntrodUctory biology 51 54

Health, sciences

Other life sciences

58

68

43

86

Physical sciences 63 58

Ettgineering.and technology 69 45

Mathematics 60 31

computer sciences 57 64

Social sciences 61 46

.

TOtal 63 48



Fable 5-4. Tercent distribution offaculty participating in non-NSF programs since

1970, by type of program, educational field, and full-/part-time status

Type of program

and status

Educational field.

Intro-

ductory

biology

Health

sciences

Other

'life

sciences

Physical

sciences

Engineering

and

technology'

Mathe-

matics

Computer Social

sciences sciences

Total

Institutes or extended

conferences sponsored by

a Federal agency other

than NSF

Full -tlme

Part -time

'Institutes or extended

conferences sponsored by

industry or a private

foundition,

Full-time

Part-time

Institutes or extended

conferences sponsored by.

professional associations

or other scholarly groups

Full-time

Part-time

Pormal course work at a

college or university

jndependent'of outside

sponsorship

Full -time

Pert-time'

:;Self-study.courses'

Full -time

Ioart;time

-Practical work experi

4n a relevant field

al II-time

lart-time

Full -time

Put-time

24

'
0

18

17

9

0

23

14

10

4

7

2

22 26 21 16 25 8

55. 26 13 12 28 20

30 53 4q 29 28 26

55 43 72 40 24 , 7

13 40 38 35 28 41

55 , 0 73 14 21 5

C-

3 ?4 12 , 18 21 18

0 9 16 9

21 24 19 16 36 6

55 17 59 19 31
.

..
,

1 5 6

0 28 2 0

, .

. Percentages total more than 100 because of multiple responses.

24 13 15

0 12 9

28' 12 18

0 21 22

33 38 39

0 30 32

27 41 37

50 ,19 19

21 7 15

n 15 11

26 22

9 20

10 4

0 2



.members are roughly the' same as those attended by full-time

facuIty, although there is wider fluctuation by educational

fields.

It-is not, possible from these data to determine the

4epth-or-intensity-of -the kinds of activities engaged- in. -The

activities may range from two- or three-day conferences to several

weeks of intensive study, or from study of the content of a disci.-

pline tol teaching .methodologies. However, an attempt to examine

ihis- issue was made by asking faculty the following question:

Question: (Was] a substantial part of this program .

. . in the field ofyour current teaching
assignment?

The majority of respondents stated that the content

was related to their teaching assignments, usually well over

70 percent of the time and _up to 90 percent of the time. The

only exception to this trend is formal course work at the indi-

victual's own, expense;-only 22 percent of the full-time faculty

oomaidered the course content related to their teaching assign-

i,

5.3 Needs for Further Professional Development

-Question A: Are there substantial portions of this
course for which you feel you could be
more adequately prepared?

Of the full-time faculty, 31 percent answered that

there was at least one course they were teaching for which they

felt the need for substantially more preparation. The range

by college type is from 21_percent for private colleges to 43

percent for small comprehensive schools, and by educational

5-9
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field from 24 percent in mathematics to 39 percent in computer

Sciences. Part-time faculty answered yes to this question 24

percent of the time, with very wide variation by college type.

and educational field., Table 5-5 presents these data.

question B: For your current teaching assignment, arc
there areas or topics in science, or app:ied
science in which you,feeZ the need for
further professional development?

This question asks for similar information, but in

another context. _As shown in Table 5-6, the proportion answering

yes is about twice as high as for Question A for full-time fac-

ulty and fifty percent greater for part-time faculty. In the

computer sciences, 81 percent of the fUll-time faculty stated that

they felt this need,'while the responses of faculty in the social

sciences are low, with 47 percent responding affirmatively. Of

thefaculty respondents ir. private colleges, 51 percent answered e,

in theaffirmativei the lowest percentage among all college types-.

Question C: List the programs you feel you need for
your professional development.

41%71s free answer-question permitted .up to five re-

The rep/ies, presented in-Table 5-7, are of two kinds.

.r."-st Is a list of specificor general course titles (e.g.,

biological sciences), and the other is d list of

eneral topics, such as more advanced or specialized courses,

or lqpidating.edu6ation. These: responses are presented separately

riling to freiuency of mention; the first on the list is the

thlt: waslisted by the largest number of faculty members:

It is evident that subject areas in science or tech-

wexe. clearly on the minds of most respondents. Education

discipline received only five percent, of the responses, and

5-10



Table 5-5. Percent tistribution of faculty indicating need
for substantial preparation in mt least one
course taught, by type of college, educational
field, and full-/part-time status

Type of college and
educational field

lype_,of college .

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Mdium oamprehensiwe

Large comprehensive

TOtal

Educational field

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Mugineering and technology

Mathematics :

A
A

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Total

Status

Full-time Part-time

if

6,,

3.9'= 40

21 38-

43 7

30 20

26 24

31 24

32

35

35

25-

29

24

39

28

31

5-11 206
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14

3

18

10

37

24



Table 5 6. Percent distribution of faculty indicating need
for professional development, by type of college,
educational; field, and full-/part-time status

Type of. college and
educational field

Status

Full-time Part-time

Type of college

Technical institutes

Private colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large comprehensive

Total

'Educational field it

56 24

51 25

66 52

69 38

56 34

61 35

Introductory biology
- 69 -55

Health sciences 71 53

Other life sciences 77 74

Physical sciences 55 , 27

Engineering and technology 59 *26

Mathematics, 51 21

Computer sciences 81 27

Social sciences 47 38
..,:v

Total 61 35
,'

207
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Table 5-7. Relative frequency of facility choices of
programs needed for further professional
development, by type of course and topic
mentioned: all faculty combined

Type of course and topic

General and specific courses, by broad
field, in rank order

Biological dciences
Social sciences
Physical sciences
Oomputer sciences
Technologies
Agriculture
Education
Health related fields
Mathematics
Nursing
Nonscience subjects
Research in science
Engineering

General topics, in rank order

'Update education
Professional conferences and conventions
More advanced specialized courses
Curriculum development
Sabbatical and study leave

Total number of,responses

5-13 2 (-)15

Relative
frequency
(percent)

23.3
9.4
8.6
7.2
7.2
5.1
5.0
4.3
3.7
3.3
2.8
1.4
1.0

11.2
2.9
2.4
1.1
.3

35,325



nonscience subjects sus:1 as business and accounting received only

three percent. The remaining responses are definitely in the

sciences. These course needs obviously are related to areas in

which faculty members are teaching. The many coursse listed in

biological ec.4ences are useful to teachers in several fields;

those in mathematics may serve faculty in any of the physical

sciences and technologies. Physical science courses are basic

to many other fields. Computer science courses are, of course,

useful in any of the science or technology areas.

Question D: [I1 you do-not plan to participate] in any

of the programs you listed [in Question C
above], what are, your ress,ons for not
planning to take this prbgram in the next

year or two?

Table 5-8 shows the various reasons given by those

faculty, respondents whose needs will not be fulfilled in the next

year or so. Personal cost and a full schedule are the most

frequent responses by full-time faculty, followed by travel

distance and Conflicts in schedule. Part-time faculty responded

at a: iower percentage rate, with a full schedule being identified

as.their most important reason for. not participating.

Use of Part-Time Faculty

Question:

Question:

What is the approximate percent of course
sections taught by part-time faculty on
this campus in your teaching field(s)?

How do you feel about the proportion of

course sections-taught by part-time faculty

on this campus in your teaching fields(s)?

The' use,of part-time faculty may be required for several

reasons, as discussed in Section 4.5. Depending on situations in



!Table 5-8. Percent distribution Of faculty desiring professional
4 development programs but not planning to participate,

by reasons for not participating and full-/part-time .

status .

Reason for not participating
Status

Full-time I Part-time

Intend to take an alternative education
.prdgram

Quality of program is unsatisfactory

Program offered too far away

Personal cost to me would be too. great

schedule will be too full

my college schedule or my other respon-
sibilities conflict with the hours the
program is offered

.

The college would not allow release or
compensatory4time to atAnd

Other,

3 3

3 1

12 5

16 6

15 11

13' 3

6 1

1

?if).
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individual colleges, the reliance on part-time faculty may be

Viewed by full-time faculty members as either beneficial or detri-

mental to the educational program as a whole. Faculty members'

perceptions of the use of part-time teachers and their attitudes

toward this practice are explored in responses to these questions.

Results may be-compared with administrator responses.

Table 5-9 shows faculty estimates of the proportions of

class sections taught by part-time faculty. Full- and part-time

faculty estimates are shown separately. There is obvious dis-

crepancy between the estimates of the full- and part-time faculty

respondents, both by college type and by educational field. Part-

time faculty members estimated that nearly twice as many course

sections are taught by part-time faculty as are taught by full-

time faculty.

Attitudes toward the perceived proportion of course

sections taught by part-time faculty are shown in Figure 5-1,

separately for full- and part-time faculty. Full-time faculty

members in all instances tended to rate the proportion of class

sections taught by-part-time faculty as slightly too high.

However, part -time, faculty in gene'ral tend to believe the pro-

poriion of 'courses taught by part-timers is closer to the "about

-rigfit category. In fact, part-time faculty members in small

comprehensive schools, and in health and computer sciences, be-

lieve that the proportion of course sections taught by part-time

faculty is slightly.too low.

5.5 Faculty Participation in the Planning Process

Question: In general, for individual courses on this
campus, what degree of responsibility does
a member of the full-time faculty have for

the following [seven] pZanning elements?
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Table Faculty estimates of percent of all class sections
taught by part-time faculty (average percentage),
by type of college, educational field, and full-/
part-time status

Type pf college and
educational field

Type of college

"Technical institutes

toriVate colleges

Small comprehensive

Medium comprehensive

Large compIehensive

Total

Educitional field

Introductory biology

Health sciences

Otherlife sciences

Physical sciences

Engineering.and technology

Mathematics

Computer sciences

Social sciences

Total

Status

Full-time 1 Part-time

15 27

18 -26

12 29

20 36

23 42

19 36

19 21

21 40

13 43

17 25

24 46

23 36

29 18

21 , 33

19 36
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*Figure 5-1. Faculty members' attitudes toward perceived pro-

,
1.-;*rtion of course sections taught by part-time

faqulty, by type of college, educational field,

and full-/part-time status

Type of college

Technical institutes

Privete,colleges

Smell comprehensive

Medium comprehensiite

Large comprehensive

TOTAL

,Educations} field

high

1

About

right

2 3

3

4

4

Other life sciences

Physical sciences

Too

low

5

Full- Part-

time time

(2.7, 2.4)

(2.9, 2.7)

(2.8, 3.2)

(2.', 2.7)

'2.6, 2.9)

(2.6, 2.5)

(2.5, 2.6)

(2.6, 3.2)

(2.5, 2.1)

(2.6, 3.0)

(2.8, 2.7)

(2.5, 2.9)

(2.6, 3.2)

(2.6, 2.7)

(2.6, 2.8)

------o Full -time faculty

Part-time



Qugseion: In general, for a curricular program, as
opposed to an individual course, what degree
of responsibiliAy does a member of the full-
time faculty on this campus have for the
following [four] planningelements?

Traditiohally, college fabulty members play important

_roles in the processes of educational planning. These two ques-

tions wexe.incended to ascertain how much responsibility two -year

college faculty members have in the various aspects of educational

planning in, the sciences and technology, both 'for individual

courses and for more complex curricular programs.

Estimates of degree of faculty responsibility were

.ohtainect by'xatings on a five-point scale, ranging from complete

responsibility.to no responsibility at all. The'data in general

.
show :that faculty members view themselveS as playing important

roles indevblotiing new programs, as well as having a great deal
. of freedom in the planning of their individual courses. Avera

Hratings. of responsibility.for:each planning activity for individ-

courses and curricular programs are'given in Figure 5-2.

Only the, verage ratings for all, faculty combined are shown

becauSe there was extremely little variation by educational field

or college type.

The responses clearly show that two-year college faculty

members have a very central role in the planning and development

of individual courses. For all activities except developing

budgets, they indicated close to complete responsibility.' Budget

development falls well below the midpoint level.

The pattern for developing and planning new cuiricrular

programs, however, is somewhat different than that for individual

courses. 711PPAM:eraLpf -faculty responsibility is lower,

and 'ns one of the most critical areas -- determining the need for



FigUre 5-2. Faculty members' estimates of the degree of their

responsibility for planning individual courses and

curricular programs: average ratings, by area of

responsibility

Ares of responsibility
None Partial Complete

1 2 3 4 5

'Individual

Developing course outline, goals

Developing syllabus

Selecting text

Designing or choraing lab exercises

ChOosing ownrteaching methods

Selecting equipment for lab, exercises

Developing budgets

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.6)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.3)

(2.5)

Curricular program 2 3 4 5

Determining need for program

Preparing cost esthaates.

Outlining goals, defining student

'Skills and educational outcomes

Outlining prograi structure

213
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(3.3).

(2.6)

(3.7)

(3.7)



:'program 7- it is only slightly above the midpoint level of

ial:responsibility.

Question:

Question:

Have you participated in the planning of an
indtvidual course in this college?

Have you participated in planning a curricular
-program in this college?

As Table 5-10-shows, 92 percent of the full-time faculty

50 percent of the part-time faculty, have actually participated

n the planning of individual courses .at their.colleges. For` large

rehensive colleges, this figure is 98 percent of the full -time

By educational field there is little variation in the

percentage of full-time faculty participations, although for

time faculty the extent of participation varies_ greatly

the field, ranging from 14 percent for other lif. sciences

Amo82,4ercent for introductory biology. Participation in the

planning Of_new curricular programs was ported by 63 percent

of the full-time faculty and 26 percent of the part-time eaculty.

5.6.1

Student Needs

Basic Skills and Other Needs

Question: [Five baiic skills and ten other needs]
have frequently been identified as needs of
students in two-year colleges. Identify
those student needs that are of particular
concern on this campus. (Rank . . . items
according to their priority, beginning with
1 as highest.)

This question is identical to the one asked of adminis-

trators in the institutional questionnaire. As shown in Figure

5 -3, language skills are given first priority by 40 percent of



Table 5-10. Percent distribution of faculty participating in
development of new courses and curricular programs,
by type of college, educationa: field, and full-/
part-time status

Type of college and
educational field

Status

New courses New curricula

Full -
time

Part-
time

Full-
time

Parti-
time

Type of college

Technical institutes. 87 60 .59 44

.; Private_ colleges 84 57 47 . 37

Small comprehensive 83 33 .59 0

Medium comprehensive 93 53 65 29

Large comprehensive 98 46 68 19

Total 92 50 63 26

Educational field

Introductory biology 93 82 31 D

Health sciences 91 75 72 43

Other life science 97 14 67 0

Physical sciences 87 40 46 8

Engineering and technology 91 56 74 32

Mathematics 91 24 44 8

Computer sciences 100 27 68 0

Social sciences 93 57 73 39

Total 92 50 63 26

. 21
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Percent distribution of faculty indicating highest priority student needs, by

type of need
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the faculty, math skills by 1,7 percent, and study skills by 29

percent. As noted in Chapter 4.6, the administrators reversed

the order for the last two. "Among the other needs, practical

eXperience is viewed by faculty members as most important, fol-

lowed by counseling for careers, the same order of first prior-

ities as the administrators'.

More detailed information on faculty estimates.of

student needs, by type of college and by educational field,

appears in Appendix D. These appendix figures show that a con-

siderable variation in the first priority rankings exists among

the various college types and educational fields. For example,

;language skills are of most concern to small'comprehensive col-

leges, bUt of least concern to technical institutes. Math

skills are assigned first priority most often by technical insti-

tutes but least often-by private colleges. Study skids are a

shared concern among all college types, but most fr uently among

private colleges. Of the other needs, practical perience is

a first priority of technical institutes (34 percent) by a con-

siderable margin over -other types of colleges. Offering courses

110Dre than once a year seems more important to private colleges

than to the others.

Another perspective is gained by comparing the priority

rankings of the faculty for each item. Figure 5-4 shows, for all

faculty members combined, the priority ratings 1, 2, and 3 for

each item. The relative importance of the basic skills as first

priorities is thus illustrated. When priorities 2 and 3 are

the cumulative importance of language, math, and study

skills is clearly illustrated.

When these data are viewed by college type end educa-

tional field, differences among important subgroups of faculty

emerge. Two groups of figures in Appendix D show detailed data
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Percent d ntion of faculty indicating first, second, and third priority student needs?

by type o.
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by y-college type and educational field. From these charts, it is

eVident that technical institute faculty members consider language,

Math, and study skills as being of nearly equal importance, not as

first priorities alone, bUt cumulatively (first, second, and third

.priorities combined); 80 percent or more of these faculty members

assigned one of the top three priorities to each of these skills.

None of the other college types ranks math skills as highly.

Variatiohs among the educational fields in first pri-

orities and the sums of priorities 1, 2, and 3 also are shown in

the appendix tables. The contrast in outlook between those who

teach engineering and technology and those who teacll introductory

biology in great. The technolog2.sts emphasize math skills and

practicaiexperience; the biology teachers focus on language and

study skills, plug career counseling, more advanced courses, and

courses scheduled more frequently than once' a year.

5.6.2 Encouraging Women, Minorities, and the Handidappe-3_

Question: What does this coZZege do to encourage the
enrollment of the following etudent groups
(women, minorities, and handicapped) in
science and technology?

t.

This question also appears in the institutional qUes-

tionnaire. Results for-all full-time faculty, all fields combined,

are presented in Table 5-11. Detailed tables for full-time

faculty responses, by college type and educational field, are in

Appendix

About 60 percent of the faculty respondents reported

active recruitment in their colleges of women and minority groups,

and 46 percent reported recruitment of the handicapped. The

majority of theie respondents also indicated-that faculty members

01 0,-,
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Table 5-11. Percent distribution of faculty reporting positive
measures to encourage enrollment of women, minorities,
and the handicapped, by type of measure and student
group: all full-time faculty combined

Type of measure

Student group

Recruitment. directed to and
the 'groppo

Special courses
'sensitive to the

needs of the group
Institutiortal policies and

procedures
Au#1iary personnel trained

to :assist:

Women Minorities Handicapped

60 62 46

42 39 27

65 .4 67 62

50 55 54

3 42 40

Note: Totals- do ncre add to 100 percent because of rounding.
;45



are sensitive to needs of the three groups (62 to 67 percent) and

that their colleges have institutional policies to encourage their

enrollment (50 to 54'percent). However, faculty are less positive

about special courses and auxiliary personnel employed to assist

those groups.

When the data are analyzed by college type and educa-

tional field (see Appendi:: D), it is found that small comprehensive

colleges are somewhat less active than other schools in recruiting

women, minorities, and the handicapped. Small comprehersixe

colleges also make less effort to develop appropriate institu-

tional policies and procedures. In contrast with small compre-

hensive 8.6110°1s, the large comprehensive colleges tend to bed

most active in encouraging and assisting these three groups of

students. Overall, the area perhaps most in need of attention

is trained auxiliary personnel; very small percentages of facUlty

in both private colleges and small comprehensive schools reported

Adequate'personnel'for assisting women, minorities, and the handi-

capped.

Question: Has the college provided for physical
,access of handicapped stud-ants to science
and technology classes?

Responses to this question fo)all full-time faculty

are given.in Table 5-12, and by co137.e4"-ype and educational

field in Appendix D. Complete access-Q f the handicapped to

science and technology classes was clairited by 44 percent of the

faculty respondents, with another 52 percent reporting partial

access. Only 5 percent answered that no access at all is avail-

able. Most of'the- 'not at all' responses came from private

colleges (34 percent), exactly the same percentage given by

private college administrators.

Ow.
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Mobile 5-12. Faculty assessment of provisions for physical acCeSS
of the handicapped to science and technology classes:
all full-time faculty combined

11...m.M11.1.11.01111111wwWW

Degree of access Percent*

Completely

Partially

Not at all

44

52

*Total does not add to 300
percent bedause of rounding.

5.7 Adequacy of College Science Education

Question: Rate 09] institutional characteristics in
terms of their adequacy to support the
soienoe courses) that you are teaching at
thi& campus.

Faculty members were asked_p3..rate the adequacy of their
,-!

science programs on each of the 19 institutional characteristics

listed in this question. Respondents used a five-point'scale

ranging from 'excellent' to 'totally inadequate,' with the midpoint

indicating 'adequate.' The average mean ratings for all faculty

members coOhined are presented in Figure 5-5. This figure also

shows the high and low ratings for each item. Additional detailed

figures showing responses to this question for each institutional

characteristic, by college type and educational field, are

cluded in Appendix D.

The most obvious pattern of the ratings is that they

tend'to cluster around the midpoint. If a rating of 'adequate'



Ore 5- .Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics: average ratings,

by institutional characteristic

1.10011110,
Totally

Institutioni;I:chariroriotics inadequee Ad to Excellent

1 2 3 4 5
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&dot for laboratory equipment and

11141gles
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,.taboratozy usage
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Low Mean High

o o
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Instructicall technicians (laboratory
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.1, Instructional technicians (laboratory
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:Mailability if teaching aids
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1
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Clerical support

of professional journals

ties for professional growth

saching.eovironsint

...!:ittkidation with transfer Institutions'
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e ".regarded as neither praise nor condemnation, then on most

,for most fculty members, conditions meet minimum

ions. However, several characteristics received high

by faculty. They are course structure, teaching environ-
,

lassrcollecture facilities, laboratory usage, and library.
,

.

actatirmerabers are feast satisfied with prior preparation of

quantity. of laboratory aides, and budget for laboratory

t and' sppplies. These last three characteristics were

ficiently low that they can be considered generally in-

egardless of college type or educational field.

Ijk1liqre detailed view 2f the reactions of faculty, from

eseverki:types of colleges and educational fields is provided

gures 5-6 and 5-7. The most striking feature of these

porOtiles the great similarity of high and low points. General

agreipeat exists among faculty in all types of colleges and in

educational fields as to which are the best and which are

Roorest characteristics.

Among the college types, faculty members in technical

institutes and private schools tended to give Lower ratings on

more institutional characteristics than did faculty in-medium

and large comprehensive schools. Technical institute and private
,*

college faculty members are less satisfied than faculty in the

public comprehensive colleges with their laboratory facilities,

laboratory apparatus, and clerical help. Small comprehensive

school faculties rated their opportunities for professional

as- rather inadequate. On the other hand, both small

comprehensive and private college facilities gave the highest

ratings for teaching environment.

When shown by educational field, the data indicate that

faculty members teaching in the computer sciences,are the _east

satisfied with the 19 institutional characteristics of their

228
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Figure 5-6. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics: average

- ratings, by type of college and institutional characteristic.

ies""%

Type of College

TOM.*

(continued on next page)

Technical Private Small

institutes colleges comprehensive

1.

2.

3.-

a.

b.

7.
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9.

to.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19i

*Shaded area represents the middle range (2.5-3.5) on the five-point scale.
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Fignre-5t4 (continued).. Faculty assessment of 19 institutional characteristics:

average-ratings, by type of college'and institutional characteristic.

Type of College

Key to institutional -characteristics

1. Course structure

2.. Classroom/lecture facilities

3. Class preparation areas

4. Lecturedemonstration facilities

5. Laboratory facilities

6. Laboratory apparatus and ecuipment

7. Budget for laboratory equipment and

supplies

B. Laboratory usage

9. Instructional technicians (laboratory

aides) -- quantity.

10. Instructional technicians (laboratory

aides) -- quality

11. Availability of teaching aids (films,

other media)

12. Size of classes

13. Prior-preparation of students

14. Clerical support

15. Library

16. Availability of professional journals

17. Opportunities for professional growth

18. Teaching environment

19. Articulation-with transfer institutions'

policies on transfer of credits

,2 3u



:Figure Faculty.AsseSsment of 19 institutional characteristics: average

ratings, by educational field and institutional characteristic.

(continued on next page)

Educational Field

Health sciences Other life sciences ,Physice! sciences



Faculty assessment, of 19 institutional characteristics:
average ratings, by

educatiOnal field and institutional characteristic.

Ekstionsi field

irld

4thelatigit Computer sciences Social sciences Key to institutional characteristics

A

1. Course structure

2. Classroceilecture facilities

3. Class preparation areas

4. Lecture-demonstration facilities

5. Laboratory facilities

6. Laboratory apparatus and equipment

7. Budget for laboratory equipment and

supplies

8. Laboratory usage

9. Instructional technicians (laboratory

aides) -- quantity

10. Instructional technicians (laboratory

aides) -- quality

11. Availability of teaching aids (films,

other media)

12. Size of classes

13. Prior preparation of students

14. Clerical support

15. Library

16. Availability of professional journals

17. Opportunities for professional growth

18. Teaching environment

19. Articulation with transfer institutions'

policies on transfer of credits



O

aolleges. Those in mathematics and engineering and technology

appear to be less:satisfied than faculty in social sciences and

health sciences. An interesting split occurs, however, between

the career fields (health sciences, engineering and technology,

and-computer sciences) and-the more traditional subject areas

(introdUctory biology, physical sciences, mathematics, and

social sciences) on_a_number of items. Faculty in the career

fields are more satisfied With*the prier preparation of their

students than are faculty members in the other fields, although

only by a small margin; none rates this item very high. Faculty

in the career fields are less satisfied with the adequacy of

laboratory facilities, size of classes, and provision of clerical

support.

5.8 Priorities for Improving Science Education

Question: Of the [19] institutional characteristics
that you indicated . . . as needing improve-
ment, select the three which you consider
as having top priority . .

This question provides another way of evaluating the

19- college characteristics listed in the preceding question.

It is a measure of what the faculty respondents believe to be the

most important obstacles to the improvement cf the quality of

ucation at their institutions.

The items that were most frequently rated as either

'rat or second priority are shown in Table 5-13. Theoretically,

if faculty members indicated particular dissatisfaction with

certain Institutional characteristics in the preceding question,

en they should rate those same items high on this question.

The characteristic most frequently rated by faculty as

Obstacle to educational quality is student preparation (32

5 -33
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TabIee5-13. Percent distribution of tfaculty assigning first or
second priority to institutional characteristics in
need of improvement, by characteristic: all faculty
Combined

Characteristic
PerOent of
faculty

Prior preparation of students

Budget for laboratory equipment and supplies

Laboratory facilities (space)

Laboratory aides (quantity)

Opportunities for professional growth

Clerical support

Laboratory apparatus and equipment

Size of classes

32

21

15

15

14

12

11

10

235
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percent). Budget for laboratory equipment and supplies is next

t (21 percent), followed by laboratory facilities (space)

and Atiboratory aides (quantity), with 15 percent each.

These faculty priority ratings are shown in more detail

by college type and educational field in Appendix D. All types

,,of colleges agree that the top priority is student preparation,

but their ordering of other items varies. For private colleges

the highest priorities are laboratory equipment and size of

classes; for small comprehensive schools, they are laboratory

facilities (space) and budget for laboratory supplies. Both the

medium and large comprehensive schools agree that budget for

laboratory supplies takes second place.

The variation'among educational fields is considerably

-greater., When faculty responses are viewed by field, prior prep-

aration of students is not the most important item. A split

in responses occurs between the fields that are more general in

nature, serving a variety .of students (introductory biology,

physical.' sciences, mathematics, and social sciences) and the

moreoccupationally oriented fields. In matheMatics and social

sciences, for example, over 40 percent of the faculty respondents

are cOncerned about student preparation. Among the occupational

ields, the greatest concerns of faculty in computer science are

labdratory equipment and the budget for laboratory supplies.

tar members in the health sciences believe they need better

atory space. In engineering and technology, budgets for

rvtgplies and laboratory aides are considered obstacles to im-

proving educational quality.



6. STUDENT NEEDS IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGE SCIENCE -

EDUCATION: THE STUDENT-PERSPECTIVE

All students were asked a series of questions on their
reactions to the science courses they were taking. In addition,
if they were majoring in pne of the science fields, they were

ed to respond to a set of questions about the science programs
in %tach they were enrolled. Students' responses to these aues-
tiObs are discussed below.

Students' Evaluation of Science Courses

Question: How do your rate t quo: of instruction
in this science ..,:4rse?

The rating scale for this question contained five

points, ranging from 'excellent' to 'very poor' with a midpoint
indicating `average.' 'Excellent' was ceded as 5, and 'very
poor' as 1.. The average ratings are shown in Figure 6-1 by col-

lege type and educational field. The average rating given-by
/ all students is 4.1, or-slightly above average. All subgroups

of .students rated the quality of instruction between 4.0 to 4.3.

On the basis of these responses, it may be concluded that stu-
.

dents have generally positive feelings about the quality of

instruction in the science courses they are taking.

Question: How well does what is being taught in this
course meet your educational needs?

A five-point rating scale was used, ranging from 'com-

pletely' to 'not at all,' with the midpoint indicating 'half way.'

The scale was coded as follows: 'completely' = 5, and 'not at

all = 1. The average student rating is 4.1 (see Figure 6-2).



Figure 6-1. Students' assessment of the quality of instruction
in their science courses: average ratings, by
educational field and type of college

Educational field
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Figure 6-2. Students' assessment of how well their science
courses meet their educational needs: average
ratings, by educational field and type of college

Educational field
mot Halt

way Completely

2 3 4 5

TOT*.

Introductory biology
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Other life sciences
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',-

Engineering and technology
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Type of college 1 2 3 4 5
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Large comprehensive

V
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(4.0)
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As with the ratings OE-instructional quality discussed above,

there is little variation among subgroups. By college type the

range is from 4.0 to 4.2, and by educational field the range is

from-3.9 for introductory biology to 4.3 for both the health

r.
sciences and other life sciences. Again, students' needs seem

to be met adequately.

Students' ratings were further analyzed by racial/

ethnic group and. by sex (see Figure 6-3)% Results show that

with the exception of black women, all other women perceive that

.

their educational needs are better met than men-perceived them

tobe. Asian males and Hispanic males are the leastsatil.ified

among the subgroups.

Question: Would you recommend this science course to

a friend?

The answer choices were 'yes,' and 'uncertain.' Figure

6- 4.-shows then proportions of students answering 'yes.' The average

for all students was 82 percent. By type of college, the range

was- 75 'percent for small comprehensive schools to 84 percent for

medium comprehensive schools. By educational field, the variation

was wider, with mathematics at 71 percent, physical sciences at

77 .pescent, and computer sciences `at 87 percent. All of these

ratings indicate that students are highly satisfied with the

.science courses in which they. are enrolled.

However, there are differences in the resinonses to this

question among minority groups and women and men. According to

Figure 6-5, Asian, black, and Hispanic women are' more satisfied

with their courses than are men in the same groups. The reverse

ins true for American Indians and Alaskan Natives. The difference

4,0between white men and women is negligibae. Asians' are the least
a

-satisfied df all groUps, with Asian males in particular falling



ignse Students' assessment .of how well their science
courses meet their educational needs: average
ratings, by racial/ethnic group and sex
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'Figure 6 -4. Percent distribution of students who would r, 7ommend their science courses to friends,

by edi'cational field and type of college
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Figure 6-5. Percent distribution of students who would recommend their science courses to friends,

by racial/ethnic group .and sex
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way below the mean for all males' (67 percent, compared with 81

percent for all males).

6,2 Science Majors' Evaluation of Science Programs

Students who dedlared majors in the disciplifies included

in this study were'deSignated science majors. They were asked two

questions, about their science co rses 'similar to those answered by

all students, as well as a quest on on the characteristics of

their science prbgrams. It should be noted, once again, that some

students included in the survey are not science majors, even

though they are taking science courses. These students are

excluded in this part of the evaluation.

Queseion: As a perion majoring in one of the science
fields, how much do you believe the science
program in which you are enrolled,meets your
eaucutional needs?

A rz.ing scale of five points, ranging from 'completely'

(coded 5) to 'not at all'Acoded 1), was used. As shown in Figure

6-6, the average rating given by'all science majors is 4.2. This

relatively nigh rating indicate& that science majors are generally

well-satisfied with their-programs. There is very little vari-

ation by college type or educational field. The highest rating

was given by health science majors. Their average rating is 4.4,

as compared to 4.0 designated by computer science or social

science majors.

When analyzed )by racial/ethnic group and sex, as shown

in Figure 6-7, the data indicate the similarity of men's and

women's evaluations of their programs, although women average

slightly higher than men. The ratings by racial/ethnic groups

are not significantly different from each other.



Figure 6-6. Science majors' assessment of how well their
science programs meet their educational needs:
average ratings,, by educational field and type
of college
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Figure 6-7. Science majors' assessment of how well their
science programs meet their educational needs:

average ratings, by racial/ethnic group and sex
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ueetion: Would you recommend the educational program
or major field in which you are enrolled to
a friend? .

The possible answers were 'yes,' no,' and 'uncertain.'

Figure 6-8 shows the average percent of students answering 'yes'

(85 percent of all science majors). However, there is consider-
. able variation among subgroups. It was found that 91 percent of

the science majors in technical institutes /ould recommend their

programs to friends, while only 71 percent of those in both

private colleges and small comprehensive schools would do so.

'The range by educational field is from 90 percent for computer

sciences to 66 percent for introductory biology. The low value

for introductory-biology-may be explained by the fact that all

those not answering 'yes' answered 'uncertain.'

Racial/ethnic groups also show substantial differences

in responses to this question. As Figure 6-9 indicates, all

American Indian and Alaskan Native students answering this ques-
tion gave positive replies. Asians again assigned lower ratings;

only 71 percent of the Asian men,and 81 percent of women answered

'yes' (the rest were uncertain). Blacks, on the ocher hand,

reacted highly favorably, with 95 percent of the men and 92 per-

cent of the women answering 'yes.'

Question: Below are some important characteristics
,[10] of the science program of this college.
Rate how satisfied you are with each char-
acteristic, using a code cf 1 for totally
dissatisfied and 5 for totally satisfied.

Characteristics of science programs rated in this ques-

tioninclude curriculum structure, curriculum advising, college

facilities, course scheduling, class size, library, and audio-

visual materials. Average ratings of these characteristics are

presented in Figure 6-10. The l'Qwest rating is for curriculum



Figure 6-8. Percent distribution Jf science majors who would recommend their educational programs

or major fields to friends, by educational field and type of college'
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Figure 6-10. Science majors' assessment of characteristics
of their scienc&programs: average ratings,
by characteristic

Characteristic

TotailY

dissatisgisd

1 2

Partially Totally

satisfied satisfied

3 . 4 5

Curriculum structure

Curriculum advising

,Claemmoms

lecture halls

laboratory sp4ce

laboratory eguimment

Scheduling of science courses

Size of science classes

Library

Audiovisual materials

25

6-14

(3.9)

(3.6)

(4.1)

(4.1)

(r.9)

(3.8)

(3.8)

(4.2)

(L.9)

(3.8)



advising, and the highest is for class size. However, the ranae

Of these averages is not great (3.6 to 4.2), showing a reasonable

level of student satisfaction with their sci nce programs.

Each f.f the 10 program characteristic is examined

below. Mean ratir.gs for these items, by college type and educa -

tional field, re given in Volume 2, Appendix D.

Science Curriculum:

Curriculum structure. There is little difference

in average ratings among college types and educational fields.

The average for all science majors is 3.9. Technical institute

science majors gave ratings only slightly higher than those in

other colleges. Introductory biology has an a-rerage rating of

4.2, with the health sciences at 4.0.

Curriculum. advising. Overall; this characteristic

received the lowest rating from students; the average is 3.6.

There is little variation by college type. Among the educational

fields, the rating from mathematics students is low (3.3), and

the rating from introductory biology students high (3.8).

College facilities for science:

Classrooms. Although the average rating for all

students is 4.1, tho e taking introductory biology courses rated

this characteristic very high (4.6), as did students in the other

life "sciences (4.4) And the physical sciences (4.3). Students

taking engineering and technology courses turned in the lowest

ratings, with an average of 3.9.

Lecture halls. This characteristic zeceilred a

mean average rating from all stueAenis of 4.1. Students in private



colleges and small comprehensive schools assigned this character-

istic the lowest ratings (3.7), while those in medium comprehen-

sive schools indicated the most satisfact.'.on (4.3). Lecture

halls were rated high by students in introductory biology and

other life sciences, whereas health sciences students were the

least satisfied.

Laboratory space. Although the average rating by

all student is 3.9, students enrolled in privates colleges are

the least enthusiastic about their laboratory space (3.3j. Once

again,. introductory biology students turn,:d in hIgh ratings

(4.4), and computer science students indicated the least satis-

faction (3.3).

Laboratory equipment. This characteristic re-

ceived an average,rating of 3.8 from all students. As with

laboratory space, private college students and students taking

computer science.courses, assigned their laboratory equpment

the lowest marks (3.4 and 3.2, respectively).

Library. The average rating by all students for

libraries is 3.9. Students in private colleges and in computer

sciences are the least satisfied, with each group assigning its

libraries a rating of 3.5.

'Audiovisual materials. An average 3.8 was given

by all students to this item. However, private image students

assigned it 3.4, and students' enrolled in technical institutes

gave it 3.5. Computer science studnrts indicated the least

satisfaction with a-rating of 3.3.

Science classes:

Scheduling of science classes. The average rank

assigned by all students is 3.8, with students in private colleges



giving th,a lowest ratings (3.7) and those in small comprehensive

schools the highest (4.1). Mathematics students are the least

satisfied with course scheduling, rating this charactistic at

3.6, while introductory biology students are the most satisfied,

rating it at 4.S.

Size of classes in science. This item merited

the hi :hest level of approva'1, with an average of 4.2. Private

college students rated class size at 3.6.
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7. SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study has provi.ded a considerable amount of infor-

mation about the status and needs of science education in two-year

colleges. Specific results were presented in Chap._ , 3 through

Chapter, 6. This chapter summarizes the major findings and dis-

cusses their implications. 'Recommendations based on these findings

also are presented.

7.1 Overview of Institutional Needs

The extent of need for improvement in science education

varies by type of institution. Throughout this study the data

have shown that marked differences exist among the five types of

collegeb. However, in general, medium com..?rehensive colleges are

perceived as more closely meeting the needs of students and

faculty than other types of schools. Medium comprehensive schools,

those enrolling between.1,500 and 7,500 students, received the

most favorable responses of all college typqs on items measuring

science edudation needs. Next most favorably rated are the large

comprehensive schools. On most variables the medium and large

comprehensive colleges are ranked at the high end of the scale,

joined on occasipn:by other college types. On a few variables,

large comprehensive schools received the highest ratings. They

have the highest percentage of faculty with doctorates, even

though relatively fewer of their faculty members have participated

in NSF programs. More 'men than women students attend large com-

prehensive schools, and 44 percent of their students are part-time.
A

Most of the Asian and Hispanic students are enrolled in large"

comprehensive colleges. The median student age is nearly 23 years.



Small comprehensive colleges definitely differ from the

two larger types. They offer very compared to other com-

prehensiVe schools, in science-relatE. _areer programs. They have

only small proportions of students who attended other colleges

prior to enrollment in their present cc11,,,ges. St dents choose

this type of college for its-convenien,:. location 90 percent of

the time, far more than for any other type. Fifty-five percent

of*the small comprehensive college students are in social science

courses, compared to 45 percent for all colleges combined, These

students are relatively unhappy with the science facilities and

laboratory equipment in small comprehensive schools.

The proportion of part -time faculty in these schools

is quite small. Almost half of the full-time faculty are between.

the ages of '30 and 39. More of these faculty than in any othe

type of college have attended NSF programs, but they report less

recent ifvolvement in self-improvement activities than faculty

in other schools. Their current need for substantial preparation

in courses that they are now teaching is-higher than for other

group5..

Administrators acknowledge the past participation of

small comprehensive college faculty in NSF programs by rating

faculty as having a low need for teaching improvement. They also

agree that their faculty members have not recently engaged in

self-improvement efforts. These administrators are not satisfied

with their libraries or their audiovisual materials. Their

greatest need for improvement in educational fields is in computer

sciences (for computer equipment), more so than for any other

college type. They currently have no students majoring in computer

sciences. Small comprehensive schools rank lower than other

college types on measures to.encourage women, minorities, and the

handicapped in the scl-nces.
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Private colleges are-eat need of facilities and

equipment for the basic sciences. ey have a greater need than

other college types for major constru ion. Their libraries and

audiovisual resources are rated low. A large proportion of p.,:i-

vate colleges does not offer physical facilities to help handi-

capped students, nor have they done much -to encourage their

enrollment.

Very few private college students are in the technologies,

and none is in computer sciences. Private colleges do enroll a

greater than average proportion of students in the health sciences,

introductory biology, and other life sciences. This-enrollment

pattern probably is related to the fact that 72 percent of their

students are women. Ninety-two percent of their students attend

full-time, and they tend to be a little older than the average.

The proportion of black students taking science courses'is by far

the greatest at private colleges. Students tend to choose private

colleges because of their reputations. However, private college

students are less satisfied than other.students with all kinds of

facilities and are particularly critical of laboratory space and

equipment. They are not happy with libraries and audiovisual

materials either.. Class size is a cause of dissatisfaction, and

on this'point, the private college faculty agrees.

Private college faculty members also agree that

laboratory facilities and equipment are not satisfactory, and

they are critical of the lack of clerical help. Thesp faculty

members generally give their colleges low ratings on many items,

but they are very positive about the teaching environment. An

unusual aspect of faculty-composition at private colleges is the

large proportion of part-time faculty who are also college adminis-

trators. This phenomenon is not evident in other types of col-

leges.



t
Te hnical institutes show areat need for :improvement of

existing pro rams and for additional programs, mostly in the

technologies and in physical science. Facilities and equipment

needs are high, but faculty development is also necessary. A

large proportion of the faculty is viewed as needing improved

knowledge of content and, especially, more work experience.

Nevertheless, the faculty is given credit for a good deal of

recent effort at self-improvement.

Proportionally few faculty members in technical insti-

tutes have participated in NSF programs; a low percentage holds

doctorate degrees. One-third of the faculty possesses only

bachelor degrees, or less. An unusually high proportion of the

faculty is female. Faculty members agree that laboratory facili-

ties and equipment are not as good as they should be, and they

also complain about a lack of clerical help.

Students at technical institutes share faculty and

administrator perceptions of the need for better facilities and

equipment. On the average, these make up the youngest group of

students; 82 percent of them attend full-time. They chose

technical institutes both for convenience of location and for

college reputatiL.,. Over half of these students are men.

Twenty-one percent plan to seek employment after earning their

associate degrees, the highest proportion for any type of college.

Nevertheless, over half gf the technical institute students intend

to obtain bachelor or graduate degrees. They are, of course, more

concentrated in engineering and technology and other career- pro-

grams than students in other colleges.



7.2 Major Findings and Discussion

As indicated earlier, data were obtained from three

'sources: .college administrators, faculty, and. students taking

science courses. While each of the three questionnaires focused

on issues unique to each group, they also elicited information

on certain common concerns, such as equipment and facilities

improvement, faculty development, and student needs. Except in

a few case,s, such as the appropriate composition of faculty

(full- versus part-time) and the evaluation of teaching methods,

perceptions of needs in science education from all three data

sources appear to be highly consistent. This consistency in

turn adds credibility to the data provided by the three sources.

The major findings are summarized below:

Mcst science fields, particularly computer
science, are perceived to be in critical need
of improvement.

As shown in Chapter 4, there are seven fields that were

indicated by mare than 20 percent of administrators to be criti-

cally in need of improvement. In order of importance, these

fields are computer science, chemistry, mathematics, physics,

biological sciences, nursing, and electronic technologies.

Except for the last field, which if offered PYimarily in technical

institutes and large comprehensive schools, the need for improve-

ment in these fields was expressed by all colleges.

The need for improvement in computer science is experi-
.

enced by faculty and students, as their ratings on a set of science

program characteristics indicate. When these ratings are analyzed

by educational field, it is found that those teaching or studying

computer science show much greater dissatisfaction with the quality

of.facilities, equipment, and support services than.do faculty and

students in any other field.



It should be noted that engineering, general science,

and interdisciplinary studies seldom are viewed as being-in need

of improvement. In regard to interdisciplinary studies, it may

be that administrators are not fully apprised of the status of

this rather amorphous field, or that it is not very common at

the two-year college level. As for engineering, it is very diffi-

cult to separate this field from the many technological fields

that require engineering courses as basic'preparation; this proved

to be the case when we attempted to select class sections for the

faculty and student samples, and it also was indicated when the

administrators were asked to designate their fields.

Overall, improvements in equipment, facilities,
a?Ad faculty development are indicated most
frequently, but the priorities vary by educa-
tional fields and types of colleges.

/I

Administrators were asked to specify the types of im-
i

provement needed for each field. Data show that, for all colleges

and all fields combined, the most critical need is for 'equipment,

followed by facilities and faculty development. Course content

and educational methodologies were mentioned only about one-th:_rd

of the time, However, the emphasis varies by educational field.

For example, while equipment and facilities are in great need of

improvement in engineering and technology, they are less critical

than faculty development in the social sciences.

Needs for facilities or equipment analyzed by college

type appear to correspond with the degree of involvement of

colleges in engineering and technology. Administrators in techni-

cal institutes and large comprehensive schools repor:.ed relatively

more demand for these kinds of improvements than did,those in

other typestof colleges. Of course, the large comprehensive

schools(7,500 or more students) have much more extensive physical

plants and more complex programs than other types of colleges;
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they enroll 42 percent of all students in engineering and tech -

nclogy. On the other hand, technical institutes are smaller on

the average, but they have a high proportion of very expensive,

specialized facilities that are subject to wear and obsolescence.

Therefore, bcthof these types of colleges, with their large in-

vestments in facilities and their strongly expressed need for

improvements in facilities and equipment, will require great

fiscal resources to upgrade their physcal plants. It is inter-

esting to note that the private colleges registered the highest

need for general purpose laboratory construction and equipment.

The above findings gene:.-all y are confirmed by faculty

and students, except that faculty and students in large compre-

hensive colleges, unlike the administrators, tend to be slightly

more satisfied with their equipment and facilities. Reasons for

this discrepancy are not clear.

Needs far computer equipment and for better
libraries are expressed strongly by all respondents.

Over one-third of all college administrators indicated a

need for computer equipmept or installation. This need is partic-

ularly pronounced in small comprehensive schools.

Strong need for better libraries also is expressed by

all sources. Among types of institutions, private colleges have

t e greatest need for library improvements.

4
There ie no significant indication of need for
revising .7ourse content or curriculum structure
for existing science programs in two-year colleges.

Neither administrators nor -Cu]. indicated a strong

desire for ,ourse restructuring. Students also generally are

satisfied with curriculum structure. Based on these findings, it

seems reasonable to assume that existing curriculum meets student

needs.



A substantial proportion of facu:ty members
expresses:the need for upgradir their knowZedge
of content and teaching methods.

Thirty-one percent of the faculty respondents stated

that they were teaching at least one course for which they could

be prepared more adequately; the variation among fields ranges

from 24 percent in mathematics to 39 percent in computer sciences.

When asked whether their knowledge of their fields needed general

upgrading for their teaching assignments, 61 percent of the full-

time faculty said 'yes,' ranging from 47 percent in social science

to an astonishing 81 percent in computer science.

The National Science Fourdation's efforts to keep science

teachers current in their fields continue at a modest level with

the Chautauqua conferences directed toward college teachers.

Faculty in the basic science fields report a substantial degree

of participation in these programs, which have only been in effect

for a few years. Faculty needs for additional education in con-

tent, as expressed in this survey, can be met fairly well by the

Chautauqua format, although not everyone.can take advantage of

these sessions. However, administrators do not rate this format

favorably as an option for improving,faculty subject matter knowl-

edge, preferring instead the summer and academic year institute

formats.

The juugment of administrators that faculty members

need practical work experience, and-that this experience should

be acquired during the summer when classes are not in session,

should e kept in mind. For those colleges that emphasize

caree programs, sabbatical-style,,academic year work programs

f would be acceptable in the administrators' view. Industry exchange

programs also seem to be desirable.



Faculty members-themselves report some degree of partic-

#4tion since 1970 in practical work experience in fields rele-

vant to their teaching areas. The highest proportions are in the

career fields (health sciences, engineering and technology, and

computer sciences), but the largest is only 38 percent for teachers

in computer science.

There is also an apparent need, expressed by administra-

tors, for improvement of faculty teaching methods and attitudes.

While some administrators indicated preferences for ways to

encourage these improvements, further study seems advisable

,before recommendations of specific formats are made.

The concern for teaching methods is greatest in the

colleges that offer most of the 'technology courses -- technical

insti'utes and large comprehensive schools. This concern may

not arise so much from dissatisfaction with the teaching skills

of the faculty az from a desire to help students overcome educa-

tional deficiencies. Two-year.Colleges hive publicized their

nontraditional approaches to teaching as part of their "open

door" poliCy of student admissions. Nontraditional methods,

howevere usually require major teacher training efforts. One

element often associated with nolitradiidonal methods is student

self-assisted learning, with the help of audiovisual materials.

Both faculty and adminT.strators are moderately dissatisfied with

the software (i.e., the content or message in the media) avail-

able to their students, anA this dissatisfaction may be an indi-

cation of their concern about teaching methods. More study of

the need for improved teaching methods is called for.

Pam-silty members in genera il like their teaching
elvironments, but they expreas need for better
support services.



In general,, faculty members rate their teaching environ-

ments poditively. Opportunities for professional growth, however,

are viewed less favorably, especially by teachers in technical

institutes and small comprehensive colleges. On_the whole, faculty

members perceive a relative lack of support services (clerical

assistance, laboratory technicians, and adequate budgets for

laboratory supplies). Laboratory apparatus and facilities are

not regarded as very satisfactory either. However, they do nct

complain about class size.

Pull-time faculty in two-year colleges have heavy
reaching toads and spend little time i,n other
professional activates.

Faculty members report their work week as rather heavy,

with an average of 31 hours devoted to classroom teaching by-full-
,

time faculty (including actual time in the classroom. laboratory,

and class preparation). With other duties, they claim a 45-hour

week. The full-time faculty average credit hour load is 11.

Overload amounts to one credit hour the average for the full-

time faculty.

Two-year colleges basically are teaching institutions.

Even the very few hours the faculty devote to "R&D" activities are

likely-to relate to curriculum development or other teaching-

related activities rather than to basic or applied research. In

the estimates of the time they spend in protessional ac-C7ities

outside their college duties, research other than that required

for advanced degrees does not even appear as a factor. While the

absence of research activity may not be a measure of abil ty or

personal preference, it does indicate the stringent demands of

the academic environment in two year colleges.

2
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Part-time faculty carry a substantial teaching load
in two-year college science education.

Based on fadulty responses, about 30 percent of all
. -

faculty members in two-year colleges are part - time, with wide

-variation among fields. Part -time faculty members teach about

16 perCent of the,total credit hours in all fields combined,

ranging from 29 percent in engineering and technology to 5 percent

in other life sciences.

Regardless of the overall supply of teachers qualified

for full-time faculty positions, part-time faculty always will be

necessary. Extra class section, are formed ad hoc from semester
.

to semester as enrollment requir4s and hiring full-time faculty

to teach these sections would not be waranted. Another reason

is money; part-time faculty costs much less than full-time faculty.

The difficulty of employing qualified persons except on a part-time

basis also can be a contributing factor.

Part-time faculty members roughly resemble full-time

faculty in demographic characteristics, but they are younger on

the average, and more are in graduate school. In the career

_fields, they are often actual practitioners, spending much or most

of their professional time at work in the fields which they teach;

this is much less frequently the case in the basic sciences. In

mathematics, a large percentage of part-time faculty teaches in

high school. Part-time faculty membeis also have need for further

education that differ from those of full-time faculty EE' ,aat

vary by field.

Although there is no agreement on whether the current

proportion of part-time faculty is appropriate or not,xpart-time

teachers do play a significant role' in science education. Their

2646.
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needs, which are somewhat different from the full-time faculty's,

should not be ignOred if instructional standards are to be main-

tained.

About 80 percent of science faculty members hold
advanced degrees.

The master's degree is the highest educational level for

62 percent of the full-time two-year college science faculty, and

the doctorate-for an additional 18 percent. These proportions

vary widely by educational field. In the career fields (health,

engineering and technology, and computer science) the proportions

of faculty with orly bachelors degreeS or less are significantly

higher. At the other extreme, 38 percent of physical sciences

faculty members hold doctorates.
11.

The, large majority of these graduate degrees are in

subject matter fields, rather than in education, and generally in

fields closely related to teaching assignments. Even degrees

given by colleges of educati:in can be in specific subject areas,

such as'mathemats or science education. On the basis of the

data gathered in this study, it is not possible to distinguish

these degrees from the more general education degrees: Since

possession of a doctorate degree is not considered necessary for

teaching .1.n two-year colleges, the kind of doctorates held 1)y

faculty members is less of an issue as long;as their knowledge

of subject matter for courses they-teach is adequate. From

analysis of the degrees held by faculty teaching in the basic

fields 'of biological sciences, physical sciences, mathematics,

and social sciences (as opposed to the career fields), it may

be concluded that faculty possess good subject matter background

preparation.



c
The projected and demand for science
teaching manpc ids further examination.

During the years of rapid expansion of two-ye-r colleges,

faculty were recruited from several sources. A major source was

the high school teacher population. In the sciences and mathema:

tics, although not in technology or other career fields, the

National Science Foundation contributed to a massive upgr_ding of

the quality of high school teaching tarough its institute programs.

Very large numbers of experienced high school teachers went to

work in two-year colleges during the 1950s and early 1970s.

ese numbers are reflected in the present study,

Especially among those teaching introductory biology and mathe-

matics, and to a somewhat lesser extent in the physical sciences,

a large proportion of faculty reports precollege, teaching experi-

ence. In these same fields large numbers of faculty report having

attended NSF programs. Frr example, about 50 percent of both full-

time and part-time faculty in mathematics attended summer insti-

tutes, and SS -E-.7cent of the full-time mathematics faculty had

some type of :ducational experience.

A snalier number of former birth school teacher=_, entered

the- social science departments of two-year colleges (s contrasted,

for example, with history departments), probably because subjects

such as psychology, sociology, and anthropology frequently were

not taoght in high schools. About the same number came from Llijh

sc400ls -into the career fields in two-ye,- colleges, with varying

backgrounds related to the subjects they now teach. *NSF was not

a major contributor to the movement of teachers to two-year col-

leges 3-1 the career fields, except in the health sciences.

Not.; that two-year college expansioh has tapered off,

and, coincidently, most NSF programs for teachers have been phased
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out, there is no longer a substantiial demand for staffing from

the high school teacher population. The NSF` role becomes instead

one of helping to upgrade existing college faculty and not the

inadVertent one of qualifying high school teachers to become

college faculty. To meet the need for new faculty in two-yeu_

colleges, a rlre normal pattern of recruitment should be suffi-

cient for the basic science fields. Four-year -des for the

most _part are not hiring new faculty, and the pool of qualified

teachers should be temporarily in balance with deMand.

Recent trends, however, make a word ,f caution necessary.

A shortage of teachers of science and mathemat: s in the high

schools'is developing, despite falling enrollments. The propor-

tion of undergraduates insierested in the high school to 3c -z_ng

profession has dropped close to the vanishing point from the

high rates of the late 1960s. This decline in interest is likely

o affect the ;ool of potential two-year college science and math

teachers.

C-11 Whereas supply is .t matter of conjecture, demand also

raises sme questions to whiff. h there are no cleaz an

t'Nftricolleges continue to expand, albeit at a much slower

rate than over the past twenty years? Their expansion probably

will have to be at the expense of four-year colleges, whon in-

creasingly are establishing themselves as competitors for the two-

year college studnt market. WI.) the changing Caracter of the

student population (more adults, women, and part-time students)

cause changes in the types of faculty reauired? One.potential

issue .that may -.ot arise, at least in the 1980s, is the problem

of faculty retirement. At present the proportion of faculty

memkers over age 50 is not-high enough to disrupt the job maIket,

if the total number of faculty remains steady.



The stable teacher supply for the basic sciences may

not hold for career, fields. Colleges report-a large demand for

careerkprograms. If there is an expansion of these fields, the

supply of qualified faculty may not be sufficient to meet the

demand. The very factors that create this demand (i.e., the

desire for jobs and their availability) establish competition

between inducry and two-year colleges for qualified personnel.

This problem requires further examination.

A substantial proportion of science students in
two-year colleges lacks adequate Zan:quage, study,
and math skills.

It is generally acknowledged that many students enter

colle-es of all kinds without skills considered necessary for a

college education. Because of the role two-year colleges, a

greater concentration of such students is to be expected_in these

institutions. One question address both administrators and

faculty was concerned with the level of skills among students in

the sciences and technology.

Both groups rank language skills as the primary stu-

dent problem at their colleges, with administrators more frequently

assigning it first priority. Whereas the second pr:.. -rity of

administrators is mach skills, for faculty it is study skills.

However, variations exist among institutions. At

technical institutes faculty rank all three basic ski'ls as having

approximat.ely equal priority for their students, while adminis-

trators assign lesser importance to study skills. A contrasting

pattern is found in private colleges, where faculty rate language

and study skills about equally and administrators weight language

far more heavily;- both agree on a lower priority for math ski:ls.



The emphasis on the priority of needs for these basic

skills also varies according to educational field. There'is a

split between the perceptions of faculty in the career fields

(health, engineering and technology, and computer sciences) and

those who teach introductory courses in the basic sciences :s

core courses for degree programs (intrrductory biology, physical

sciences, mathematics, social sciences). Faculty in the career

fields'and, in this instance, in physical sciences place consider-

ably greater emphasis on math skills than do faculty in the basic

science fields. For the basic sciences, study skills rank a

,strong second to language, whereas math skills were rated second

for career fields. Even mathematics faculty assign greater impor-

tance to language skills (followed by study skill) than they do

to math skills.

Students in scie 'e education generally are
stisfied with their courses and programs.

`Perhaps the most significant evaluation rendered by

students is reflected in response to the question, "How well does

what is being taught in this course meet your educational needs?"

Over 40 percert said 'completely.' A majority of the students

indicated that they would recommend their courses to friends.

If students were science majors, they evinced even higher

degree of satisfaction with their majcr fields.

Students are i-st pleased uith class size and relatively

less pleased with curriculum advising than any other items. In

general, students in thL two larger typ,_s 0.: comprehensive colleges

are most satisfied; private college student ratings are consistently

lower.

Vsdidte a tendency for students in career fields to show

some dissatisfaction with their classroom and laboratory facilities

and, to a lesser degree, with their laboratory equipment, these



same students are the most enthusiastic about their needs being

met and about recommending their courses to friends. Paradoxically,

the students most eager to give thigh recommendations are those in

computer sciences, although the are consistently the least satis-

fied with many ch acteristics of their programs. They apparently

were able to disregard percep.Aons of inadequacies in their physical

surroundings and sense the value of the educational programs in this

field.

Science education programs wo-year coiLeges
provide a substantial number students with an
opportunity to change their careers.

Eight percent of th(astudents taking science courses in

two-year colleges already have college cagrees, associate or

higher., Another 30 percent previously attended other colleges

without obtaining degrees. Two-thirds of these students now are

pursuing major fields different from those they previously fol-

lowed. This proportion is even higher in the three career fields,

ranging from 77*percent in the health sciences to 79 percent in

.computer sciences. In fact,22 percent of those in computer

sciences already have college degrees in other fields.

This history of earlier college attendance is evidence

of career switching, in this case to fields holding promise of

employment. cne of the avowed functions of the two-year college

is facilit tion of career changes for adults, and these findings

are a sign Qf such activity.

Previous college attendance is relatively high in tech-

nical institutes, w*ih L.0 'percent of these students changing
/

majors; but it\is quite low ac small comprehensive schools and

private colleges. The career orientation of the technical insti-

tutes probably accounts .in part for this difference, which also

is reflected in the two larger types,cf public comprehensive



colleges. The shifts from earlier educational patterns apparently

are related to the variety of ca-eer offerings in colleges. Thus,

private colleges and small comprehensive schools attract very few

students who have had previous college experience since their

offerings are minimally career oriented, at least in the sciences

-"and technologies.

Students enrolled in technical institutes and in
career-related programs have difficulty continuing
their education in four-year institutions.

About the same proportion of stude in career programs

as those in other educational fields intends to obtain baccalaureate

wind advanced degrees. Almost half plan to transfer to four-year

colleges, with or without associate degrees. However, acceptance

of two-year college credits depends strictly on whether they are

judged equivalent to credit courses offered by the institutions

to which students are transferring. Most comprehensive and pri-

vate colleges have worked out transfer agreements with at least

some of the.institutions at which their students are accepted.

Technical institutes are less able to make such arrangements.

In general, the traditional college clrriculum courses

are transferable, whereas occupational courses are not as accept-

able. Some courses may be accepted but not credited toward a

bachelor degree in a student's major field, as is frequently the

case with courses in the technologies. Often: our-year colleges

offer no equivalent courses, even if they are technicaly oriented

institutions. Both administrators and _culty in career programs

are concerned about this problen. Since well over half of the

students fn career fields intend to seek bachelor or graduate

degrees, the credit transfer problem will continue to pose a

barrier for many students. Req _rements for compleing two-year

college programs can conflict with requirements for four-year col-

lege degrees; and stud_mts are caught in between. Better articu-

lation obviously, needs to be developed.



There are as many women as men in two-year i-ollege
science education programs, but women still con-
centrate in the social sciences and life sciences,
while men are in the physical sciences and engi-
neering and technology.

About the same proportion of women as of men take science

courses in two-year colleges. However, more women enroll in the

social sciences and lifer sciences. Men concentrate in the physical

sciences and engineering and technology; they constitute a sub-

stantial majority of mathematics and computer sciences students.

The greatest contrasts .are in the career fields, with the health

sciences enrolling 86 percent women and engineering and technology

enrolling 82 percent men.

If more women are to participate in male-_ominated fields

such as engineering and technology, -hey will have to enroll in

larger,.numbers in the physical sciences and mathematics -- the

essential'prerequisites for entry to technology courses. They

.evidently are not .going so now, for only 38 percent of physical

science students and 41 percent of mathematics students are female.

Even when they take physical science and math classes, it is largely

-because- of requirements for degree pro- rams in fields other than

science.
011.

Nevertheless, 51 percent of both men and women who take
)-

science courses consider themselves science majors. If any in-

crease is- tp take place in the number of womer: in the sciences and

technology,. it probably will not be among the full-time students.

Data sholE that proportionally more full-time women students than

men students are science majors. Part-time women students poten-

tially could increase the number of women students in the sciences

and technology... Five-eighths of all women students in two-year

colleges attend part-time, but only one-sixth of these students



are in science. However, part-time women students are dftmographi-

cally different from fu-l-time students. 'their median P.ge is 31,

10 years older than the median age of full-time women students.

Their needs and backgrounds will have to be aneyved further to

determine whether they are likely recruits for science and tech-

nology fields.

Differences 1:r. cience education enrollme patterns
exist among rac-:1 and ethrg:c groups, Sur 'asons

for these differ riced a-e not clear.

In two-year colleges eacz. racial and ethnic group has

a unique- pattern of participation in science education. Although

American Indians and Alaskan Natives constitute .,ply 1 percent of

the two-year college population, 2.5 percent of the students in

science courses are from this group. A similar pattern exists

for Asians and Pacific Islanders, who make up 2.5 percent of the

total enrollment, but 3.6 percent of the enrollment in science

courses. Blacks and Hispanics, on the other hand, have much lower

rates of participation in science courses, compared to their

opor 'ons in the total student population.

Black women concentrate in the health career fields

but underrepresented in the physical sciences and technology.

Black are underrepresented in ali fields; thgy do not partic-

i2ate in science and technology at levels anrthere close to their

numbers in the total student population. This deficiency, which

is the largest among all minority gniups, indicates the inadeq-acy

measures that have been taken to encourage the -,-2ntr: of

black ten into these fields.

A s'o'lar statement can be made for Hispani-s, for both

men and women. thaagh ad_ inistrators and faculty proclaim

positive action to encourage minority group participation in
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science and technology, very large discrepancies between minority

grow) representation in the two-year college population

and minority enrollment in science courses

since the *-pose of this study was

measure chan,,, over time, there is

this situation is improving.

improve

Recommendations

as a whole

still exist. ii,)wever,

not to chart trend ow tc

no way of estiating whether

Based on the study findings, the following actions tc,

science education in two-yea.f collet 's are recommended:

1. A program Phould be developed, utiz,Ezing Federal
and state resources, to ,-0,ide assistance to
institutions in accordance with thei2- oi2n
for program, facility, and equipmenr. improvement.

All types of colleges registered need for improvement,

although the areas of greatest concern vary arong the different

types. For example; data show that technical instiLutes experience

urgent needs for upgrading of facilities and equipment in their

technology programs. Because of increasing student enrollment

in these colleges, their existing physical plants may not

ad.Puate to meet the anticipated demands for new and expanded

programs. Thus, improvements in facilities and equipment, as

well as ficulty'development, would seem to be these colleges'

primary concerns.

Private; nontechnical .olleges have inadequate in-

structional and laboratbry facilities and equipment for the basic

sciences and for the career fields in which they offer programs.

Class sizes tend to be large and support services 1-J.ss.thar ade-

quate. If:these schools are to continue to prepare ,7tudents fcr

science-oriented careers, or-ever to offer general ec_ation

C



students an adequate understanding of science, they will require

considerable strengthening.

Small comprehensive colleges (fewer than 1,500 full- and

part-time students; differ significantly in programs and facilities

from largex comprehensive colleges. Their offerings in the tech-

nologies are minimal and are practically nonexistent in,nonbusiness-

oriented computer science. Their needs are to expand computer

sciences opportunities and to acquire better facilitie and equip-
,

ment.

Mc!diuM and large comprehensive colleges need help

principally to strengthen their existing c-reer programs and to

implement those they have planned, particu2arly in the technologies

and computer sciences.

2. An expansion of NSF educational development ;27,7-
grams needed in order to provide greater
opportunities for -'aculty members to improve their
subject matter ::nowLedge and teaching methods and
to gain-work experience.

A substantial proportion of faculty members in both

the basic sciences and career iields believes they will benefit

from specific c-:ntent-oriented courses in their fields. Although

most faculty members have had opportunities to attend NSF and/or

non- NSF' programs, many expressed the opinion that costs, distance,

and scheduling impose obstacles to their participation in these

programs. Thus, in addition to some form of financial support,

it is recommended that summer and academic year programs in sub-

ject matter areas be provided J.7,.d that these programs be designed

to ccomodate students in bot basic sciences and career fields.

In addition, faculty E,cchange programs with industry

be helpful in assisting faulty members to stay abreast

of current developments in their fielc_.



Summer programs are considered preferable, but academic

year leave for educational development programs is viewed by

faculty as a realistic alternative'.

3. Teaching manpower in science education should
be examined in light of supply and demand, and
preventive raasures should be tl_ken to avoid a
shortage of qualified faculty.

S pry and demand trends for faculty in the basic

science fields are not clear. Colleges are -o longer growing,

wtach would indicate a reduced need for recruitment. However,

teacher shortages in high school mathematics and sciences have

been noted recently. These shortages may be felt eventually in

two -year colleges, despite the currently stable student enroll-

ment, and certa_lly may have an impact on teacher'preparation

programs.

In addition, career programs in science-related fields

may be faced with a critical shortage of qualified faculty.

Industry and higher education very well may be seeking to recruit

the same individuals. This potential problem must be faced by

colleges planning program changes; thus, measures need to be taken

to ensure an ample supply of qualified faculty, particularly in

these fields.

4. Colleges should expand remedial programs to
imp -ove students' language, mathematics, and study
skills and should provide improved counseling
programs for students who are switching careers
or reentering the labor market.

Both administrators and faculty believe that a substan-

tial proportion of students in science courses lacks adequate

language, math, and study'skills. To help studens successfully

complete their science education both in two-year colleges and



later in four-year institutions, remedial courses to strengthen

their skills in these areas would be helpful.

In additionlmany students are switching careers after

finding their past ones unsatisfactory or after being unable to

find jobs. Others intend toreenter the labor force after working

at home for many years. Both of these groups of students are

greatly in need of career counseling before they commit themselves

to new courses of study.

Consideration should be given to conducting further
research to e-amine why relatively large proportions
of women and .e minority group membere enroll in
certain scien e fields.

Although more women participate in scier: courses than

do men, thy= are enrolled primarily in the social sciences and

particularly in the life and health science fields. On the other

hand, url enroll predominately in technology areas. Thus, it may

be concluded that encouragement of women in the physical sciences

and technologies is needed. Factors relating to women's choices

of fields also should be examined.

The data show that Asians tend to enroll in the

physical sciences, mathematics, and the technologically oriented

career fields. American Indians, especially the men, enroll in

relatively large numbers in the social sciences. Blacks an77

Hispanics, however, have a disproporlonately low enrollment in

all science fields. Black men are much less involved than black

women, with only about 17 percent of the black men in two-year

colleges taking courses in science, as compared to about 25 per-

cent of the women. These percentages contrast with the 30 percent

or more of the total student population (full- and part-time)

who are in science co-rses. Hispanic men and women each have a

science course participation rate of about 15 percent.



Whether present practices to encourace the enrollment

of blacks and Hispanics are succeeding cannot be determined from

the study data because they are not trend data. It is clear that

additional research needs to be done to detenaine why members of

these minorit!, groups do not participate m_)re frequently in science

education.

6. The problem of articulation with four -year co1Zeges
for transfer students in career programs'ehould be
examined further and resolved.

Transfer of credits to four-year colleges is frequently

an obstacle for students in career programs. Yet the majority of

these students intends to transfer to four-year colleges. Even

those not seeking to transfer immediately plan to obtain baccalau-

reate degrees at later dates. Particularly in the industrial and

engineering technologies, transfer of courses is difficult. Artic-

ulation with four-year colleges presents lLttle difficulty in

the basic science fields, but in the technologies specific_ courses

seldom are comparable fror one collOge to another. There is a gap

between students' expectations and the reality of college credit

transfer. Institutional policies are at the root of this diffi-

culty, and the effort to remedy it must come from greater'

standardization of courses and from increased cooperation among

institutions of higher education.

We would offer one final recommendation -- the continued

monitoring of the status of science education in two-year colleges.

Such ongoing examination could be accoMplisiled by the development

of a sample survey of the two -year college population (including

administrators, faculty, and students) to be used to measure

changes against the baseline of data collected during this study.

NSF then would have immediate access to enough data to make long-
_

term policy judgements and short-term program changes, with some

degree of assurance that these aecisions are in the best interests

of the two-year.college community.
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